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Preface
The drive to develop increasingly active and selective heterogeneous catalys

continues with considerable vigour. In the case of large and medium scale productio

processes particularly pharmaceutical and agrochemical areas, where high throughp

synthesis and screening of potentially active compounds has become an econornk

imperative, the stimulation remains the need to increase profitability, proce

environmental acceptability and to develop more efficient and faster methods f
synthesizing essential new products.

Vanaclia based catalysts have attracted much attention in industry which play

key role in oxidation catalysis. In fact, almost all heterogeneous oxidation catalysts use

on industrial scale for the production of [me chemicals contain vanadium as one of th
major component of the active phase. Supported vanadium oxide catalysts are found t

be superior to pure vanadia for its selective oxidation capacity. The interaction of th
support is believed to modify the properties of the active surface vanadia speci

suitably so as to tune the system in an economically and industrially attractive mode.

It is well known that upon proper treatment with sulfuric acid or ammoniu1

sulfate, tnany metal oxides develop a remarkable increase in surface acidity. Thes1

catalysts when calcined exhibit strong acid sites, which have opened new perspectiv~

in the use of these environmental friendly solid catalysts for carrying out, industriallj
important reactions involving strong acid sites under milder conditions. !

The present work is oriented to obtain a comparative evaluation of the physico:
I

chemical properties and catalytic activity of vanadia supported on metal oxide lik~

Sn02 and Zr02 and its sulfate modified compositions. Some reactions of industria,
importance such as Friedel-Crafts reaction, Beckmann rearrangement o~

cyclohexanone oxime and selective oxidation reactions of aromatics have bee~

selected for catalytic activity study in the present venture. I

The work is presented in seven chapters, the last chapter giving the summary anq

conclusions of the results presented in the previous chapters. Our systems prove a4
potential catalysts for the bcnzylation of aromatics, where truly heterogeneous catalys~

are rare and for I3eckmann rearrangement reaction for the production of E-caprolacta~

Furthermore, the materials show considerable selective oxidation activities durin

oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene and cyclohexanol. There is plenty of scop

for further research in this field, especially in the development of environmentall

benign catalysts for alkylation, rearrangement and selective oxidation reactions of oth

aromatic substrates. 1



Chapter 1

General Introduction
and

Literature Sllrvey

ABSTRAct

Heterogeneous ea talysis is an in terdisciplinary area, which has become the basis

of industrial and environmental chemistry during this century. There is much

renowned interest in the field of metal oxides since they are microporous materials

with in teres ting physical as well as catalytic properties. Supported metal oxides exhibit

interesting catalytic behaviour depending on the kind of support, the kind of active

components and the preparation method. In particular, vanadium oxide catalysts in

combination with various promoters are widely used for several reactions having

industrial importance, In recent years, considerable interest has been focused on

heterogeneous catalysis of organic reactions by sulfated metal oxides. In the present

fundamental innovative research on supported vanadia systems reported in this thesis,

a significant deviation is made by using 5n02 and Zr02 as metal oxide supports with I

the investigation of the acidity generation by the sulfate anion modification. This

chapter deals with the general introduction and literature review of the different

components of the newly developed systems and the various reactions undertaken for

the present investigation.

1.1GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Catalysis is an essential but under-exploitcd technology in tile manufacture 1

of 'fine' or 'speciality' chemicals: typically end products and intermediates fori

pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, electronics chemicals, consumer goods and food!

additives. Whilst there is much excellent and potentially valuable homogenous I



catalytic chemistry in the academic literature, its application

manufacturing scale is often restricted by economic, environmental, r~

and safety considerations. Hetcrogeneous systems, on the other hand, j

attractions like easier catalyst recovery, higher product selectivity,

disposal of the used catalyst, design of continuous flow reactors and ~

they are accepted in tile much versatile chemistry they offer.

Nearly eighty percentage of tile heavy industrial chemicals is obt

heterogeneous catalytic process. Commonly the heterogeneous cata

solid and the reactants are either gases or liquids. A heterogeneous can

by providing an alternate reaction path with a lower energy of activati

to global and domestic compulsions catalytic scientists have to dr

strategies and plans relevant to basic research that would help

developing and producing competitive heterogcneous catalysts and

technologies in the global market. Using a catalytic material in indusl

requires a compromise in the properties of the catalysts to produce a ,

which meets the contradictorydemands imposed by industrial process(

Heterogeneous catalysts are classified into several ways. Based

physico-chemical characteristics they can bc divided as metal oxide

metal oxides, mixed metal oxides, supported metal oxides and modif

oxides), supported mctals /bimctallic catalysts, zeolites/ molecular sicv

hydrotalcitcs and solid supported hctcropolysacids, Apart from this,

also be classified on the basis of their functions as shape selective

transfer, redox and acid-base catalysts. Another mode of classification

on their behaviour in a particular reaction, as structure sensitive and ~

insensitive. Rates of structure sensitive catalytic reactions alter market

the crystallite size of the system is changed, whereas rate is independei

crystallite size in structure insensitive reactions.

1.2 SOLID ACID CATALYSIS

Solid acid catalysis is onc of the most important areas of rescr

has assumed great relevance as an economic alternative te

2
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homogeneously catalyzed, industrially important reactions. The solid acid

catalysts have many advantages over liquid Bronsted and Lewis acid catalysts.

They are non-corrosive, environmentally benign, easily separable from the

reaction mixture and pose few problems of disposal. The solid acid catalysts

can also be designed to give higher activity, selectivity, regenerability and

longer catalyst life. In the last two decades, substantial progress has been made

and 'several industrial processes that use solid acid catalysts have been

introduced successfully'.

In recent years, a large variety of organic transformations have been

reported using catalysts like zeolites and other microporous materials like clays,

oxides and mixed oxides. Almost all acid catalyzed reactions, many of which

require very corrosive acids in homogeneous conditions, have been achieved

using solid acid catalysts'. Metal oxides, mixed oxides and supported oxides

form a highly versatile class of catalysts due to their easily manipulated

properties and/or a wide range of preparation variables. Titanium and

vanadium based microporous materials have been accepted as efficient

catalysts for oxidation reactions". Cationic and anionic clays constitute another

class of solid acids finding wide applications as ceramics, building materials,

paper coatings, fillers, pharmaceuticals, ctc",

1.3METAL OXIDES IN HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS

Most of the solid acid-base catalysts used in various chemical

transformations are based on inorganic oxides. In most cases these oxides are

to be modified chemically or physically so as to get desired catalytic activity for

a particular reaction. Oxides, because of their ability to take part in the

exchange of electrons, protons or oxide ions, are used as catalysts in both

redox and acid base catalysis', In metal oxides, coordinative unsaturation is

principally responsible for the ability towards the adsorption and catalysis of

various reactions. The exposed cations and anions of the metal oxide surfaces

form acidic and basic sites as well as acid-base pairs. Besides this, the variable
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valency of the cation results in the ability of the oxides to undergo oxidations

and reductions.

Generally these metal oxides are divided into four main categories,

simple, mixed, modified and supported. Simple or single oxides usually offer

poor catalytic activity and selectivity when compared to the multi-component

systems. The major advantage of multi-component systems is that it is possible

to tune oxygen sorption properties by meticulously choosing the required

metal components so as to crystallize in a particular structural pattern. The

reactivity of oxygen in this case is strongly dependent on the kind of

neighbouring metal ions as well as M-O bonding distance and bond strength.

According to Fuller et al 6
, the correlation between the catalytic activity and

acid-base properties of the metal oxides can be explained by the strength of

acid-base interaction between the reacting molecules and the catalyst surface.

The generation of the new acid sites on mixing two oxides was first proposed

by Thomas' and further developed by Tanabe and co-workers'', There seems to

be a common view in these reports that the gcneration of new sites is

associated with the charge imbalance at locally formed ~II-0-M2 bonding,

where M1 is the host metal ion and M2 is the doped or mixed metal ion. Some

of the important reactions, which require metal oxides as catalysts are

oxidations, oxidative dehydrogenations, dehydrodimerizations, and several

acid-base catalyzed reactions.

1.4TIN OXIDE AS CATALYST

Tin oxide has been widely used for inorganic materials. For instance, it

has been studied regarding its ion-exchange properties", Recently, there has

been some interest in its properties as a semiconductor'", In its use as a

catalyst, tin oxide is often used in the form of a mixed oxide. In the presence

of tin oxide catalyst alone a few reactions are known, such as the oxidation of

CO ll,12, the reduction NOx
11,13, the oxidation of 01efm14, and isomerization of

alkanes1S
,16. The systems prepared by dcpositing Sn02 on Si02 or A1203 is of

great interest because of the use of Sn02 as gas sensor and conductive
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coating", Moreover, there is a great interest in Sn02-based catalysts because of

their wide range of applications in promoting various reactions. Tin oxide

catalysts may exhibit different catalytic properties depending on the nature of

the oxide carrier, since the metal-oxide support interaction affects both the

redox properties and the dispersion of the active phase, the latter depending

also on the tin content".

Pure Sn02 is impractical as a heterogeneous catalyst because of its low

activity. However, the mixed oxide system with some other metal oxides are

known to be very effective for certain industrially important reactions" There

have already been several reports on partial oxidations using tin oxide

containing binary catalysts such as Sn02-~fo032t· Sn02-P20s
2\ Sn02-Sb20s

22

and Sn02-Bi203
23

• These combinations seem to induce an unexpectedly great

change in the catalytic behaviour of the single tin oxide catalysts. Above all, the

characteristic features of the selectivity become completely different as

different sorts of metal oxides are incorporated into Sn02
24

• Pt-Sn02 and Pd

Sn02 arc found to be interesting catalysts for CO oxidation because of the

syncrgic effects 11. Catalytic property of tin oxides in benzene formation is

highly enhanced by the addition of basic oxides whereas acrolien formation is

d b idi id 14promote y aci c oxi es .

Tin oxide, much like Ti02, Fe203, V0 3, etc., is a metal oxide included in

Group B, which is intermediate between the acidic metal oxides like V20S'

~1003 and \Y./O'j (Group A) and basic metal oxides such as NiO, Mn02, CuO

and Cr203 (Group C)25. It is reported that the acid-base property of the tin

oxide system is significantly varied by the introduction of a small quantity of

acidic or basic elernents'". The IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine and ammonia

revealed that tin oxide exhibit weak Lewis acidity, but does not show Bronsted

acidity even in the presence of moisture.

Itoh et al. 16 showed that tin (IV) oxide evacuated above 400°C gave an

ESR signal at 's' value equal to 1.9, which was assigned to 5n3
+. The signal

intensity varied with the evacuation temperature, showing a maximum at
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SOO°C. The intensity of the signal decreased upon exposure to oxygen and on

exposure to nitrobenzene, anion radicals were formed and the signal at 1.9

disappeared. These facts indicate that the paramagnetic centers are electron

donating sites and most of them are located on the surface of SnOz. The

acidity of Sn02 calcined at :SOO°C was reported to be 0.133mmol g' as

determined by the butylamine titration using methyl red indicator. However,

acid sites stronger than Ho ~ 4.0 were not detected".

The hydrous tin oxide efficicntly catalyzed the reduction of carboxylic acid

with 2-propanol in the vapour-phase at temperature ranging from 300-430°C, to

give the corresponding alcohols. The partial oxidation of methanol over

Mo03-Sn02 has been reported by Rcddy et a/.27 and Murakami et al 22J while the

dimerization of formaldehyde was observed by Ai el al.]!) on SnOZ-W03 catalyst,

Reductive halogenation of alkyl halides also proceeds over this catalysr'", Fuller

et aL6 reported the reduction of nitrous oxide by carbon monoxide over tin

oxide catalyst. The reaction occurs principally by a redox mechanism involving

CO chemisorption, CO2 desorption via lattice oxygen abstraction and

reduction of the catalyst by N 20, the last being the rate-determining step.

Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene is also reported for catalysts

containing Sn02 as primary componentsl'",

1.5 ZIRCONIUM OXIDE AS CATALYST

Zirconium oxide is currently attracting considerable scientific interest

due to its potential use as a catalyst support or promotcr for a variety of

catalyst systems. In recent years zirconium dioxide has become very important

in the field of high technology ceramics with improved mechanical properties

(particularly in wear parts, i.e., engine applications). Zirconia is modified by the

addition of other oxides fi203' MgO and CaO), which stabilizes the

crystallographic phase and the microstructure required for a good performance

as ceramic material'",

The surface properties of zirconia catalysts have been extensively

studied. Surface acidity and basicity of zirconium and its mixed oxide with
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samarium was estimated by Hammett indicator. technique". Acid-base

characteristics of binary oxides of Zr with .Ce and La were examined by

Sugunan et aL 35
-
37 and that of mixed oxides of Zr02with Si02

38
, 5n02

26, Ti02
39

and Y20340 have also been reported. Shimokawabe et aL41 carried. out

characterization of copper-zirconia catalysts prepared by impregnation method

using tetramminecopper (11) nitrate solution. These precursors were

transformed into bulky copper (11) oxide through highly dispersed copper (11)

oxide depending on calcination temperature. Calafat et aL42 reported the

influence of preparation conditions on the surface area and phase changes of

Mo03-Zr02 catalysts. Addition of Mo preserves the metastable phase and

increases the surface area of Zr02• The effects of tungsten precursor and

preparation conditions on the properties of platinum free or platinum

containing wax promoted zirconia have been studied". Boyce et aL44

investigated the crystallization behaviour of tungstate supported on zirconia

and its relationship to acidic properties. Addition of silica stabilizes zirconia

tungstate against sintering by heat treatment, Spectroscopic studies on tetragonal

Zr02 supported Mo03 and NiO systems were conducted by Liu et aL45 For

tetragonal Zr02 supported MoO) system, LItS and UV-VIS DRS results

indicate the formation of monomolybdate and polymolybdate species in

samples with low and high Mo loadings respectively. In Zr02 supported

NiO-Mo03 binary oxide systems, the loading order of the oxides is critical for

tile species formed on the surface. No trace of NiMo04 phase could be

detected after inversion of the loading se(luence.

The catalytic activity of hydrous zirconium oxide calcined at different

temperatures has been reported. Oppcnauer oxidation of primary and secondary

alcohols proceeded efficiently over hydrous zirconium oxide46
•
47

• Convenient

preparation of acetals over hydrous zirconium oxide is also reported",

Acetaliza.tion of carbonyl compounds occurred easily over hydrous zirconium

oxide. Because of tile low acidity of zirconium oxide, dehydration to methyl

vinyl ketone was suppressed and the acetalization of the u,p-unsaturated ketone

proceeded mainly at room temperature. Liquid-phase reduction of aldehydes and
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ketones with 2-propanol was carried out over hydrous zirconium oxide". The

reaction is analogous to the well-known MPV reduction in which aldehydes and I

ketones are reduced with isopropanol in the presence of aluminum

isopropoxide. n-Butane isomerization over tungsten oxide supported on zirconia

was investigated by Yori et 01.
42 Liquid-phase reduction of cyclohcxanone in

2-propanol over Zr02-Y20J40 and mixed oxides of Zr, La and AIJ7 have also

been reported. The acid-base and surface electron properties and the catalytic

activity of cerium-zirconium mixed oxides at various compositions towards the

liquid-phase esterification of acetic acid with n-butanol were also tested",

1.6 VANADIUM OXIDE AS CATALYST

Vanadium oxide has an age-old history in the vast area of heterogeneous

catalysis as the catalyst used for contact process. Vanadium (V) oxide

compounds exists in a number of coordinations and structures'", TIle easy

oxidation and reduction and the existence of cations of different oxidation

states in the intermediate oxides have been proved to be important factors for

vanadia to possess a prominent role in redox catalysis. Vanadium-based oxides

are widely used as catalysts in oxidation reactions. However, for pure vanadia

the selectivity to a desired product is too low, which often exhibits complete

oxidation activity. It is accepted that addition of other metal oxides can

significantly improve the catalytic activity and selectivity of single vanadium

oxide catalyst. This is usually achieved by dispersing vanadium oxide on

suitable support of required physical properties. The fine dispersion of active

species on the support makes supported vanadia dominate over bulk vanadia,

Thus supported vanadium oxide systems arc drawing much attention

nowadays as potential heterogeneous catalysts in selective oxidation reactions.

1.7 SUPPORTED VANADIA CATALYSTS

The catalytic properties of vanadium oxides arc strongly influenced by

the method of preparation, nature of the support and the type of promoters.

In many cases, they are doped with promoters to improve their activity and / or

selectivity, the supports being used to improve mechanical strength, thermal
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stability and lifetime. Supports were believed to be inert in catalytic reactions; it

is known now, however, the structure and composition of the materials used as

supports can influence the activity and selectivity of the active vanadia phase to

a marked degreeSI-54
• The supports that are generally used for the preparation

of these systems are A120 3, Ti02, Nb20Sand Si02• Supported vanadia catalysts

are renowned for their activity towards various types of partial or selective

oxidation reactions, e.g., the oxidation of sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide and

hydrocarbonsv". These systems have also been found to be effective catalysts

for the oxidation of methanol to methyl formate()()·61. Vanadia catalysts

supported on titania-alumina mixed oxide were found to exhibit superior

activities in selective catalytic reduction of NOx62.6S.

Oxidative dehydrogenation of alkanes has been carried out over

supported vanadia catalysts in presence of oxygen under suitable reaction

conditions'T". The catalytic behaviour of silica supported vanadia catalysts is

observed to be superior to that of bulk V20S in oxidative dehydrogenations

since the vanadium oxide species arc mostly in tetrahedral coordination below

the monolayer cov'erage and the vanadium ion in the bulk V20S are in

octahedral coordination'". The rate of alkane conversion increases with vanadia

content within the monolayer coverage for AI20 J- V20S systems70 whereas

titania supported vanadia catalysts" are observed to be very poor catalyst for

this reaction. Wachs et aL72 have studied the partial oxidation of methane over

well dispersed vanadia systems on Si02, Ti02, etc. where the highest

formaldehyde selectivity was shown by V20s-Si02 catalyst. Centi et aL73 have

reviewed the work on the nature of active layer in vanadium oxide supported

on Ti02 and control of its reactivity in the selective oxidation and

ammoxidation of alkyl aromatics. Okuhara et aL74 have shown that the over

layers of vanadia species on Si02 and Al203 have highly pronounced influence

on oxidation of alcohols.

An important application of supported vanadia is the selective catalytic

reduction (SCR) of NO with ammonia':". Recently, highly active SCR catalysts
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have been prepared76
•
77 by a specific reaction of vanadyl alkoxides with the

surface hydroxy groups of a Ti02 support. Mixed oxide gels, in particular

T ·O S·O bei cl I d7678i9 h fu h h ..1 2- 1 2 supports are elng eve ope .. to en ance rt er t e actrvitv,

selectivity and stability of these catalysts.

Vanadium oxide catalysts in combination with vanous promoters are

widely used for the selective oxidation of organic molecules. As a commercial

catalyst, for selective oxidation of benzene, naphthalene and o-xylene, vanadium

oxide has been watched for a long time. Recently it is also used in the

preparation of maleic anhydride from l-butene or n-butane. According to many

studies, the partial oxidation on vanadium oxides was considered to be based on

a redox mechanism'T" and the active sites were reported to be the V=O

species84-87. The V=O bonds are known to be in the (010) plane of vanadium

oxides". Gasior and Machej" investigated the influence of the grain morphology

of vanadiwn oxide on its activity and selectivity for the partial oxidation of 0

xylene to phthalic anhydride. They found that the selectivity to phthalic

anhydride could be correlated with the relative contribution of the (010) planes.

The catalysts used in ammoxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons are

usually promoted and supported vanadium oxides. Propane arnmoxidation was

investigated by Nilsson et alf)J using AI-Sb-V catalysts. Murakami et al 28 used

pure V20S and V20S/ Al20J for ammoxidation of toluene. With VOx/ TiO~

benzaldehyde and benzylamine are the initial products at low ammonia and

oxygen pressure". Unsupported vanadium oxides are also active for

ammoxidation of 3-picoline. VOx/ Ti02 (anatase and rutile) catalysts have

been recently examined for the dehydration of Nsethyl formamide'",

1.8 STRUCTURE OF SURFACE VANADIUM OXIDE SPECIES

In recent years, there has been gro'ving emphasis on the study of the

structure of the catalytically active surface phases containing vanadium in the case

of supported vanadia catalysts. The existence of different surface vanadia species

on various supports has been the subject of a number of studies. The actual

structure present will depend amongst other things, on the chemical nature and
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crystal structure of the support, the vanadium loading and on the presence of

adventitious impurities. Metal-support interactions lead to several physical and

morphological changes of the support as well as the active vanadia species.

Dispersion of vanadia on various support systems is reported by

Schart et al 93 and Sohn et 01.
94 A rapid formation of a multilayered structure has

also been observed on Zr021 \ T
20 S, as a consequence of weak interaction

between the support and the dispersed vanadium oxide. If vanadium loading

exceeds the theoretical monolayer, ZrZVZ0 7 is formed'". Dependence of

surface species formation on the acid-base behaviour of the support has been

db . di CJJ96prove y vanous stu es" .

A series of investigations have shown that, depending on the vanadia

coverage, various surface species are formed on the support materials. Isolated

mono-oxo vanadyl groups and two-dimensional vanadium oxide clusters

correspond to low coverages, whereas a separate V20S phase and

polyvanadates are observed at higher coverages'", Wokaun et 01.
93 have detected

tetrahedral structures of vanadium oxide species at very low vanadia contents

over TiOz by Raman spectroscopy. At higher vanadia loadings, a distorted two

dimensional surface bound vanadia phase is "identified. The vanadium oxide

species spontaneously form or self assemble by thermal treatments of physical

mixtures of VzOs on oxide supports9KoU
X). This suggests that the vanadium

oxide species possess thermodynamically preferred molecular structures that

cannot be altered by preparation methods.

Deo and Wachs1C1 J have shown that a low surface coverage of vanadia on

SiOz is due to somewhat lower density and reactivity of the silica surface

hydroxyl groups with vanadia relative to the other oxide supports like NbzOs,

TiOz and AlzOy However, Vogt el 01. 102 have reported that dispersion of

vanadia on silica can be improved by using special techniques other than the

conventional impregnation methods. Scholten cl al 103 suggested that

reducibility of the vanadium oxide structures increases with increase in surface

coverage of VzOsl y-A120 3 catalysts.
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On MgO, isolated V04.tetrahedra without bridging V-O-V oxygen ions

forming Mg3V20s like structure, appeared within a large range of vanadium

loading. Dimeric V04 tetrahedra of the type Mg3V207 and mixed ortho and

pyro magnesium vanadates have also been observed depending on the catalyst

preparation procedure or vanadium loadingH
l4-107. Formation of the dispersed

species at lower coverages and formation of crystalline vanadates are also

observed in the case of metal oxides like La203, Sm203 and Bi20310s.

Characterization studies on V20S/ Si02 by Eckert et aL109 have shown the

existence of the isolated tetrahedral structure of the type (SiO)3-V=0 in the

dehydrated catalysts. At higher vanadia percentage, V04 tetrahedral units form

aggregates leading to chains or bidimensional arrays where the Vs
+ ions

become increasingly six coordinated. \Tanadia crystallites appeared above 60%

of monolayer coverage in the case of Al20 3 while for Ti02, the crystalline

vanadia appeared abo,re 100% of the theoretical monolayer110
•

Haber Model
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Figure 1.1
Structural models for the surface vanadia species.
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Several authors have proposed vanous models for the molecular

structure of surface vanadium oxide catalyst on different metal oxide
71111-118 Th . th d b H b 71 B dIllsupports' . e lffiportant ones are ose propose y a er, on

and Wachs112, which are shown in Figure 1.1. The Haber model shows isolated

tetrahedral vanadate species and presents dioxo species containing two V=O

groups on the support surface. This structure cannot explain the functionalities

of catalysts with monolayer coverage. Bond model is the oxo hydroxy

vanadium species or a structure in which the electrons are delocalized. It

explains both the redox and acidic properties of surface vanadia species below

monolayer coverages. The Wachs model identifies isolated vanadate species up

to saturation coverage above which vanadia shows small-distorted crystallites

in addition to the surface vanadate species.

1.9 SELECTIVE OXIDATION ACTIVITY AND ACIDITY

GENERATION BY VANADIA LOADING

The most important aspect of supported vanadia systems is the selective

oxidation activity towards partial oxidation products. The complete oxidation

of organics is minimized in the case of supported vanadia systems, which

thereby enhances selective oxidation products that are industrially important.

The selective oxidation activity is attributed to the lattice oxygen mobility.

Isotopic oxygen exchange reaction conducted on supported vanadia call

attention to the significance of lattice oAl'gen mobility of the systems in

oxidation reactions t 19
• Two vacancies are required for the exchange and it is

available on the catalyst surface of pure VlOS indicating high oxygen mobility.

All layers in the crystals can participate, because diffusion of oxygen is much

faster. This will result in over oxidation. In the-case of supported system, either

one or two exchange may take place due to low diffusion rate since no bulk

oxygen is available in supported V20S' where the vanadia species are bound to

the support. This inference can be applied to the activity of the catalysts for

partial oxidation reactions.
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Deo et of. 101 determined the reactivity of several supported systems in the

partial oxidation of methanol. The selectivity towards acetaldehyde followed

the same trend in oxygen exchange reaction. The above-mentioned order for

supported system was also observed for the partial oxidation of butane to

I 0 h d id 120ma eic an y n e 0

The oxidation on supported vanadia catalysts are known to take place

through Mars and Krevelen mechanism. In this mechanism, the reactant is first

oxidized by lattice oxygen. The catalyst in turn is oxidized by gaseous oxygen

th A din S htl I 1~1 1"" th I 0 0 •to regenerate e system. 'ccor g to ac er et a., - 0 - e se ccnvity In

partial oxidation reactions is determined by the intrinsic activity of oxygen

species and their availability. On the supported metal oxides there is no large

reservoir of bulk oxygen, which is able to abstract large number of hydrogen

atoms. Hence the oxidation stops at a desired level of partially oxidized

products, without leading to the complete oxidation. Thus the locally limited

oxygen atoms may be responsible for the high selectivity of supported vanadia

catalysts in oxidation reactions.

Vanadia addition increases both Lewis and Bronstcd acidity. It is

believed that the surface Bronsted sites are located at the bridging

V-O-support bond. At lower percentage of vanadia, Bronsted acidity is found

to "increase while at higher composition, the number of both Lewis and

Bronsted acid sites are enhancedl 23
• Studies of Hatayama et 01.

124 also suggest

that the Bronsted acid sites Increase with increase in vanadium oxide

component in the supported systems. According to Miyata et 01.
125 the

vanadium ions act as the cente.r for Lewis acidity.

2.0 SULFATED METAL OXIDES AS CATALYSTS

Acid catalysis plays a key role in many important reactions of the

chemical and petroleum industries. Conventional industrial catalysts, such as

H2S04, AICl3 and BF3, have unavoidable drawbacks because of its severe

corrosivity and high susceptibility to water. The search for environmentally

benign heterogeneous catalysts have driven the world wide ongoing research of
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new materials as substitutes for current liquid acids and halogen-based solid

acids'"', Among them, sulfated zirconia and related materials displaying higher

thermal stability, very strong acidity and high catalytic activity have aroused

increasing interestI27-131. These materials were long believed to be superacids

with acidity stronger than 100% sulfuric acid l27. The term has become quite

contentious nowadays claiming that the acidity is not exceeding that of 100%

sulfuric acid l32. Agai.n the acid type is also controversial'f", There arc reports

that the catalytic activity derives mainly or completely, from protonic

(Bronsted) acid sites. Other authors are equally convinced that the acid sites are

aprotic (Lewis sites). Whatever may be the fact, the significantly higher

activities of these oxides for carbocationic reactions have shown that the

introduction of sulfate groups can generate very strong acid sites on the metal

oxide surfaces'J'. The catalytic activity of these materials also depends on the

sulfur content. Acylation of toluene with acetic and benzoic acids catalyzed by

solid superacid was reported by Hino et al. 134 Acid sites stronger than Ho=-15

are needed for the formation of the acyl cation from a carboxylic acid. Metal

oxides other than zirconia that show enhanced acidity on sulfation include

F ° 127 TOO 135 S ° 136 Al ° 137 d HfO 138 I dditi lfati f b·c2 3 , 1 2 , n 2 , 2 J an 2· n a non, su tation 0 Inary

oxides such as Zr02-1"i02, Zr02-AI20-" Cr20J-Zr02, Zr02-Si02, Zr02-I-If02

and Zr02-Sn02are also reported in literature.

In comparison with purc metal oxides, sulfate promoted metal oxides

show a higher surface area after calcination at high temperature in air.

A L127 139 b d fi . I . le d· . th .rata et a. t 0 serve mer partic es ill su late zircorua an in pure

zirconia. The larger surface area of sulfated zirconia can be attributed to the

retardation of crystallization and the resistance to sintering at high

. 140-144 Th din O. f th I· d btemperatures . e extraor ary actrviry 0 ese cata ysts IS cause y a

good stabilization of the surface intermediates in presence of the surface

sulfate species. The mechanism of sulfate ions adsorption in the solid is an

anionic exchange between the OI-I groups of tI1C solid surface and HS04- from

the solutionl45. The acidity induced by the sulfate anion is then controlled by
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the presence of OH groups on the original material, tile number of which can

be changed by the conditions of preparation and pretreatment. Many theories

have been put forward to explain the strong acidity, the exact nature of which

remains still controversinl".

Different structures have been postulated for sulfate-doped metal oxides

systems from time to time depending on various experimental observations.

Arata and co_workers I27
,D C) proposed a bidentate sulfate structure for sulfated

zirconia in which the sulfate group bridges across two Zr atoms. The IR data

of adsorbed pyridine show the existence of both Bronsted and Lewis acid sites

with easy conversion of Lewis to Bronsted acid sites by adsorption of water

molecules. Arata pointed out that the S=O bond in the sulfate complex of the

sulfated oxide is much stronger than that of simple metal sulfates. Thus the

Lewis acid strength of Zr4
+ sites becomes remarkably greater by tile inductive

effect of s=o in the complex. The Lewis acid sites predominate in the absence

of water and after high temperature calcination. In presence of water, Lewis

sites are converted into Bronsted acid sites via. proton transfer. The following

models are proposed for the structure of surface sulfates on sulfatcd zirconia

(Figure 1.2)

Models 1 and 2 are proposed by Tanabe and co_workersI27t13c) for the

sulfate modified zirconia in the absence and presence of moisture respectively.

Models 3-5 are suggested by Lavallcy el 01.147-149 for the same catalyst. Model 3

corresponds to a low sulfate loading, 4 to a high sulfate loading and 5 to low

sulfate loading in presence of moisture. These sulfated oxides are important

catalysts for the skeletal isomerization of n-alkanes and alkylation of aliphatics

by olefins to produce high octane number gasoline in petroleum

. d 127 14tl146 150-155 S If d l oxi cl 1 t: d b ff . cIn ustry , ,. . urate mcta OX! es are a so roun to c e tcctrvc tor

acylation and alkylation reactions I5r..1S7. These are also potential catalysts for the

hydrocracking of hydrocarbon polymer waste materials to C4-C20 liquids with

gasoline components exceeding 75% 15R
•
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Different structural models for sulfated metal oxides

2.1METAL PROMOTED SULFATED METAL OXIDES

In spite of their high activity, the sulfated metal oxide systems suffer

from the major drawback of rapid deactivation. Several reasons have been

proposed for tills rapid deactivation such as change in sulfur oxidation state159
,

sulfur leaching or decomposition during the reactionlGC\ coke deposition at high

temperatures,'?' etc. Constant efforts are on the \vay to improve the stability

and reusability of tile systems. Incorporation of transition metal oxides has

17
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been reported to enhance the stability of the surface sulfate species and the

thermal stability. However, tI1C nature of such an enhancement is vague. The

processes involved when a support is impregnated with a solution of a metal

salt are generally very complex, Metal distribution depends on tile diffusion

into the pore and the adsorption of the salt. Pore blocking can occur when big

molecules of adsorbate diffuse into the small pores of the adsorbent and this

will affect the. distribution of the metal over the solid surface. Incorporation of

the second or third component may affect the acidity and the catalytic activity

of the oxides either positively or negatively, depending on the nature of the

metal components.

Sulfated zirconia catalysts containing noble metals, most often platinum,

has been the widely sturuedI27.162-1(,5. Wen et al. 1(,4 suggested a bifunctional role

of Pt whereas Ebitani et 01.'66-169 considered that Pt induces a promoting effect

of hydrogen by dissociation of the latter, which is followed by spill over and

gencration of strong Bronstcd acid sites. It has been pointed out that prcsence

of Pt, Rh and Ni on sulfated zirconia superacid catalysts improves the
C • k I I· .. f lk ' (,6 I I· t 70 • dperlormance in s e eta isomenzation 0 a anes . - ino came out

preparation of iron-supported zirconia for the reaction of butane to isobutane,

Miao et 01.
171 undertook a study on the sulfatc promoted mixed oxide

superacids. Among the sulfated binary oxides, the addition of Cr increases the

catalytic activity most ~vidcntIy. The addition of V, 1"1i, AI, Fe, Ni, or Co

enhances the catalytic activity only slightly while the addition of Mo, \V, Mn or

Sn diminishes the catalytic activity. Comparing the data of sulfated ternary

oxides, it is clear that the combination of Mn or V and Cr cannot .further

improve the catalytic activity of the Cr-Zr binary oxide system, but the addition

of a third metal component to the Fe-Zr binary oxide system may increase the

catalytic activity remarkably.

The promoting effect of Al on various types of sulfatcd metal oxide

catalysts has been invcstigatcd'P, Incorporation of appropriate amount of

A120 3 to sulfated titania and iron oxide before sulfation was found to increase
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the acidity, activity and stability of the catalysts for the isomerization of n

butane and n-pentane significantly. The addition of Al203 stabilizes the surface

sulfate complex on the oxides and increases the number of catalytically active

acid sites on the catalysts. TIle high catalytic activity and slow deactivation are

attributed to the increase in the number of intermediate strong acid sites

providing long-term activity.

Sohn and Jang173, who investigated tile activity of sulfate modified and

unmodified Zr02-Si02 towards 2-propanol dehydration and cumene

dealkylation reactions, observed an enhancement of catalytic activity with tile

sulfated samples. Salmones et al 174 determined the catalytic performance of

Pt/SO4
2-/Zr02-Si02 in the hydroisomerization of It-pentane and the catalytic

activity was found to be dependent on the zirconia content. Catalytic

properties of Zr02-Si02 for cyclohexene conversion (skeletal isomerization

and hydrogen transfer) have also been studied175
• XRD, TG-DTA, surface area

measurement, FfIR and acidity determination by pyridine and

ditnethylpyridine chemisorption were used to characterize the samples. TIle

effect of the sulfation on the surface structure and catalytic activity/selectivity

was also studied. The characterization and catalytic activity studies of sulfated

Zr02-Ti02 mixed oxides were attempted by Lonyi et al 176 Addition of titania as

a second oxide to zirconia hinders its aggregation. It modifies the extensive

properties, but not the intensive, acidic properties of the sulfated catalysts. The

surface area of tile sulfated mixed oxide was controlled by tile titania rather

than by the sulfate content.

Sulfated zirconia supported on alumina and silica was investigated by

Lei et aL 177 Zirconyl nitrate was used as precursor for the preparation. In the

case 'of SZ/Alz03 series, the tetragonal phase was stabilized after supporting;

the acid strength and the amount of strong acid sites also increased. However,

for SZ/Si02 series, although the tetragonal phase of zirconia was stabilized, tile

lower number of strong acid sites probably limited the increase in catalytic

activity for butane isomerization. Grau et al. 178 observed that the crystallization
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temperature shifts to a higher value after supporting Zr02 on y-alumina and

Si02 carriers. However, the shift of the former is much larger than that of the

latter, which implies a stronger interaction between Zr02 and y-alumina. The

interaction between zirconia and carriers limits tile agglomerization of zirconia

particles and thereby suppresses the tetragonal to monoclinic transformation.

The catalytic activity of zirconia unproved when it was combined with high

surface area materials like Si02 or AI20 , 179, Increased activity was obtained only

when the additives and zirconia were mixed as hydroxides before calcinations,

indicating that some mixed oxide formation occurs. Alurnina is weakly acidic

and displays strong interaction with zirconia, while silica is nonacidic and only

weakly interacts with zirconia.

The effect of the preparation method and tile nature of the sulfated mixed

oxide catalysts on the acid strength distribution were examined by

Vijayanand et alPA.l. The supports were prepared by ·ammonia hydrolysis and

precipitation from homogeneous solutions. The amorphous nature of the

sulfated samples at 620°C may. be due to the retardation of crystallization due to

the presence of amorphous alumina or silica. Microcalorimetric measurements of

ammonia adsorption indicate rhar the sulfation of metal oxides caused the

enhancement of acid sites with ~I-I>130 k]/mol. TIle microcalorimetric data

suggest that the mixed oxides arc strong acids but not superacids.

2.2 SURFACE ACIDITY OF METAL OXIDES AND ITS MEASUREMENf

The acid-base properties of metal oxide carriers can significantly affect the

final selectivity of heterogeneous catalysts'". In acid catalysis, the activity,

selectivity and stability of solid acids are determined to a large extent by their

surface acidity, i.e., the number, nature, strength and density of acid sites. The

acidity required for catalyzing the transformation of reactants into valuable

products or into byproducts is quite different. Certain reactions demand strong

acid sites, while some others are catalyzed by weak acid sitesU
\2, The rate of certain

bimolecular reactions depends on the space between acid sites probably because

their catalysis requires several acid sites114],1144, For skeletal transformations of
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hydrocarbons, the rate depends essentially on the Bronsted acidity of tlle

catalystslR2,U~5. Good correlation has been obtained between the concentration of

B ·· d si d th f d lkylati 1R61R1 1 . .. 188ronste sites an e rate 0 cumene ea lation · ,xy ene isomenzanon ,

di .. f I 1K9 d th lb 190191 1 kin 192sproportionation 0 to uene an c y cnzcne · ,n- aexane crac g, etc.

Lewis sites in the vicinity of protonic sites increase the Bronsted acid strength and

consequently their activityl93. The dependence of the catalytic properties on the

acid properties of solid catalysts is often more complex for the reactions of

functional compounds. The acid sites (Lewis and/or Br6nstcd) and base sites,

which co-exist in adjacent positions on the surface of acid catalysts, participate

together in most of these reactions (acid-base bifunctional catalysis)!", The rate

and selectivity of reactions that do not occur by.acid catalysis can also be affected

by acidity. TIlls is evident from the oxidation of hydrocarbons on transition metal

oxides. Acid-base properties of these oxides either influence the adsorption and

the desorption rates of the reactants and products or initiate side reactions'". TIle

acidity of solids plays a significant role when these are used as supports.

Interaction of the support with the active component can influence their catalytic

properties. TI1US, characterization of the acidity of catalysts is an important step in

the prediction of their catalytic utilityl95.

Benesi method (n-butylatnine titration) has been widely employed as a

conventional method for determining the acid strength distribution of solid
.d f: 196 191 Thi 1 1 . . f 1 lid'd d d .act sur aces I. IS invo ves t le titration 0 t le so acr suspen e 111 a

non-aqueous medium like benzene with n-butylatnine..When suspended in

non-aqueous medium in presence of the indicator, the solid develops a colour

depending on the p!(:t value of the indicator as well as that of the solid acid. If

the colour developed is that of the acid form of the indicator, then Ho of the

acid is less than or equal to tile pI<." of the conjugate acid of the indicator. TIle

lower the pI<a of the indicator, the higher the acid strength of the solid. It is

assumed that the adsorption equilibrium of both amine and indicator

molecules with acid sites is attained on the solid surface. This assumption has

been questioned on the basis of the heterogeneity and anisotropy of solid

surfaces. The establishment of adsorption equilibrium needs the adsorption-
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readsorption cycles of basic molecules once adsorbed on the surface.

According to Take et al. 19R it is very difficult for either n-butylamine or

indicators, particularly the former, to reach adsorption equilibrium with acid

sites under the usual conditions in the n-butylamine titration method. This was

also confirmed by Deeba and Hall 199 and Adeeva etal200 by independent works,

Disregard of this difficulty might lead to an overestimation of the acid

strength. Some serious limitations are also associated with the experimental

procedure like tile uncertainty in observing the colour changes of indicators by

naked eyes, possible interaction between solvents and catalysts, etc. This

method is also not suitable for coloured materials and may have some

problems when tile pores of solids are too small for the large molecules of tile

indicators to get adsorbed and if there exists any interactions between

indicators and any sites (basic or redox sites) other than acidic sites.

Another method most frequently used is based on the chemisorption of

b . d 1RI 1K5 194 Ad . f bell d b I'asic compoun S ' '. sorption 0 ases 10 owe y ca onmetry or

thermodesorption of stable bases followed by gravimetry or volumetry gives the

total number of acid sites (Lewis and Bronstcd) and their distribution according

to their strength but do not differentiate between Lewis and protonic acid sites.

TIle tcmperature programmed desorption ([PD) of an adsorbcd base like
'din 201-20.' NI I 20-'-20H b 2('-' 205209 b del .. clpyo c , - 3 ,enzenc," etc. can e use ror c raractcnzing le

acid strength distribution and amount. TIle method, when applied to sulfated

systems, however, suffers from the major drawback associated with the strong

interaction between the adsorbate molecules and tile surface sulfate species

leading to oxidative decomposition of the adsorbed species during heating.

IR spectroscopy of a solid on which pyridine or anunonia is adsorbed can

be employed to distinguish between Lewis and Bronsted acid sites. TIle nature of

acid sites contributes to hinder tile pyridine chemisorption. Wlllle no specific

configuration is required for tile formation of tile pyridinium ion on Bronsted

sites, coordinated pyridine interacts with its electron pair on Lewis centers in a

configuration perpendicular to the surface sites implying larger diffusion

restrictions in the case of microporous solids. There are IR bands characteristic

of pyridinc adsorbed on Bronstcd acid sites (1545 CIU-
I
) and pyridine adsorbcd
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on Lewis site (1440-1465 ern"). The existence of both Bronsted and Lewis acid

sites on sulfated zirconia is confirmed by the diffuse reflectance IR spectra of

adsorbed pyridine''". Kustov el aL21I determined the Br6nsted acidity of sulfated

zirconia by adsorption of a weak base like benzene. The band shift of OH

groups to lower frequency due to hydrogen bonding with the benzene molecules

was taken as a measure of Br6nsted acid strength. The larger the shift, the

stronger is the acid strength. Pyridine (Py) and dimethylpyridine (DI\fP), which

specifically adsorb on Lewis and Br6nsted sites, have been used as probe

molecules to investigate the surface acidic properties. Pyridine is adsorbed on the

Lewis acid sites by donation of lone pair of nitrogen to the acid site (donation to

a coordinatively unsaturated cation) whereas pyridinium ions are adsorbed on

Bronsted acid sites. DI\IP is specifically adsorbed on Br6nsted sites due to steric

effect and due to its higher basic strength it will detect even the weakest acid

centers2 I
2,213. IR spectroscopic investigation after pyridine adsorption reveals

quasi-identical concentration of Lewis and Bronsted sites at low calcination

temperatures (below 600°C). For higher calcination temperatures, Lewis acidity

increased at the expense of Bronstcd acidity214.

Hall and co_\vorkers13
2,215 developed a UV-visible spectroscopic method

for the measurement of acidity of solid catalysts. They pointed out that, due to

red shifts of bands of unprotonated indicators, the visual observation of an

yellow colour on adsorption can be misleading, and the spectroscopic

determination of peak maxima is essential for correct determination of the acid

strength using Hammett indicators. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is

able to detect paramagnetic carbocations formed by the charge transfer

between surface sites and organic molecules. This has been used to

characterize strong ionizing sites on solid acid catalysts using probe molecules,

which are difficult to ionize, such as benzene. Coster et aL216 used aniline as a

probe molecule and obtained signals for the corresponding radical cation.

Yamaguchi et al. reported that the adsorption of perylene on sulfated zirconia

gave the typical EPR signal corresponding to a radical cation whereas no signal

was observed for the nonsulfated Zr02 indicating that the oxidizing property

of Zr02 is generated by the introduction of the sulfate ion 217
•
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Acid strength of metal oxide catalysts can also be measured by NMR

techniquei", The 31p solid magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy of

adsorbed trimethyl phosphine (IMP) is an effective method for probing the

acidity of heterogeneous catalystsi'" 219-222. The method has the advantage over

infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine in that the amount of TIvfP bound

in a particular state can be readily quantifiedr". The acidity of a catalyst surface

can also be determined by using appropriate test reactions. The most widely

used examples include decomposition of alcohols/4
.223.22

4 cracking of aromatic

hydrocarbons and isomerization of alkenes225
•

2.3 CUMENE CRACKING REACTION

The cracking of alkyl aromatic hydrocarbons is a very specific reaction.

Cumene is a conventional model compound for testing the catalytic acidity since

it undergoes different reactions over different types of acid sites. The cumene

conversion reaction can be schematically represented as shown in Figure 1.3.

Cumene

a-mcthylstyrcne

o
Benzene

Toluene Ethylbcnzene Styrene

Minor Products

Figure 1.3
General scheme for cumene cracking reaction.
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Figure 1.4
Mechanism of cumene conversion reaction.

The major reactions occurring during cumene conversion may be

grouped into dcalkylation (cracking) and dehydrogenation. Another

possibility is the cracking of the alkyl chain to give cthyIbenzene.

EthyIbenzene on dehydrogenation gives styrene. Cracking of cumene to

benzene (Scheme 1) is generally attributed to the action of Bronsted sites by a
bonium u h 0 226 229 hOI d h d 0 f . Idcar onium Ion mec anism - \V 1 e e y rogenation 0 cumene Yle s

a. methyIstyrene as the major product (Scheme 2), the formation of which

25



has been ascribed to the Lcwis acid sites22
(' . Mechanism of cumene

conversion may be represented as in Figure 1.4.

Boorrnan et al. prepared a series of catalysts containing fluoride, cobalt

and molybdenum as additives to y-alumina, both individually and in

combination. The surface acidity of these systems was correlated with their
o 0 f 0 2.10231 S 1 d J 173 I d th o.reactivity or cumene conversion ". 0 m an ang': corre ate e actrvity

for cumene dealkylation with both acidity and acid strength distribution of

sulfated Zr02-Si02 catalysts.

2.4 REACTIONS SELECTED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY

The best method for characterization of industrial catalysts is through

d I 0 lK2194 Th 0 di . b . 0 01 1 fmo e reactions '. c operating con mons clng srnu ar to t lose 0

industrial proccsses, they provide a more correct evaluation of the catalytic

utility. The literature survey on supported vanadia systems revealed that they

form a technologically important class of solid catalysts that are extensively

used in chemical industry. They are widely used as catalysts for various

oxidations, ammoxidation and selective catalytic reductions in general. The

sulfated metal oxides are well known for its acidity and are extensively used in

various industrially important acid-catalyzed reactions. Therefore we have

selected reactions from both the domains, such as Fricdel Crafts alkylation of

aromatics and Bcckrnann rearrangement representing the acid catalyzed

reactions; oxidation of cyclohexanol and oxidative dehydrogenation of

ethylbenzene representing the .oxidation reactions.

I. Friedel-Crafts Alkyaltion of Aromatics

Friedel-Crafts alkylation constitutes the most important method for the

introduction of alkyl chains to the aromatic rings. A wide range of

homogcneous catalysts like FcC13, AICI] and Bl~, and pratonic acids like HF

and H2S04 have been found to be well suited for the reaction2J2.2JJ. These

catalysts, however, suffer from the inherent drawback of extreme corrosivity,

high susceptibility to water and difficulty in catalyst recovery. The
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stoichiometric amounts of the catalyst with respect to the benzylating agent

required for the reaction make the work-up procedure tedious. The moisture

sensitivity of these homogeneous catalysts demand moisture-free solvents and

reactants, anhydrous catalyst and dry atmosphere for its handling. The high

Lewis acidity of these homogeneous catalysts also results in several undesirable

side reactions leading to secondary reaction products. The general scheme of

the reaction can be represented as in Figure 1.5.

catalyst
~

RI' ~= H: Benzene;

R1=H, ~=CH3: Toluene

RI' ~= CH3 : o-Xylene

Arene Benzylchloride Monoalkylated product
(MAP)

Figure 1.5
Scheme for Friedel-Crafts benzylation of arenes,

The development of solid acid catalysts has been a breakthrough in this

field. The environmental concerns and the drive towards a "clean technology"

prompt the replacement of the liquid acids by eco-friendly solid acid catalysts,

Strongly acidic reagents are generally required for the efficient catalysis of

Friedel-Crafts reactions. A wide range of solid acid catalysts from clays234-236

d li 237·'41 h I id 242-244 h b id 1 d c th °an zeo tes - to eteropo yacl s as een \Vl e y teste lor eu

applicability towards this reaction,

Ga20] and In203 supported on mesoporous Si-MCM-41 or even on

micro- or macroporous inert catalyst carriers were found to be efficient for the

catalysis of benzylation of benzene and alkylation of aromatics even in
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presence of moisturei". Catalytic activity of mesoporous molecular sieves has

also been tested for the alkylation of bcnzcne246,247, toluene and m-xylene24~.

Lanthanum trichloride supported on silica acted as an active catalyst for the

alkylation and acylation248,249. LaCl3 deposited on 1(-10 montmorillonite was

recovered quantitatively on the support after use whereas for analogous

scandium catalyst only 120/0 of the scandium salt was recovered.

Shape selectivity and high acidity comparable to that of liquid acids

render zeolites a good option for the Friedel-Crafts reactionsi". Botella et al.251

investigated the influence of reaction conditions and physico-chemical

properties on the acylation of toluene with acetic anhydride over p-zeolite.

Liquid-phase benzoylation and benzylation of o-xylene using various zeolite

catalysts was carried out by Singh et aI.240
,241. Reaction time, xylene to benzyl/

benzoyl chloride molar ratio, reaction temperature, Si02/ Al203 ratio, etc. were

found to have a great influence on the percentage 'conversion and selectivity.

Benzylation. of naphthalene over H-P and H-Y zeolites using benzyl chloride as

the benzylating agent has also been investigated252.

Acid treated253, pillared254-256 and transition metal containing clays257-259

also find wide use as Fricdel-Crafts catalysts. j\ comparative study on H 2S04,

HN03 and HCI04 treated metakaolinite as Friedel-Crafts alkylation catalyst has

been reported'?". The effect of impregnating ZnCI2, FeCI3, MnCI2, SnCl2 and

AICl3 on the catalytic activity of natural kaolinite and its activated form for the

Friedel-Crafts alkylation of benzene with benzyl chloride is examined'?'. The

process leads to catalysts with improved activity, the maximum activity being

associated with FeCI3• Montmorillonite supported zinc and nickel chlorides

were proposed to be highly active and selective for Fricdel-Crafts alkylatiorr'",

Lcnarda et 01.
262 investigated the catalytic activity of rnontmorillonitc pillared

with aluminium or aluminium-gallium polyoxycations and their respective

repillared derivatives for the liquid-phase alkylation of benzene with ethylene

to produce ethylbcnzene,
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Reports of superacidity in the sulfated metal oxides prompted several

researchers to investigate on its application to different industrially important

reactions, of which Friedel-Crafts reactions need special mention. Several

reports are available in literature concerning the utility of these catalysts for

Friedel-Crafts reactions263J.264. James Clark2
(,S investigated the use of sulfated

zirconia as catalysts for the alkylation of benzene with long chain linear alkenes

to form linear alkylbenzenes. Sarnantaray''" studied the physico-chemical

properties and catalytic activity of sulfated titania for the gas-phase alkylation

of benzene and substituted benzenes using isopropanol as alkylating agent.

Catalytic activity was found to bc dependent on tI1C sulfate ion concentration

in the catalyst and also benzene to alcohol molar ratio. Promoting effect of Al

on sulfated oxide catalysts was subjected to investigationf". Introducing small

amounts of alumina into sulfated zirconia, titania and iron oxide enhances the

activity for the benzoylation of toluene with benzoyl chloride considerably.

The enhanced long-term activity of AI-promoted catalysts is associated with an

increase in acid sites of intermediate strength, which is caused by the formation

of AI-O-Zr and AI-O-Ti bonds in the mixed oxides.

Inversion of relative rcactivities and selectivities of benzyl chloride and

benzyl alcohol in Fricdel-Crafts alkylation with toluene using different solid

.d 1 I" d26K26~ WI d I b IaCI cata ysts was a so InveStlgate '. ten rcacte separate y, enzy

chloride is more reactive than benzyl alcohol. It is proposed that when present

together; benzyl alcohol is preferentially and strongly adsorbed on the catalytic

sites and prevents any adsorption of benzyl chloride thereby blocking it from

reacting with toluene. Only when some sites are vacant due to complete

depletion of alcohol by reaction, benzyl chloride molecules get a chance to

adsorb and react.

11. Beckmann Rearrangement of Cyclohexanone Oxime

s-Caprolactam is an important starting material for nylon-6 synthesis. It is

conventionally produced by the liquid-phase Beckmann rearrangement catalyzed

by concentrated sulfuric acid. However, the reaction suffers several drawbacks



due to the corrossive nature of the sulfuric acid and by the large amount of

ammonium sulfate formed. To avoid these problems vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement has been attempted using various solid acid catalysts. The major

product of the reaction is s-caprolactam, while minor quantities of

5-cyanopentane, 5-cyanopent-l-ene, cyclohexanone and 2-cyclohexene-l-one are

also formed as side productsi'". The reaction scheme is presented in Figure 1.6.

o

Caprolactarn(major)
NOH

o CN CN

oxrme 6 j j
Cyclohcxanonc 2-Cyclohcxcnc.S-CyanopcntancS-Cyanopcnt.

I-onc I-ene

(minor)

Figure 1.6
Reaction scheme for Beckmann rearrangement.

Silica-aluminai" and H-Y zeolites272 exhibit relatively low s-caprolactam

selectivity and short catalytic life while high s-caprolactam selectivity is

exhibited by Si02- and A120:\ supported B20:\ prepared by chemical vapour

deposition (CVD)27:\,274, high siliceous I-I-ZSM-S zeolies275,27(" titanium silicate27~,

Si02 supported Ta20S27K and SAPO-11 zeolite279
• However, tile catalytic

lifetimes of these catalysts are too short to be used in industry.

Corma et al.1JiC t
;lKl reported that s-caprolactam is converted to 5-cyanopent

l-ene on H-Na-Y zeolite. Sato et al.27S
, 276 found that on high siliceous ZSM-S, a

catalyst with low acidity leads to lligh selectivity of s-caprolactarn due to the

30
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smooth desorption of s-caprolactam. Dai et 01.282-1Ji5 found that on mesoporous

silica (rvlC11-41 and FS~f-16) and zeolite (H-p, H-L1L, H-OFF-ERI and H

USY) catalysts, s-caprolactam selectivity and catalyst's lifetimes are improved in

the presence of alcohol. These results imply that the smooth desorption of E

caprolactam from the catalyst surface is an important factor for improving E

caprolactam selectivity.

Ushikubo et al.286
;287 reported that hydrated tantalum oxides having strong

acidic properties in its amorphous forms catalyze Beckmann rearrangement,

but the yields of s-caprolactam and catalyst life was insufficient. Silica

supported tantalum oxide288 prepared by the reaction between tantalum

alkoxide and silica showed high catalytic .effiency when compared to that of

Tal SiOz prepared by impregnating acidic aqueous TaCIs solution on Si02•

After the possibility of heterogeneously catalyzed reaction was reported,

considerable attention has been paid to the potential of zcolites to act as a

catalyst in the vapour-phase Bcckmann rearrangement .of cyclohexanone

. 277.2HO,U4,2HfJ- '92 S I ff h b . . d j th li .d hoxime -. 0 vent e tcct as een mvcstlgate m e gill -p ase

Beckmann rearrangement over H-Bcta catalyst293
• It is revealed that the

performance of the reaction is strongly dependent on the nature of the solvent.

The facility of protonation of oxime is primarily dependent upon the

competitive adsorption between substrate and the solvent.

Catalytic performance of titania-zirconia- supported bona catalysts is

reported by Mao et a/ 294
• The acidic and catalytic properties of boria supported

on binary oxide were found to be affected by the bona loading. It was suggested

that the medium strength acid sites, which were characterized by anunonia TPD,

are responsible for the selective formation of s-caprolactam. As the bona

loading increases, the strength and concentration of acid sites on the catalyst

increases and the optimum bona loading of 12 wt? contained the maximum
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number of medium strength acid sites. The trigonal coordinated boron species is

responsible for the enhanced acidity and hence the catalytic activity.

In the reaction of cyclohexanone oxime over B203/ A1203, the activity

diminished with process time, whereas the s-caprolactam selectivity remained

constant during the first five hours. The catalyst decay was attributed to the

coke formed on the surface and the caprolactam selectivity was associated with

the concentration of intermediate strength acid sites295
•

.. 296 297 298Molecular sieves like H-~·fCM-41 , H-FSH-16 , ~-\1-MC1-1-41 ,

SAPO_S279, SAPO-l1?J9, etc. have been studied for the vapour-phase

Beckmann rearrangement. For the reaction over H-~ICM-41 and H-FSH-16

during six hour process time, the former exhibited better performance with 1

hexanol as diluent. Al-i\fCM-41 with Si/ Al mole ratio of 25 exhibited high

catalytic activity using ethanol as solvent.

Ill. CyclohexanolOxidation

The selective oxidation of primary and secondary alcohols is extensively

studied over vanadia-based catalysts. It has been reported recently that methyl

formate can be directly formed with high selectivity and yield by catalytic

th I idati V T' id 300-303 H' h sclecri . C Id h d 'me ano OXl anon on - 1 oxi cs: . 19 se eCtIvlty to rorrna eye In

methanol oxidation was also reported with VOx/Si02 and VOx/Sn02

catalysts27
,304. Oxidative dehydrogenation of isopropanol over a number of

metal oxide systems was studied by Gervasini et al.JOS and correlated the activity

with the acid strength. The participation of V=O in determining the partial

oxidation activity in ethanol oxidation was emphasized by several autbors3tl6
.3

07
•

Various liquid-phase oxidation reactions have been studied using

supported vanadia catalysts. Partial oxidation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone

is an important commercial process, for the production of polyarnides, nylon

6,6, urethane foams, adipic acid, in lubricating additives, etc3f@. The general

scheme of the reaction is represented in Figure 1.7.
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o

Catalyst

Figure 1.7
Selective oxidation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone.

The dehydrogenation reaction involved in alcohol oxidation usually

competes with dehydration of the starting compound to olefin, which is

produced in variable proportions depending on the particular catalyst and

reaction conditions. Deo et 01.3U9 have suggested that in the case of vanadia

based systems, an active catalyst in selective oxidation reactions possesses a

molecularly dispersed vanadium oxide phase, which is more active and

selective than the bulk Y20S. The selective oxidation reactions over V-Ti

oxides have suggested that tile active catalytic species is likely to be a solid

solution on v" in the r-ri02• The promoting effect of the vanadia has been

explained as the effective dispersion of Y20S on the titania surface and the

weakening of y=o bonds.

The oxidation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone using hydrogen

peroxide ad eo-oxidant over vanadium and molybdenum containing

heteropolyacids (I-IIlA)3111 is recently reported. From the investigations, it was

clear that the catalytic oxidation of cyclohexanol could be accelerated if the

degree of vanadium substitution of the HPA catalyst is increased. The catalytic

conversion is also observed to be dependant on the amount of hydrogen

peroxide eo-oxidant, It has been observed that as the number of vanadium

atoms increases, the corresponding amount of v" also increases which is

oxidized by hydrogen peroxide to VS
+. The results point to fact that vanadium

in +5 oxidation state is the catalytically active center and the vanadium centers

are more active than the corresponding molybdenum ions. However, only a

limited number of literature reports are seen on the cyclohexanol oxidation

activity of vanadia-based catalysts.
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IV.~ Oxidative Dehydrogenation (ODH) of Ethylbenzene

Styrene is an important monomer used for industrial production of many

synthetic polymers. It is commercially manufactured by the catalytic

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene311,312. Oxidative dehydrogenation involves the

removal of hydrogen from the reactant molecules by oxygen from the feed to

form the corresponding olefins without parallel or consecutive oxidation

reactions giving carbon monoxide or dioxide as non- selective products.

Most work on the oxydehydrogenation of ethylbenzene has been devoted

to the selection of suitable catalyst and appropriate reaction conditions for

improved styrene yield and selectivity, ~111e dehydrogenation of ethyl benzene

was carried out over a variety of catalysts and reaction conditions of

temperature, diluents and catalyst promoter. The general catalysts reported for

the ODH 'of ethylbcnzene includes metal oxides31~,:\12, phosphatesJ19
-) 22 and

organic polymers323
.3
24. The schematic representation of the reaction is given in

Figure 1.8.

(Ethylbenzene)

ODH

(Styrene)

Figure 1.8
Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzcnc to styrene.

The oxydehydrogenation activity of various acidic catalysts has received
I I I I 'I~ I. :\25:\2ft cl I cl ili 1 I'Increasing attention 10 recent yearsl aga\va cl a 0° to stu le SI lea - a umina,

tin oxides, and phosphates and concluded that moderate acid strength is the

key factor for the reaction. Removal of strong acid sites by addition of sodium

acetate improved the selectivity, but excessive sodium deactivated the catalyst.

Fiedorow et al.J27also obtained a similar result with alumina where small

amounts of sodium did not affect activity even though strong acid sites would
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have been removed. Echigoya et al.328 found that introducing acidity into silica

by addition of either magnesium or zirconium correlated well with

oxydehydrogenation activity. Alumina is reported to be an active catalyst for

the oxidativc dehydrogenation of cthylbcnzcnc and other nlkylbenzcncsJ29-331.

Kania et al.332 investigated the effect of incorporation of Fe203, Cr203, NiO,

Mo03 and MgO on the oxydehydrogenation activity of y- alumina and

observed that introduction of Fe203and Cr203 leads to a considerable increase

in the catalytic activity.

Jyothi et al. investigated the catalytic actrvity of rare earth promoted

sulfated tin oxide for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene and

found that these systems exhibits better oxidation activity when compared to

the non-sulfated analogues and sulfated tin oxide333. Kirn et aL317 studied the

influence of lanthana, ceria, praseodymia and neodymia incorporation on tIle

activity of molybdena-alumina systems and among the four lanthanides used

praseodymia showed the maximum promoting effect.

Oxidative dehydrogenation of alkanes has been carried out over various

vanadia-based systems in presence of oxygen under suitable reaction

conditions'T". Silica supported vanadia catalysts showed considerable activity

in the oxidative dehydrogenation of alkanes334-339. At very low surface coverage

of vanadium oxide, the catalyst exhibited very high activity which was

attributed to the highly dispersed species of (Si-O)3V=O formed on the silica

surface. These species were shown to be more easily reducible than bulk

vanadia. These findings proved that the redox properties are operative during

ODH of lower alkanes. Similar effect of vanadia loading was also observed

with AI203/V20s catalysts34().J41. Le Bars et al.342 have observed that V20S /

y-A120 3 catalysts with the vanadia content ranging from 3 to 10 \vt% have

exhibited increased activity and selectivity above which the properties decreased.

Mamedov et al.343 have prepared active I\fVSb ~1=Ni, Co, Bi, Sn) oxides

supported on alwnina for cthylbenzene oxidative dehydrogenation. The

ethylbenzene conversion is observed to increase with increase in vanadiwn site
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concentration at the surface of SnV, SbV and SoVSb oxide catalysts. Blasco el al'!M

studied and summarized the general factors, which affect the oxidative

dehydrogenation activity of vanadia supported systems. According to them, apart

from the extent of vanadia loading, there are some other factors, which control

the activity and selectivity in the reactions. The selectivity is found to be

dependant on the nature and size of the reactant fed. Aggregate forms of

vanadia and its coordination number are the other factors, which influences

the activity and selectivity of these systems, Both isolated and dimeric y S+

species are found to be active and selective towards the partial oxidation

products. The reducibility plays a major role in selectivity; the more reducible

the catalyst, the less selective the supported system towards the reaction.

2.5 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK

The recent advances made on the application of vanadia catalysts in a

host of industrially important reactions prompted us to draw an ambitious

programme of work on fundamental research on the development of new

supported vanadia systems for oxidation and acid catalyzed reactions. Yery

interesting results have been reported in studies on the use of supported

vanadia catalysts in various reactions to produce fine chemicals, oIefins and to

transform toxic molecules into environmental friendly species. In a bid to

invent novel supports that would give more active and selective vanadia

catalysts, metal oxides like 5n02 and Zr02 were selected as the supports for

the present investigation. The choice of these metal oxides was made. on the

literature information about the suitability as supports for preparing other

catalysts. The sulfate modification of the supported systems were also tried to

enhance the acidity of the catalyst surface. The aim was to combine the two

significant features, i.c., selective oxidation capacity and acidity in the same

system. Different vanadia loadings are attempted to modify the properties of

the support and to get an understanding of the active species of vanadia on the

support. A systematic investigation of tile influence of vanadia loading on the

properties of the supports has been carried out by various physico-chemical
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characterization techniques. Vanadia addition as well as sulfate modification

are expected to enhance the acidity of the systems. The surface acidic property

of the prepared systems was also investigated in detail. The catalytic activity of

the systems was screened for various industrially important reactions. The

main objectives of the present work are the following,

c::Jr To prepare metal oxide (5n02 and ZrO~ supported vanadia catalysts with

different vanadium oxide content and its sulfated analogues by the wet

impregnation method.

c::Jr To examine the surface properties and to understand the nature of surface

vanadia species of these systems employing different instrumental

techniques like EDX, BET surface area and pore volume measurements,

FTIR, SIV N~fR, DR UV-VIS, etc.

er To explore the acidic character of the catalysts using various independent

techniques such as TPD of ammonia, perylene adsorption method and

cumcne conversion test reaction.

r:r To investigate the catalytic efficiency of the samples towards Friedel-Crafts

bcnzylation of arencs.

r:r To evaluate the catalytic performance of these systems m Beckmann

rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime.

r::r To test the catalytic activity of the systems in selective oxidation reactions

like oxidation of cyclohexanol and oxidative dehydrogenation of

ethylbenzene.
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Materials
And

Methods

ABSTRACT

The materials and the experimental procedures used for catalyst preparation,

characterization, surface acidity and catalytic activity measurements are described in

this chapter. The techniques used for the surface characterization like EDX, XRD,

BET surface area and pore volume measurements, TG, SEM, FfIR, solid-state SIV

NMR and DR UV-VIS are expected to be powerful tools to study the changes of the

local environment and nature of surface vanadium species. Ammonia 11lD, perylene

adsorption and vapour-phase cumene cracking are the methods adopted for the

surface acidity determination. Reactions of industrial importance such as Friedel

Crafts alkylation, Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime and selective

oxidations are chosen for the catalytic activity measurements,

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Catalysis is a complex surface phenomenon occurring on the surface of a

catalyst. The adsorption of the reactant molecules and their interaction to give

the product on the active phase of the catalyst depend not only on the reaction

variables, but also on the nature of sites on the catalyst surface, which in turn

determines the 'quality' of the catalyst system, In the production of commercial

catalysts, even a minute change in the conditions of preparation changes the
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quality of the catalyst'. Hence utmost care should be taken during the

preparation of the systems. The performance of a catalyst can be better

appreciated if one knows as many of its physico-chemical properties as

possible. Measuring the same parameters after use often helps in understanding

the cause of catalyst deactivation.

Supported vanadia catalysts form a complex class of catalysts, which are

used in various reactions of industrial importance. The nature of the active

sites on vanadia phase in these catalysts is expected to vary over a wide range

with the vanadia loading and with the nature of the support. To understand the

phenomenon of adsorption and catalysis on a molecular basis, the nature of

the molecular structure of the vanadium oxide species on these catalysts should

be thoroughly investigated and it is essential that the adsorption and active sites

are to be extremely probed.

With this background, we have prepared two series of supported vanadia

catalysts with a wide range of vanadia loading and its sulfated analogues using

5n02 and Zr02 as novel supports. The experimental procedure used to

synthesize tile pure, supported and the sulfated catalysts arc given in this

chapter. They were thoroughly characterized and tested for catalytic activity

with various techniques. The materials used and the methodologies are

described in the following sections.

2.2 CATALYST PREPARATION

The metal oxide supports were prepared tna hydroxide method',

Various vanadia supported catalysts with different V205 contents were

prepared by following the conventional wet impregnation (excess solvent)

technique'. The sulfate modification of the samples was done by a second

step wet impregnation using 0.5 M sulfuric acid. For a comparative

evaluation of the properties, pure vanadia (V20S) and sulfated vanadia were

also synthesized.
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2.2.1 Materials

The materials used for catalyst preparation are given below:

Materials

Stannous chloride

Zirconyl nitrate

Ammonium hydroxide

Ammonium metavanadate

2.2.2 Methods

Suppliers

Qualigens

CDH

Merck

Merck

Merck

A detailed discussion of the experimental procedures used to develop the

catalyst systems for the present investigation is given in the following section.

I. Preparation of Single Oxides

i) Tin oxide (Sn02)

Stannous chloride was taken in a china dish and cone. HNOJ was added

drop wise until a pasty material was formed, It was then dissolved in minimum

amount of aqua-regia on a sand bath and diluted with water to get stannic

chloride solution.

The precipitate of hydrous tin oxide was obtained by adding 1:1

ammonia solution slowly to the boiling stannic chloride solution with stirring

until the pH of mother liquor was 4-5. The precipitate was coagulated for 15

minutes and allowed to stand overnight. The mother. liquor was decanted off

and the precipitate was washed several times with distilled water until it was

completely free from chloride ions. The precipitate was filtered, dried at 110°C

for 12 h in all air oven and powdered below 100 ~l mesh size. The hydroxide

obtained was calcined at 550°C in air for 5 h in a muffle furnace",
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ii) Zirconium oxide (2r02)

Hydrous zirconium oxide was prepared by the hydrolysis of zirconyl

nitrate with 1: 1 ammonia. Zitconyl nitrate was dissolved in minimum amount

of doubly distilled water, To a boiling solution of zirconyl nitrate in water,

aqueous ammonia was added drop wise with constant stirring till complete

precipitation was achieved. The pH of the final solution was in the range 10:..

11.The solution was solidified and was made into a colloidal state which was

boiled for about 15 minutes and allowed to stand overnight. The aqueous

portion was decanted from the precipitate; fresh water was added for washing

the precipitate repeatedly until the precipitate was free of nitrate ions. TIle

precipitate was filtered, oven dried at 110°C for 12 h, powdered and calcined

for 5 h at 550°C in air",

iii) Vanadium oxide (V205)

To obtain pure vanadium oxide catalyst, ammonium rnctavanadatc was

dissolved in cone. HCI and then precipitated by adding ammonium hydroxide

until pH = 7. The precipitate was washed until the solution was free from

chloride ions, dried at 110°C and calcined at 550 0 e for 5 11 s.

11. Preparation of Supported Vanadia Catalysts

The catalysts with various vanadium oxide contents were prepared by

wet impregnation of metal oxide supports in the hydroxide form with required

amount of oxalic acid solution of ammonium metavanadate, The solution was

evaporated to dryness with vigorous stirring. The precipitate obtained was

oven dried at 110°C for 12 h, powdered and calcined at 550°C for 5 h 6.

Ill. Preparation of Sulfated Systems

The hydroxide form of the metal oxide (single and supported) was

exposed to 0.5 M I-)2S04 (5 1111.1 g I) for 3 h with stirring, The precipitate was

filtered without washing, dried at 110 0 e overnight, powdered and calcined at

550°C for 5 h 4.7.
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2.3 CATALYST NOTATIONS

The catalyst systems developed for the present investigation and its

designation are given below,

Notation System

TX V20s1 5n02 with X (= 0,3,6,9,12 &15) weight % of vanadia loading

ZX V20s1 Zr02 with X (= 0,3,6,9,12 &15) weight % ofvanadia loading

V Vanadium oxide CV20 J

STX Sulfated V 20 s1 Sn02 systems

SZX Sulfated \ 7
20 51Zr02 systems

SV Sulfated vanadia

2.4 CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

The prepared catalyst samples were characterized by adopting a variety

of physico-chemical methods. Before each characterization, the samples were

activated at 550°C for 2 h.

2.4.1 Materials

The materials used for catalyst characterization are

Materials

Liquid nitrogen

Potassium bromide

Aluminium oxide

Magnesium oxide

2.4.2 Methods

Suppliers

Manorama Oxygen Pvt. Ltd.

Merck

Merck

Merck

A brief discussion of each method of characterization adopted along

with its experimental aspects is presented in the following sections.
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I. Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence Analysis (EDX)

Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDX) analysis is a successful

analytical technique that quantitatively and qualitatively identifies the elemental

composition of solid samples. The method is practically nondestructive and is

sensitive to very low concentrations (minimum detection limit being 0.1% in

the best case). The principle of EDX is based on the strong interaction of

electrons with matter. \Vhen electrons of appropriate energy impinge on a

sample, they cause emission of X-rays whose energies and relative abundance

depend on the composition of the sample",

The electron beam from a scanning electron micrograph used in this

technique can eject an electron from the inner shell of the sample atom. The

resulting inner shell electron vacancy is filled by another electron from a high

energy shell in the atom. While moving from a high-energy state to a lower

one, this vacancy-filling electron gives up some of its energy (equal to the

difference in the energy between thc two electronic levels involved) in the form

of electromagnetic radiation. Since this electronic energy is fairly large for inner

shells, the radiation appears as X-rays. 1\S all elements have a unique

configuration of electronic energy levels, the X-ray pattern spectrum will be

unique for a particular element. Furthermore, under the given analysis

conditions, the number of X-rays emitted by each element will be directly

proportional to the concentration of that element in the sample.

The X-ray peak position along with the energy scale identify the element

present in the sample, while the integrated peak areas, after application of

appropriate correction factors, can give us percentage composition of each of

the elements. EDX spectra of the samples were recorded in a Stereoscan 440

apparatus.

11. BET Surface Area and Pore Volume Measurements

Surface area determination is an important factor In predicting the

catalyst performance. Of the several techniques to estimate the surface area
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and pore volume of porous materials, BET method 9 is the widely accepted

procedure and this method is based on the extension of the Langmuir theory

to multi-layer adsorption. The general form of BET equation can be written as

where,

P Adsorption equilibrium pressure

P, Saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate

V Volume occupied by molecules adsorbed at equilibrium pressure

Vm Volume of tile adsorbate required for monolayer coverage

C Constant related to the heat of adsorption

A plot of })/ lV (Po-P)] against P / Po is a straight line with slope

(C-1)/ VmC and intercept 1/ Vme. From the slope and intercept, Vmcan be

calculated and the specific surface area of the sample can be calculated using

the relation,

where,

No Avagadro number

Am Molecular cross sectional area of the adsorbate (0.162run2 for N~

W Weight of the catalyst sample (g)

In BET method, adsorption of N 2 is carried out at liquid nitrogen

temperature, Previously activated samples were dcgasscd at 200°C under

nitrogen for 2 h and then brought to -196°C using liquid nitrogen for

adsorbing N 2 gas at various pressures. The pore volume is measured by the

uptake of N 2 at a relative pressure of 0.9.

Simultaneous determination of surface area and total pore volume of the

samples were achieved in a Micromeritics Gemini surface area analyzer by the

low temperature N 2 adsorption method.
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Ill. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning Electron Microscopy allows tile imaging of tile topography of a

solid surface by using back scattered or secondary electrons with good

resolution of about 5 nm. In this technique, a fine probe of electrons is

scanned over the sample surface using deflection coils. The interaction

between the primary beam and the specimen produces various signals, which

are detected, amplified and displayed on a cathode ray tube screened

synchronously with the beam. They can also be conveniently deflected and

focused by electronic or magnetic field so that magnified real-space images can

be formed. This makes the technique suitable for producing very impressive,

in-focus images from a llighly irregular structure, typical of catalyst specimens.

This technique is of great interest in catalysis particularly because of its high

· I I' tospatia reso ution ..

SEM analysis of the samples was done using Stereoscan 440 Cambridge

U.1<. Scanning Electron Microscope. The sample was dusted on alumina and

coated with a thin film of gold to prevent surface charging and to protect the

material from thermal damage by electron beam. A uniform film thickness of

about 0.1 mm was maintained for all the samples.

IV. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Thermogravitnetry (TG), in which the catalyst sample is subjected to a
controlled heating to higher temperatures at a specified heating rate is a well

established technique in heterogeneous catalysis, It finds widest applications in

the determination of drying range, calcination temperature, phase composition,

percentage weight loss and stability limits of a catalyst.

In TG, the loss of weight of a sample is being continuously recorded over

a period of time under controlled heating rate. Changes in weight arc due to the

rupture and/or formation of various physical and chemical bonds at elevated

temperatures, which lead to the evolution of volatile products or the formation

62
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of heavier reaction products. From the thermogram, where we plot weight

against temperature, information about dehydration, decomposition and various

forms ~r products at various temperatures can be obtained. The first derivative

of the thermogram (DTG) gives a better understanding of the weight loss and

can also be used to determine the thermal stability of the samples.

Shimadzu TGA-SO instrument was used for carrying out

thermogravimetric studies. About 20 mg of the sample was used at a heating

rate of 20°C rnin' in N, atmosphere. The TG data were computer processed

to get thermograms. Any decomposition of the sample is indicated by a dip in

the curve. These dips correspond to the weight loss due to decomposition and

hence provide an idea about the species lost during the heating step.

v.X-Ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD)

X-ray analysis is one of the most widely used techniques in

heterogeneous catalysis, since it constitutes a powerful and readily available

method for determining the atomic arrangements in solid substances, their

composition and crystallinity. It is a versatile method for the qualitative and

quantitative analysis of solid phases and can provide useful information about

the crystallite size of specific components and the purity of the substance.

Other uses include the identification of the structure of the substance, its

allotropic transformation, transition to different phases, lattice constants and

the presence of foreign atoms in the crystal lattic e of an active component".

The principle of XRD is based on the interaction of X-rays with the

periodic structure of a polycrystalline material, which acts as a diffraction

grating. A fixed wavelength is chosen for the incident radiation and the

diffraction pattern is obtained by observing the intensity of the scattered

radiation as a function of scattering angle of 28. The relationship among the

wavelength of X-ray beam A, the angle of diffraction, e and the interplanar

distance or cl-spacing cl, is given by Bragg's equation,
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nA = 2d sin8,

where, n is an integer called the order of diffraction

A rough estimate of crystallite size can be obtained from the line

broadening using the Scherrer's equation'j,

t =A/ B cos8

where, B is the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWH1\f) of the strongest peak, t

is the crystal diameter and 8, the Bragg angle.

XRD patterns were recorded in a Rigaku D-max C X-ray diffractometer

using Ni filtered Cu-K; radiation (A = 1.5406 A). The crystalline phases were

identified by comparison with the standard JCPDS Ooint Committee on

Powder Diffraction Standards) data flie13
•

VI. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Infrared spectroscopy is a well-accepted technique for the study of

catalysts and surface reactions. Infrared spectra provide valuable information

about the basic characteristics of a molecule, namely, the nature of atoms, their

spatial arrangement and their chemical linkage, since it can identify the various

functional groups, the adsorbed species and reaction intermediates on the

catalyst surface. It is basically a bulk technique that takes advantage of the

surface aspects of the catalyst and provides information about the structure of

surface sites those are either directly observable or made observable by pre

adsorption of probe molecules. The frequencies and intensitics of the IR bands

can give abundant evidence on the state of supported metal dispersion,

structure, metal-support interaction, metal-metal interaction, etc. It can also be

used to measure the surface acidity of catalysts. FfIR offers higher sensitivity

and higher resolution than conventional IR.

Infrared spectroscopy has a prominent role in identifying the surface

aspects of supported vanadia catalysts, since it can discriminate between

various vanadium oxide structures. Infrared spectroscopy also provides direct
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information about the interaction of vanadium oxide with the surface

hydroxyls of oxide supports l
4-1K. In the case of sulfated metal oxide, from tile

position and intensity of the bands the structure and co-ordination behaviour

of the sulfate groups present on the catalyst surface can be identified 19-21.

FfIR spectra of tile powder samples were measured by the KBr disc

method over the range 4000-400 ern" using Shimadzu DR 5001 instrument.

VII. Solid-State SIV NMR Spectroscopy

Solid-State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) techniques represent a

novel and promising tool in the repertoire of methods for examining the

molecular structure of amorphous and polycrystalline solid samples. In

heterogeneous catalysis its principal use is to characterize the chemical and

structural environment of atoms on the catalyst or in species adsorbed on the

catalyst surface22
• Since NMI~ only probes the local environment of a nucleus

under study, this method is well suited for the structural analysis of disordered

catalyst surfaces. In addition to the structural information provided, the direct

proportionality of the signal intensity to the. number of contributing nuclei

makes NMR useful for quantitative studies2J
•
24

•

Solid-state NMR studies of heterogeneous catalysts are usually carried

out by 'Magic Angle Spinning' (I\1AS) i.e., rapid mechanical rotation of the

sample about an axis subtended at an angle 54°44' with respect to the magnetic

field. This technique removes line broadening from dipolar interactions,

chemical shift anisotropy and quadrupolar interactions to the first order since

all of tile interactions contain the angular term 3 cos 2e -1 which is zero for

e=54.7°. The number of signals in the solid-state NMR spectrum gives the

number of different structural environment of the observed nucleus in the

sample while the relative signal intensities correspond to the relative

occupancies of the different cnvironrncnts'".
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vanadium at the surface and has provided insight into the types of sites present

d 1 · 1· 1· 1· .cl . cl 1 . 2ft-2R Tl StVan t rcir ro e In se cctrve cata yttc oxt ations an rec ucnons . le

isotope (1=7 /2) has a large magnetic moment and short spin - lattice relaxation

time due to the nuclear quadrupolar interactions. The solid-state NMR

spectrum is produced by the interaction of this moment with the electrostatic

gradients created by an asymmetric environment. Typical line shapes of

distorted tetrahedral, distorted octahedral, regular tetrahedral and square

pyramidal environments can often be identified and profitably used to

characterize the different types of vanadia species on the catalysts 'surface

qualitatively and quantitatively'",

Sly NMR spectra of the prepared samples were measured by 300 DSX

Brooker spectrometer with a static magnetic field of ~.5 T. The ordinary single

pulse sequence was used and the number of scans was adjusted from 200 to

15,000 depending on the concentration of vanadium. The spectra were

expressed with the reference signal of NH4VOJ at a chemical shift value of°
ppm and the higher frequency' shift from the standard was taken as positive.

VIII. Diffuse Reflectance DV-VIS Spectroscopy (DR DV-VIS)

Diffuse reflectance UY-visible spectroscopy allows the study of

electronic transitions between orbitals or bands in the case of atoms, ions and

molecules in gascous, liquid or solid state. In catalysis, the informations given

by DRS mainly include the active phase-supports interaction, the chemical

changes during a modification procedure leading to the active phase and the

nature of the co-ordination sphere of the active surface species.

Electronic transitions of transition elements are two types, metal

centered transitions [d-d or (n-1) cl - ns] and charge-transfer (C1") transitions.

d-d transitions give information about the oxidation state and co-ordination

environment of transition metal ion. (n-1) d - ns transitions are often too high
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in energy to be observed in the spectrum. The CT transitions are intense since

they are Laporte--allowed and are sensitive to the nature of donor and acceptor

atorns". In DR measurements, the light emitted by the sample and the

reference material is collected by an integration sphere and tile detector of tile

double beam spcctromcter gives the apparent absorbance.

Diffuse reflectance UV-VIS spcctroscopy is widely used in the surface

characterization of supported vanadia catalysts. The Cf spectra of V+5 (d") are

strongly influenced by the environment of the central vanadium ion in

mono/multi layer phase". The Cf absorption. band positions can differentiate

between the monomeric and two dimensional vanadia species and their

din · . 32coor anon geometrles' .

Diffuse reflectance UV-VIS spectra of the samples were recorded using

a conventional spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics-2000) with CCD detector.

Magnesium oxide (MgO) was used as the reference material.

2.5 SURFACE ACIDITY MEASUREMENTS

Surface acidity and basicity measurements have received considerable

attention in recent years because they can provide significant information about

the behaviour of solid surfaces. Determination of strength of the acid sites

exposed on the solid surface as well as their distribution is a necessary

requirement to understand the catalytic properties of acidic solids. The

conversion and selectivity of acid catalyzcd reactions are influenced not only by

the nature of active sites but also by its number and strength.

A number of physico-chemical methods ·have been developed and widely

accepted to evaluate the strength and amount of surface acid sites on catalysts

and a large variety of probe molecules have been utilized to ascertain the

acidity quantitatively as well as to provide an insight into the distribution of

these acid sites", However, the range of applicability of most of these methods

is limited to a narrow domain of solids and to a given experimental procedure.
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2.5.1 Materials

The materials used for surface acidity measurements are given below

Materials Suppliers

H2S04 Merck

NaOH CDH

Pcrylcnc Mcrck

Benzene Qualigens

Cumene Merck

2.5.2 Methods

A thorough investigation of the surface acidity- of the prepared systems

was done using three independent techniques namely,

I. Temperature programmed desorption of ammonia

11. Perylene adsorption followed by spectroscopic measurements

Ill. Vapour-phase C111nenC cracking reaction

The experimental procedures for these methods are as follows.

I. Temperature Programmed Desorption of Ammonia (TPD)

Among the various physico-chemical methods used to characterize acid

sites, temperature programmed desorption is the" most promising technique,

facilitating the direct determination of the total acidity. and the distribution of

strength of acid sites. Ammonia is chosen as the gas-phase probe molecule,

which by means of gas-solid interaction and their site titration describes the

catalyst surface behaviour. WIlcn chcmisorbed on a surface possessing acid

properties, ammonia can interact with the acidic protons, electron acceptor

sites and hydrogen from neutral or weakly acidic hydroxyls and thus can detect

most of the different types of acid sites". An ammonia molecule can b~

retained on the surface of oxides in different tnodcsJ 5 viz.,
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1. hydrogen bonding via one of its hydrogen atom to a surface oxygen

atom or to the oxygen of surface hydroxyl group. It is the weakest

mode of interaction.

11. transfer of proton from surface hydroxyl to the adsorbate.

111. co-ordination to an electron-deficient metal atom. It is the strongest

mode of interaction.

Thus a fairly reliable interpretation of the TPD pattern ",·f ammonia from

solid acids can be attributed to ammonia chemisorbed on weak, medium and

strong sites respectively, being yet not possible to discriminate between

Bronsted and Lewis acidic sites"..37
•

Ammonia TPD measurements in the range 100-600oe were performed

in a conventional flow-type apparatus using a steel reactor (30 cm length and

1 cm diameter), a heating rate of lOoe min' and in a nitrogen atmosphere.

Pelletized catalyst was activated at 30Qoe inside the reactor under nitrogen £low

for half an hour. After cooling to room temperature, it was saturated with

ammonia, injected in absence of the carrier gas flow and allowed to attain

equilibrium. The excess and physisorbed ammonia was purged out by a current

of nitrogen for half an hour at 1000 e at which the TPD was subsequently

started. The temperature was then raised to 6000 e in a stepwise manner at a

linear heating rate. The ammonia evolved at intervals of 1000 e was trapped in

known volume of dilute sulfuric acid solution and estimated volumetrically by

back titration with standard NaOH and is plotted as a function of catalyst

temperature (desorption temperature). Frequently, the strength of the acidic

sites .frorn which ammonia molecule desorbs is simply characterized by the

temperature of peak maxima of the desorption spectra. The different surface

acidities were determined by quantifying the desorbed ammonia at various

temperatures. The amount of ammonia desorbed in the temperature ranges

100-200, 200-400, 400-600°C was assigned as weak, medium and strong acid

sites respectively.
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11. Perylene Adsorption Studies

Adsorption studies using perylene as electron donor gives information

regarding the Lewis acidity in presence of Bronsted acidity38. The principle is

based on the ability of the catalyst surface acid sites (electron deficient centers)

to accept electron from an electron donor, like perylene to form a charge

transfer complex. The amount of the adsorbed species can be measured by

spectroscopic means". Perylene has an electron affinity of 1.17 eV,40 which

accounts for the ease with which it can form cation radical in liquid solutions.

The adsorption of the molecule on the metal oxide leads to the reduction of

the molecule and implies the presence of sufficiently stronger electron acceptor

sites (Lewis acid sites) on the catalysts surface".

In this method, adsorption experiment was carried'out in a 50 mL stoppred

V-shaped tube taking 10 mL each of freshly prepared perylene in benzene solution

and stirring it with a weighed amount of the catalyst for 4 h. The concentration

range of perylene was varied from 0.01 to 0.02 mol L-1 in benzene. After 4 h, the

contents were filtered and the absorbance of the filtrate was measured at a

particular wavelength, For all the cases, the sorption experiments were performed

in the adsorbate concentration range where Beer-Lambert's law is valid. Since

perylene is getting adsorbed on the catalyst surface, its concentration will be less in

the solution after adsorption. The amount of perylcne adsorbed was dctennined

by measuring the absorbance of the solution before and after adsorption. From

the Langmuir plots, the limiting amount of perylene adsorbed over the catalyst

surface, which is a measure of the Lewis acidity of the system, is obtained. The

chemical interaction between the adsorbate and the sample may be described by

the Langmuir adsorption isotherm,

Cl X = 1/ B~ + Cl x,
where, C is the concentration of perylcne solution, B, a constant and ~ is the

limiting amount of perylene adsorbed, which corresponds to the theoretical

amount of the adsorbate required to cover all the active sites for base adsorption.
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All the absorbance measurementswere done in a UV-VIS spectrophotometer

(Shimadzu UV-160A) at a An ,,",-"< 439 nm using 10 mm quartz cell.

Ill. Vapour-Phase Cumene Cracking Reaction

Vapour-phase cumene cracking is a model reaction in idcntifying the

Lcwis/' Bronstcd acidity of a catalyst. Cumcnc is cracked to benzene and

propene over Bronstcd sites as opposed to the dehydrogenation to

a-methylstyrenc over Lcwis acid sites". Thus the relative amount of benzene

and a-methylstyrene in the product mixture is a good indication of the acidity

possessed by the catalyst.

Cumene cracking reaction was carried out in the vapour-phase in a fixed

bed, down-flow, vertical quartz reactor (2 cm diameter, 40 cm length) inside a

double zone furnace. 0.5 g catalyst activated at the required temperature was

placed inside the reactor immobilized using glass wool. Cumene was fed into the

reactor at a flow rate of 6 mL 11-1
• The reactor bed was maintained at 350°C. The

product analysis was achieved gas cluomatographically by comparison with

authentic samples. Table 2.1 gives the analytical details of tI1C reaction.

2.6 CATALYTIC ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

The catalytic activity of the prepared catalyst systems was tested for

some well-known industrially important reactions. The reactions can be carried

out either in liquid or vapour-phase. Liquid-phase reactions suffer from the

limitation that the maximum temperature attainable is the refluxing

temperature of the reaction mixture. This restriction is efficiently surmounted

in the vapour-phase conditions.

For the present investigation, Friedel-Crafts benzylation of aromatics

and cyclohexanol oxidation with H 20 2 were carried out in liquid-phase whereas

Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime and oxidative

dehydrogenation (ODH) of ethylbenzene were done in vapour-phase.
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2.6.1 Materials

The materials used for catalytic activity measurements are given below.

Materials

Benzene

Toluene

o-Xylene

Benzyl chloride

Cyclohcxanol

H202 (30%)

Cyclohexanone oxime

Ethylbenzene

2.6.2 Methods

Suppliers

Merck

Mcrck

Mcrck

Merck

s. d. Fine

Qualigcns

Prepared in the Laboratory

CDH

The experimental procedures adopted for catalytic activity measurements

are described below:

I. Liquid-Phase Reactions

The liquid-phase reactions performed were benzylation of arenes

(benzene, toluene and o-xylene) using benzyl chloride as the alkylating agent

and the oxidation of cyclohexanol using hydrogen peroxide as eo-oxidant,

All the reactions were carried out on a 100 mLI 50 mL round bottomed

(R.B) flask equipped with an oil bath, a magnetic stirrer and air/water condenser.

The temperature of tile oil bath was adjusted according to the requirement for a

particular reaction and kept constant by means of a ditnmerstat.

i) Benzylation Reaction

The liquid-phase benzylation of benzene, toluene and o-xylene using

benzyl chloride was carried out in a 50 mL double-necked flask fitted with a

spiral condenser. The temperature was maintained using an oil bath. In a
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typical run, the aromatic substrate (benzene, toluene or o-xylene as the case

may be) and benzyl chloride in the specific molar ratio was a~ded to 0.1 g of

the catalyst in the R.B flask and the reaction mixture was magnetically stirred.

The product analysis was done using a Chcmito 8610 Gas Chromatograph

equipped with a flame ionization detector and SE-30 column. The GC

analytical conditions are given in Table 2.1. The aromatic substrate being taken

in excess, the yields were calculated based on the amount of alkylating agent.

The selectivity for a product was expressed as the amount of the particular

product divided by the total amount of products and multiplied by 100.

. The influence of the reaction parameters like substrate to benzylating

agent, molar ratio, reaction temperature, duration of run and the amount of the

catalyst was investigated in detail. The present work also attempts a closer look

into the metal leaching and deactivation of the systems under the reaction

conditions for understanding the molecular aspects of the reaction. The

susceptibility of the catalyst to the presence of moisture was also tested.

ii) Cyclohexanol Oxidation

The catalytic oxidation of cyclohexanol was conducted at atmospheric

pressure in a 100 mL H...B flask equipped with a condenser and a magnetic

stirrer. The reactants (cyclohexanol, 30% H202 and solvent) in the required

ratio were stirred with 0.1 g of the catalyst. The products were identified by

comparison with authentic samples in a Chemito 8610 Gas Chromatograph

using Carbowax column the temperature programme of which is discussed in

Table 2.1. The conversions and product selectivity were scanned for different

H202/ phenol ratios and reaction temperatures. The solvent effect was also

subjected to investigation.

11.Vapour-Phase Reactions

Applicability of the liquid-phase reaction 15 often limited by low

temperature requirement below the boiling point of the least boiling
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component of the reaction mixture, Reactions can be done at much higher

temperatures in the vapour-phase set up where tile reactants will be in the gas

phase, which undergo reaction over the catalyst surface.

We have performed Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone

oxime and oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene as vapour-phase

reactions. The vapour-phase reactions were conducted at atmospheric

pressure in a fixed bed, vertical, down-flow quartz reactor inserted into a

double-zone furnace. The catalyst in powdered form (0.5 g) was

immobilized using glass wool and sandwiched between inert silica beads.

The thermocouple positioned near the catalyst bed monitored the reaction

temperature. The temperature was regulated using a temperature controller.

The reactant was fed into the reactor with the help of a syringe pump at a

controlled flow rate. The condensed reaction mixture was collected

downstream from the reactor in a receiver connected through a cold water

circulating condenser. The products were collected at regular time intervals

and analyzed gas chromatographically,

i) Beckmann Rearrangement ofCyclobexanone Oxime

Exactly 0.5 g of the activated catalyst was placed at the center of the

reactor. The feed containing cyclohcxanone oxime (5 \vt%) in benzene (diluent)

was introduced to the reactor using a syringe pump at the required flow rate, 111e

reactor effluents including tile products were collected at tI1C end of a water

condenser and analyzed by GC equipped with SE-30 column and FID detector.

Table 2.1 reveals the analysis conditions of the product mixture.

The influence of fced rate and reaction temperature was also

investigated. Deactivation studies were also conducted for the different

catalyst systems,
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Table 2.1
Analysis conditions for various catalytic reactions.

AnulyHiR conditions
.._-_......~- ...""'._~._-----~--" .......-.IP ____....~ ........-_____..-----.

Catalytic Reaction ' 1·C111PC1·~\lUl·C Injcctor Detector

ColU11111 Programme for the I'cmpcraturc rTemperature

column (0C) (0C)

Cumene Cracking SE-30 120°C-isothertnal 230 230

Friedel-Crafts
SE-3D 80°C-3-5°C-230°C* "250 250

benzylation

Cyclohexanol
Carbowax 70°C-3-5°C-170°C 200 200

Oxidation

Beckmann
SE-30 90°C-3-5°C-240°C 250 250

Rearrangement

Oxidative
FFAP 100°C-isotllermal 150 150

dehydrogenation

*Initial temperature-Duration-Rate of increase-Final temperature.

ii) Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Etbylbenzene

Vapour-phase oxidative dehydrogenation reaction runs were carried out

in a fixed bed reactor by passing 25 mL of air/ minute along with ethylbenzene

in the temperature range 300-550°C. The products were analyzed using GC

fitted with FFAI) column and FID detector. The gas chromatographic analysis

details are specified in Table 2.1. A detailed investigation on the effect of

reaction parameters like temperature, feed rate and time on stream was done to

obtain a better understanding of the nature and course of the reaction.
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Phusico-Chemical
Characterization

ABSTRACT

Supported vanadia catalysts on Sn02 and Zr02 and its sulfated analogues were

successfully synthesized by the incipient wetness impregnation method. The catalyst

samples prepared were characterized by adopting various physical methods such as

EDX, Xlill, BET surface area and pore volume measurements, Thermogravimetry,

FfIR, SIV NMR and Dlt-UV-VIS spectroscopy. TPD of ammonia, perylene

adsorption method and vapour-phase curncne cracking reaction were employed to

quantify the various types of acid sites on the surface of the catalysts. The

characterization techniques established that vanadium oxide species are highly

dispersed as two-dimensional over layers on the metal oxide supports. The surface

vanadia species exist as isolated V04 tetrahedral units at low vanadia loadings, which

polymerize to give octahedral V06 units and various disordered para-crystalline V205

phases at higher loadings, The basic structure of the active vanadia species is not

affected by the surface modification by sulfate groups. In most cases, the supported

systems and its sulfated series exhibited a remarkable heterogeneity in surface acidity.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous catalysis deals with the transformation of molecules at the

interface between a solid (catalyst) and tI1C gaseous or liquid-phase carrying these

molecules t. This transformation involves a series of phenomena, the

understanding and control of which require the study of how the catalyst is

constituted at its surface as well as in the bulk. l\gain, variation i.n the conditions

of preparation and pretreatment very much alters the surface properties and

catalytic behaviour of the catalysts'', I-Ience they 111USt be thoroughly

79
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characterized before use, TIle development of powerful characterization

techniques therefore has been of major importance in recent years.

Physico-chemical characterization of the prepared catalysts is usually

done to ensure the purity of the systems and to get an insight to the nature of

the active sites on the catalyst surface. The preparation of supported vanadia

catalysts with varying vanadium oxide content as well as its .surface

modification by sulfate addition were done by the conventional wet

impregnation method, Following catalyst preparation, the chemical

composition and surface area of the systems were determined by EDX analysis

and BET surface area measurements respectively. Thcrmogravimctric analysis

of the samples gave an idea about the thermal stability of the catalysts.

Information on the chemical structure of the supported oxides could be

obtained from vibrational and electronic spectroscopies such as F11R, Diffuse

Reflectance UV-VIS spcctroscopy, XRD and solid-state StV NMR provided

additional characterization techniques of the materials.

Since solid supported catalysts and the sulfatcd metal oxides arc well

known for its surface acidity, a more detailed investigation of the acidity of the

prepared systems was desirable. Therefore, in the present study, three

independent methods were dedicated to the problems of nature, amount and

strength of acid sites. Ammonia TPD, where the strength and distribution of

acid sites were evaluated in terms of the amount and nature of the sites from

which the desorption of ammonia occurred, limiting amount of perylcne

adsorbed on the catalyst surface which was measured by spectroscopic means

and tile selectivity ratio obtained in acid-catalyzed test reaction of cumene

cracking were employed to find the surface acidity of the prepared systems.

TIle results of each characterization method and their interpretations are

included in this chapter. The textural properties and acidity measurements are

presented in two separate sections; (I) Physical characterization (11) Surface

acidity measurements,
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3.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION

The catalyst samples prepared were characterized by adopting various

physical methods such as Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, BE~

surface area and pore volume measurements, X-ray diffraction analysis and

different spectroscopic techniques. The observations and the explanation of

the results for each method are presented separately for V20S-Sn02 and

v 20 S-Zr0 2 under two sections.

3.2.1V20 S-Sn0 2 Systems

I. Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence Analysis (EDX)

The elemental composition of the vanadia impregnated as well as the

sulfate-doped samples were determined using EDX analysis and the results

for a few samples are given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1
Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis data for V20S-Sn02 systems.

Composition

Catalysts Atom % Oxide %

So V S Sn02 V20S SO.

TO 100 - - 100 - -
T6 86.6 13.4 - 94.3 5.7 -

T9 82.7 17.3 - 91.2 8.8 -
STO 98.1 - 1.9 98.9 - 1.1

ST6 88.6 8.7 2.3 93.0 5.5 1.5

ST9 81.2 11.9 6.9 88.7 8.5 2.8

Results:

The EDX data show the surface composition of the supported as well as

the sulfated systems. From the results, the vanadium oxide content of T6

system is found to be 5.7% whereas for the sulfated analogue, it is 5.5%. In the

case of high loaded systems with an expected vanadia loading of 9 wt%, the
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values obtained are 8.7% and 8.5% respectively for T9 and ST9. The amount

of sulfate retained in the sample shows a gradual increase from 1.1 to 2.5% as

we increase the vanadium oxide content from 0 to 9 wt% though the same

concentration of sulfuric acid solution was used for sulfate modification.

Discussion:

The elemental analysis of the prepared systems clearly indicates that the

expected catalyst profile can be successfully achieved by the conventional wet

impregnation method. This is evident from the EDX data, which show the

amounts of vanadium oxide in the samples as \yery close to the expected

values. Thus, by this method, it is possible to get desired loading of vanadium

oxide either in more or less than the monolayer equivalent. The sulfate content

of the vanadia promoted samples is considerably higher, when compared with

simple sulfated system, which indicate that vanadium oxide doping brings

about a considerable reduction in the extent of sulfate loss from the catalyst

surface. The fact that the presence of vanadia stabilizes the sulfate overlayers

on the catalyst surface is also apparent from the increase in the sulfate retaining

capacity of the systems with increase in vanadia content.

11. BET Surface Area and Pore Volume Measurements

Table 3.2 presents the surface areas and pore volumes of the \'205-5n02

systems measured using the BET method by nitrogen adsorption at -196°C.

All the samples were calcined and activated at 550°C prior to each experiment.

Results:

Table 3.2 shows the effect of vanadium oxide content and sulfate

modification on the surface properties of the catalysts. From the table, it is

observed that the surface area of the support is increased from 25 to 49 m2
g-l

when we introduce 3 wt? vanadium oxide to the single oxide. In the

supported systems, the surface area increases with vanadia content, reaches a

maximum value for T9 system and then decreases with further increase in

vanadium oxide content. The maximum surface area obtained for the
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supported system is 83 m2go1. Crystalline vanadia (V20S) is having very low

surface area value (1.8 m2 gO') compared to either pure tin oxide or the

supported systems. The pore volumes measured by the same method show

similar trend and the maximum value observed is 0.081 crrr' g' for T9 system.

'fable 3.2
Surface area and pore volume ofV20s-Sn02 systems,

Systems
BET Surface Pore Volume

Systems
BET Surface Pore Volume

Area (In2 g-1) (ern' g-1) Area (m2 g-1) (crrr' g-l)

TO 25 0.023 S'fO 79 0.081

T3 49 0.054 S1"13 87 0.086

T6 61 0.062 ST6 95 0.096

T9 83 0.081 ST9 118 0.110

T12 72 0.072 ST12 89 0.092

T15 67 0.064 ST15 74 0.072

V 1.8 0.002 SV 3.3 0.003

The surface area and pore volume of the sulfatcd samples are invariably

higher than those of the oxides without sulfate treatment. Though the surface

area and pore volumes are enhanced to a greater extent the trend is the same as

in the case of unmodified systems, It gradually increases, reaches a maximum

at 9 ,vt% loading and then declines. The surface area and pore volume of ST9

are 118 m2 g-1 and 0.11 crrr' g' respectively.

Discussion:

From Table 3.2, it is established that the presence of vanadium oxide on

the support surface has an imperative effect on surface area and pore volume

of V20S-Sn02 systems. It is found that the surface changes appreciably upon

impregnation of vanadia, the change being ITIOre at high loading. According to

Gopalan et 01.\ predominantly sintering and to some extent grain growth are

tile main mechanisms by which the surface area of a metal oxide decreases in
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tile temperature range 400-600°C. The presence of vanadium oxide reduces the

sintering and grain growth by forming a two-dimensional layer on the surface

of Sn02 which reduces the mobility of defects on the grain surface or reduces

the surface energy of the support metal oxide grain J
-
S thereby increasing the

surface area. At high loading, the crystalline V20S formed can block up the

pores of tin oxide support leading to tile abatement of the surface area. The

repartition of tile pore volume at high loading also supports the dramatic

plugging of pores with V20S particles". The decrease in pore volume is due to

the decrease in the number of pores as the crystallites agglomerize by virtue of

sintering and enhanced crystallization of vanadium oxide.

The remarkable enhancement of surface area and pore volume by sulfate

modification is attributed to the retardation of crystallization of the support

oxides by the sulfate groups present on the surface'. The lowering of degree of

crystallinity, as evident from the XkD patterns discussed below, supports the

increase in surface area by sulfate treatment. The dispersed vanadia particles

along with the sulfate species prevent the agglomerization of tin oxide particles

leading to an enhanced surface area at low loading", The blocking of pores

again accounts for tile decrease in surface area with increase in the vanadium

oxide content in the sulfatcd systems also. From the EDX results given in

Table 3.1, it is seen that, with increase in the vanadium oxide content, the

sulfate retaining capacity of the tin oxide systems increases. The preferential

attachment of these sulfate groups at the edges of the pores leading to the

partial filling of the pores, which reduces their effective radii and volumes can

be an additional factor in the reduction of surface area and pore volume of the

sulfated sample with high vanadia content.

Ill. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron micrographs of the representative systems are shown

in Figure 3.1. The effect of vanadia loading as well as sulfate modification is

apparent from the SEM pictures of ~ro, T3, T6 and s~r6 samples.

84
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ST6

figure 3.1

Scanning Electron Micrographs ofV20S-Sn02 systems.

Results:

Bigger crystallitcs are found in the case of pure Sn02• The particle size is

observed to be decreasing with increase in the vanadium oxide content as

evident from the SEi\f photographs of 1~3 and ~r6. Smaller particles with

almost uniform size are seen in the case of ST6 showing the effect of

introduction of sulfate anions to the catalyst surface.

Discussion:

From the results, it is found that vanadia loading to the single metal oxide

surface reduces the particle or crystallite size considerably. Combining the SEM

and surface area results, it is thus expected that the vanadia loading up to 9 wt%

has a positive effect on the surface properties as well as catalytic activities. The

sulfatc modification of the surface leads to further reduction in the particle size
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and makes the catalyst surface more uniform. These results support the

observation that sulfate modification increases the surface area of the samples.

The presence of vanadium oxide and surface sulfate groups prevent the

agglomerization of Sn02 particles, thereby i.ncreasing the surface area",

IV. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

To examine the thermal properties of the prepared samples, thermal

analysis was carried out and Figure 3.2 illustrates the 1"G curves (dotted line)

obtained for pure, supported and sulfate treated samples. Uncalcined samples

of TO, T6 and ST6 were taken as the representatives" and subjected to TG

analysis. A more clear decomposition pattern is obtained by plotting the

derivative of the curves, which is also displayed in Figure 3.2 (solid line) .
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Figure 3.2

11G (....) D~rG (-) curves ofVzOs-SnOz systems,
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Results:

111c ~rG-D~rG curve of purc tin oxide shows a dip near 100°C. In tile

case of vanadia promoted sample T6, two additional weight losses at about

180°C and 350 to 450°C temperaturc range are also observed. No other weight

loss is noticed in the higher temperatur~ region in this case. The sulfated

samples showed an initial weight loss at around 1000 e and in addition to those

observed for Tti, yet another decomposition is prominent above 700°C for this

system.

Discussion:

111e weight loss around 100°C for pure tin oxide is due to the removal of

physisorbed water from the catalyst surface'i'", No phase transition is observed

here indicating the stability of the tin oxide phase. In the case of T6, the

additional dips in the thermogram at 180°C and between 350 and 450°C may

be attributed to the evolution of NH) and 1-120 decomposed from NH4VOJ

used in the preparation of supported systems. According to Ponzi et aL,ll

during this temperature range (180-450°C), the NI-!4V03 decomposition occurs

with the release of two molecules of NH3 and one of 1-12°,giving rise to an

intermediate (NH4)20(V20S))' which eventually transforms to V20 S• No other

compound formation is noticed here since there is no additional weight loss at

higher temperature. The melting of vanadia from the catalyst surface is

reported to be at 674°(". The absence of any weight loss at higher

temperature range shows that the vanadia present on the support surface is

more stable. Careful examination of tIle ~rG-D"rG curve of the sulfated system

ST6, reveals the commencement of decomposition of sulfate into S02/ S03

vapours above 700°C. The decomposition of surface sulfate groups above

700°C is reported in the case of sulfated metal oxides12,13.

v. X-Ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD)

The powder X-ray diffractograms of the pure, supported and sulfate

modified systems calcined at 5500e arc given in l~igure. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3

XRD profiles ofV20s-Sn02 systems.

Results:

The XRD pattern of pure tin oxide gives sharp peaks. As vanadia is

introduced to the support system, the intensity of peaks is found to be slightly

reduced. No change in the peak intcnsities is observed as the weight

percentage of vanadium oxide increases from 3 to 6. At high vanadium oxide

content, additional peaks appear at 28 values 20 and 31 as evident from the

XRD profile of T12. The XRD profile of the sulfatcd system, ST6 shows only

a trivial broadening of the peaks.
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Discussion:

The sharp peaks in the XRD pattern of pure tin oxide show that it is

highly crystalline and the position of the peaks reveals that the oxide is in

tetragonal active phase'", The experimental data agree very closely with the

standard values given in the JCPDS data cards for these systems. The

crystalline phase of tin oxide ill all the supported systems remains the same

indicating that it is the stable-phase in the temperature region where the heat

treatments were performed. The decrease in the intensity of the XRD peaks

with vanadium oxide loading suggests that tile surface of tin oxide is

progressively getting covered by the vanadium-oxide structures. The

interaction between the vanadia particle and the support oxide hinders the

crystallization, which is reflected in the reduction of peak intensity. The

absence of the known crystalline phases of VzOs in the catalysts up to 6 wt%

suggests that the deposited vanadia is finely dispersed on the catalyst surface in

the form of V04 tetrahedra or in the form of two- dimensional oxovanadate

structures, just as on 1\lz0 ) and ~riOz surfaces's.,C). The additional peaks

observed at 28 values of 20 and 31 for high vanadia loaded samples may be

attributed to the crystal planes of VzOs crystallites'", The XRD pattern of the

sulfated sample does not show differences from those of the unmodified

samples. It has been reported that the degree of crystallization of the sulfated

oxides is much lower than that of the oxides without sulfate treatmentZI
-
23

• The

absence of any change in the peak intensity after sulfate treatment indicates

that the amount of sulfate retained on the surface is insufficient to cause any

change in the diffraction pattern and it is well dispersed on the surface without

entering into the bulk of the catalyst.

VI. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the FTIR spectra of unmodified and sulfate

modified VzOs-SnOz catalysts with various vanadium oxide content, calcined at

550°C.
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. rigure 3.4
FTIR of unmodified V20S-Sn02 systems.

Results:

The IR spectrum of pure tin oxide contains three major absorption bands

at 3424, 1642 and 619 cm'. As vanadia is introduced to the single oxide, the

intensity of the first two bands increases whereas the third peak remains as such.

IR spectrum of T6 shows additional weak bands at 1020 crn', the intensity of

which increases as the vanadia percentage increases. A new band at 983 cm' is

also observed in the case of T9. Further accumulation of vanadium oxide gives

rises to yet another band at 2057 cm' (IR spectrum of T12). The pure V20S

shows intense IR absorption bands at 845, 1030, and 2046 cm' in addition to the

broad bands at about 3500 and, 1700 cm", The lIt spectra of all the sulfated

samples show absorption bands at 960-980, 1060-1070, 1130-1150 and 1210cm-t,

apart from the bands present on the unmodified systems (Figure 3.5). High

resolution of these bands shows three absorptions at 1174, 1062 and 976 cm',
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Figure 3.5
F'I'Ik of sulfate modified V20 S-Sn0 2 systems.

Discussion:

The bands at 3424 and 1624 cm' in the case of pure tin oxide may be

attributed to the hydroxyl groups associated with the structural water" whereas

the third band at 619 ern" is due to the Sn-O bonds of the support".

According to Bond et al.26 an increase in the intensity of the bands at 3424 and

1624 ern" with vanadia addition may be related to the deformation of the

vibration of adsorbed water and surface aI-I groups of the support. The band

at 983 ern" in the supported systems is caused by the stretching vibrations of

the terminal v=o bonds of amorphous bulk oxides27
-
29 or by stretching modes

of terminal v=o bonds of polyvanadate structure containing V-O-V bridges30
•

In the case of systenlS with high vanadium oxide content, the bands at 1020
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and 2057 ern" correspond to the V=O stretching mode and its first overtone

respectively" ,32. These features are coincident with those observed with pure

V20S~~·~s. Baikcr cl a/':'I(' reported the presence of coordinated but distorted

tetrahedral V04 species in the V10s-TiOz system which is well dispersed as a

monolayer at low vanadia loadings and multilayer having disordered V06

octahedra which has structural similarity to bulk V20S at high vanadia loading.

Present observations are in line with these reported results. For our samples, it

is found that up to 6 wt? of vanadia loading, crystalline vanadia is not

observed suggesting that it is well dispersed as a m?nolayer on the 5n02

surface. The vanadia loading exceeding the formation of monolayer above

6 wt% is well crystallized and the peaks are observed in the lIt spectra.

The sulfate loading of the supported systems has been qualitatively

confirmed from the additional absorption bands in the range 1200-1000 cm-t
•

IR bands in the spectra of the sulfated systems (Figure 3.5) arc characteristic of

the bidentate sulfate group coordinated to the metal ion. The peak at 1210 ern"

corresponds to the unsymmetrical vibrations of the chelate bidentate37
-
39

•

Infrared spectra of sulfated metal oxides, especially the superacidic

sulfatcd ZrOz, HfOz, Ti02, Fe203, Ti02 and 5n02 have been the subject of

detailed study for explaining the superacidity and for proposing the structural

model for the surface sulfate spccics'r":":". A common feature of all super

acidic sulfated oxides is the presencc of a strong band near 1400 ern"

representing the asymmetric stretching frequency of 5=042
-
44

• The presence of

this band and hence the super acidity, depends very critically on the water

content of tile sulfated oxides .. Only sulfates at the surface of oxides brought in

vacuo to medium-high dehydration showed a strong band around 1400 cm'. In

presence of water vapour this band disappears and only low frequency bands

persists", The lack of IR band near 1400 ern" in the present case reveals that

none of the sulfated samples under study possesses superacidic qualities. This

is explained by tile fact that though the calcination temperature is 550°C no

special precautions other than that of keeping it in a desiccator are taken (like
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keeping in oacuo m sealed tubes) to make the samples perfectly dry before

various characterization studies. The IR spectral bands of the samples closely

agree with the bidentate sulfate complex structure having bands around 1150,

1130,1070 cm-land a shoulder at 980 ern".

The observations of IR studies supplement the XRD results that vanadia

is well dispersed on the support surface up to 6 \vt% vanadium oxide content.

YII. Solid-State Sly NMR Spectroscopy

The solid-state SIV NMlt spectra of V 20 S-Sn0 2 catalysts calcined at

550°C are shown in Figure 3.6. Ammonium metavanadate is taken as the

reference where the signal is assigned to be at 0 ppm.

ISO.322

600 400 200 o

ppnl

-200 -400 -600

figure 3.6
SIV NfvIlt spectra V20S-5n02 systems,
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Results:

Figure 3.6 shows two types of major signals in the NMR spectra of the

catalysts with varying intcnsitics depending on the vanadium oxide content.

For the sample T6, a shoulder peak at 257.9 ppm and, an intense peak at 150.3

ppm are prominent. As the vanadia loading increases to 12 "vt%, the situation

reverses, a rather intense and sharp peak at 257.9 ppm and a broad and less

intense peak at 150.3 ppm are observed. The NMlt spectra of the sulfated

sample ST6 is very much similar to that of its unmodified counterpart, ~6.

Discussion:

The two types of signals in the SIV NMR spectra of the V20S-Sn02

catalysts represent two different coordination spheres for the surface vanadium

oxide species. Different peak positions normally indicate differences in spectral

parameters and are observed due to different local environment of vanadium

nuclei46
-
so. A low value for the chemical shift in the wide line NMR is

characteristic of vanadium oxide in low coordination (tetrahedral), while a

higher value is assigned to a' higher (octahedral) coordination based on the

spectra of various known vanadium oxide containing cOlnpoundsSI
.
SJ

• In

general, it is known that low surface coverages favour a tetrahedral

coordination of vanadium oxide, but at higher surface coverages, vanadium

oxide becomes increasingly octahedrally coordinated. Similar chemical shift for

vanadium oxide species was prcviously observed on titania and aluminas1,s4.

However, the surface vanadia structure is remarkably dependent on tI1C metal

oxide support material. Vanadium oxide on ~ri02 (anatase) displays the highest

tendency to be 6-coordinated at low surface coverage", whereas in the ,case of

A1203, a tetrahedral surface vanadium species is formed" at low vanadia

content. At low vanadium loading, for Ti02-Zr02, a tetrahedral vanadium

species is exclusively dominant compared with an octahedral species".

Thus the signal at 257.9 pptn in the present case can be ascribed to the

vanadium-oxygen structures surrounded by a distorted tetrahedron of oxygen

atoms, whereas the other peak at 150.3 ppm to that of a distorted octahedron of

oxygen atoms, From Figure 3.0, peak posil ions of Ihe vanadium oxide species on
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the Sn02 surface indicate that the vanadia species are tetrahedrally coordinated at

low vanadium oxide content and as the loading increases the coordination

becomes predominantly octahedral. These observations are in very good

agreement with the XRD and IR results described in the above sections. TIlls

implies that vanadia is well dispersed as a monolayer having isolated tetrahedral

units at low vanadia content while for the loading exceeding the formation of

monolayer, it is well crystallized on the catalyst surface. It is relevant to note that

the peak positions of the sulfated sample remain as such when compared to the

spectrum of unpromoted sample. This is symptomatic of the fact that the local

environment of the vanadium oxide species in the supported systems does not

change with the introduction of sulfate groups to the surface.

VIII. Diffuse Reflectance DV-VIS Spectroscopy (DR DV-VIS)

Figure 3.7 compares the DRS spectra of V20 S-Sn0 2 systems with

different wt? of vanadia and its sulfated analogue. All the samples were

identically treated with magnesium oxide serving as the reference. The band

maxima of DRS spectra of some reference compounds containing vanadium

are given in Table 3.3 for comparison of the results.

TI2

TI

00 400 e» 8l) lOO) no
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.7
DRS of modified VzOS-Sn02 systems.
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Table 3.3

Band maxima in the DRS spectra of some reference compounds of vanadium.

DRS
Oxidation- Molecular Structure of

Compound Absorption
State of V vanadium-oxygen species

Max. (run)

NH4V03 286,219 5+ Tetrahedral and polymeric

Na3V04 282,228 5+ Tetrahedral and isolated

Pb2V20 7 266,217 5+ Tetrahedral and dimeric..

VzOs 477,325 5+ Octahedral and polymeric

V/USY 405 5+
Tetrahedral and some
polymeric Octahedral

V/SiOz 770,625 4+ Octahedral

V/Alz0 3 805,580 4+ Octahedral

Results:

Although the spectra are quite similar, one can notice some important

differences in the higher and lower wavelength regions (d-d region and DV

region respectively). The DRS spectra of all the samples contain a sharp peak

at the low wavelength region, the intensity of which increases first with vanadia

loading and then remain almost the same at higher loading (DRS of T3 and

T6). The high loaded sample, T12 is characterized by a weak absorption and a

shoulder at about 700-900 nm range in addition to the intense band at the

lower wavelength region. Yet another unresolved broad band is present at

1100-1200 nm region in the case of T12. The DRS spectrum of the sulfated

sample ST6 is similar to that of the unmodified sample T6.

Discussion:

The DRS spectra of vanadium oxides are characterized by charge

transfer (Cl) transitions of the type o~yn+ and d-d transitions of v: and
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their energies are dependent on the oxidation state and coordination

environmenr". From the Table 3.3 it is clear that the band maxima ofVs
+ shift

to higher energy (lower wavelengths) with decreasing coordination numberSS-60.

Thus the Figure 3.7 enables us to distinguish between the surface vanadia

species on Y 20S-5n02 systems. The intense band at the lower wavelength

region is attributed to the tetrahedrally coordinated yS+ species in all the

samples whereas the broad band at higher wavelength region (700-900 nm) is

indicative of 6-fold coordination of the vanadium ion", which is prominent

only in the high loaded system, T12. The red shift of this C'f band is observed

when the coordination of the central vanadium ion changes from tetrahedral to

octahedral state. The broad band at the 1100-1200 nm in the case of T12

indicates the presence of crystalline V 20 S
62; the contribution of this species to

the total intensity is appreciable showing that the surface species is well

crystallized at high loading. The unraveled coordination geometry of the

supported vanadia species obtained from DRS technique confirms the fact that

the supported V 5
+ species on \T20S-Sn02 systems prefers a tetrahedral

environment in the low loading whereas it polymerizes to octahedral species

and eventually to crystalline \ T
20 S at high loading. Here again, it is observed

that the presence of the sulfate ions on the catalyst surface does not affect the

local environment of the vanadium-oxygen species. The results are in perfect

agreement with those obtained from XRD, FTIR and solid-state SIV NMR

suggesting that the combination of these techniques can be used to perform

the surface characterization of supported vanadia systems.

3.2.2 V20 S-Zr0 2 Systems

I. Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence Analysis (EDX)

The chemical composition data from EDX analysis for representative

samples ofV20s-Zr02 systems are giYen in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4

Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis results for V20S-Zr02 systems.

Composition

Catalysts Atom % Oxide %

Zr V 5 Zr02 \'205 504

ZO 100 - - 100 - -

Z6 86.1 13.9 - 94.4 5.6 -

Z9 81.9 18.1 - 91.3 8.9 -

SZO 97.2 - 2.8 98".1 - 1.9

SZ6 84.5 8.9 6.6 92.2 5.1 2.7

SZ9 79!'3 9.8 10.9 85.0 8.6 6.4

Results:

Table 3.4 gives the elemental composition of the samples as oxide

percentage and atomic percentage. The molar concentration of the supported

oxide shows that the catalysts contain the expected loading of vanadium oxide.

The amount of sulfate retained in the case of SZ6 is 2.7% whereas it is found

to higher for SZ9 (6.4%). For ST6 and ST9 the values are 1.5 and 2.8
respectively.

Discussion:

The results indicate that effective loading of vanadium oxide is taking

place on the zr02 support. The amount of sulfate retained on the catalyst

surface increases as the vanadia percentage increases. This is pinpointing that

the incorporation of vanadia improves the sulfate retaining ability of the

systems. Comparing the support effects (Table 3.1 and Table 3.4), it is clear

that Zr02 is having a superior sulfate binding capacity than 5n02• This may be

due to comparatively stronger interaction of the sulfate group with Zr02

surface than that of Sn02 surface.
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11. BET Surface Area and Pore Volume Measurements

Table 3.5 shows the surface area and pore volume measured for V20S

Zr02 systems by BET method and the effect of vanadia loading as well as

sulfate modification on these surface properties.

Table 3.5
Surface area and pore volume of V20S-Zr02 systems by BET method.

Systems BET Surface Pore Volume Systems BET Surface Pore Volume
Area (ln2 Jfl) (crrr' g-l) Area (m2g-l) (cnr' g-t)

ZO 43 0.058 SZO 126 0.120
...

Z3 78 0.083 SZ3 115 0.120

Z6 89 0.085 SZ6 136 0.132

Z9 72 0.081 SZ9 111 0.100

Z12 53 0.020 SZ12 69 0.072

Z15 47 0.020 SZ15 58 0.061

V 1.8 0.002 SV 3.3 0.003

Results:

From the above table, it is clear that the surface areas of vanadia

impregnated samples are higher than that of pure Zr02 calcined at the same

temperature. It is also worth noting that the surface area increases gradually

with vanadium oxide content up to 6 wt'' loading (89 m2g-t). On the contrary,

the samples with high vanadia content, i.e., from 9 wt'' loading onwards, it

shows a reduction in the surface area. The crystalline vanadia (V205) is having

very low surface area value (1.8 In
2g-I) compared to any of the systems. A

similar trend is observed with the pore volume values in the supported

systems. The sulfate modification of the samples remarkably enhances the

surface area and pore volume and it is noticeable that the surface area and pore

volume reach a maximum value in SZ6 among tile sulfated systems. As the

system goes from SZ6 to SZ9, a drastic drop off in the surface area and pore

volume is observed. ......
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Discussion:

The effect of the vanadia content on the surface area and pore volume

of the V20S-Zr02 systems indicates that vanadia in small amount stabilizes the

microstructure of Zr02 and the wet impregnation method allows tile

preparation of high surface area samples with a broad range of vanadium oxide

content'", The increase in surface area is attributed to the inhibition of sintering

by the presence of vanadia dopant64lj5. At high loaded systems blocking of the

pores of zirconia by crystalline V20S or the strong Zr-V interaction may be the

reason for the decrease in tile surface area'", The low pore volume of high

vanadia-Ioaded system also supports the pore plugging by the crystalline

vanadia species.

Consistent with the earlier reports, the sulfated samples showed a higher

surface area as compared to pure zirconia or the unmodified supported

catalysts. Sulfation reduces the extent of surface area loss during high

temperature calcination. This can be explained on the basis of higher resistance

to sintering as well as the delayed transformation from amorphous to

crystalline state acquired by doping with sulfate ions()7.71. Sulfate doping

suppresses particle growth and also facilitates tile dispersion of the zirconia

particles resulting in a higher surface area. However, the dramatic reduction in

the surface area and pore volume of the high vanadium containing systems

among the sulfate modified samples may be due the higher amount of sulfate

retained on the surface which is evident from the EDX results. The sulfate

groups adhering to the edges of the pores also lead to partial blocking of the

pores. Thus it can be assumed that for low sulfate loadings the stabilizing

effect of the sulfate ions gets the upper hand. At high sulfate loadings plugging

of the pores may result in a reduction in the surface area".

Ill. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

To examine the effect of vanadia loading and surface sulfate

modification on the particle size of the catalysts, SEM picture of the

representative samples were taken and arc presented in l"igure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8
SEt\I photographs of V20S-Zr02 systems.

Results:

The particle size is observed to be larger in the case of pure zirconia. The

SE~1 pictures of Z3 and Z6 clearly show that the crystallite size is decreasing

with vanadia addition. In comparison with pure zirconia, or the unmodified

supported systems the sulfated samples give particles of still lower crystallite

size as observed in the SE~'1 picture of SZ6.

Discussion:

The SE1Vf pictures agree well with the BET surface area results.

Suppression of particle growth is evident from the decreased particle size,

which leads to an enhanced surface area of vanadia-loadcd zirconia in

comparison with pure zirconia. Addition of sulfate anion species causes a
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further setback to the crystallization and sintering process, which is manifested

from the uniform particles on the surface, which in turn increases the surface

area of the samples in comparison with the simple supported system. The

metal oxide species along with the sulfate ions prevent the agglomerization of

zirconia particles resulting in a lower crystallite size and higher surface area.

IV. Thennogravimetric Analysis (fGA)

The thermal stability of the samples was examined by TG analysis and

Figure 3.9 illustrates the TG curves (dotted line) and its derivative (solid line)

obtained for pure, supported and sulfate treated samples. To study the

influence of vanadium and sulfate species on the structural change of the

precursor during calcinations, thermal analysis was done with uncalcined

samples of ZO, Z6 and SZ6.
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Figure 3.9
TG (....) DTG (-) curves ofV20S-Zr02 systems.
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Results:

The TG pattern of pure zirconia indicates a continuous dehydration over

tile entire temperature range scanned. The TG-DTG curve of pure zirconia

shows weight losses near 100°C and at about 420°C. In the case of vanadia

promoted sample Z6, two additional dips are observed at about 180°C and

250°C. I-Iere the weight loss observed at 420°C in pure zirconia is shifted to

490°C. No additional weight loss is noticed in the higher temperature region

for Z6 system. The onset of another decomposition in the case of sulfated

system SZ6 is visible at around 690°C.

Discussion:

The sharp weight loss at 420°C corresponds to the crystallization of

hydrous zirconia from an amorphous into a crystalline form. Srinivasan et al 72

observed that the exothermic peak appeared at the same temperature for

samples after calcination lead to pure monoclinic or tetragonal zirconia. The

weight loss around 100°C is due to the removal of physisorbed water from the

surface', A notable influence of V20 S on the crystallization of hydrous

zirconia has been observed in the case of Z6, as shown in ]~igure 3.9. TIlC

exothermic peak is shifted to a higher temperature indicating that the loading

of vanadium oxide delays the crystallization of zirconia", In the case of Z6, tile

additional peaks at 180°C and 250°C may be attributed to the evolution of

NI-I) and 1-120 decomposed from NI-I4VO)7S. The absence of weight loss at

lugh telnperature region for Z6 due to the melting of V20 S may provide the

indirect evidence for the absence of bulk V205 phase in the sample. In the case

of sulfated sample SZ6, the initial weight loss corresponds to the removal of

surface adsorbed water of hydration, TIle high temperature weight loss peak

observed at around 690°C can be ascribed to the decomposition of the sulfate

species and the evolution of oxides of sulfur7f
,.

v. X-Ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD)

Figure 3.10 shows the XRD patterns for V20S-Zr02 systems with

different vanadium oxide contents. The figure also includes the XRD profiles

of the pure zirconia as well as that of the sulfate-doped sample for comparison.
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XRD pattcrns ofV20S-Zr02 systems.
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Results:

The XRD pattern of pure zirconia shows only a single phase. l\S vanadia

is introduced to the support system, improvement in the peak intensity is

observed. The XRD patterns of Z3 and Z6 are appeared to be almost similar

with no change in the peak intensities. From 9 wt'' of vanadium oxide content

onwards, small peaks appear at 28 values 20 and 31 in addition to the main

peaks of the support metal oxide. TIle intensity of these small peaks increases

with further increase in vanadia percentage. The intensities of XRD peaks are

severely reduced in the case of sulfated system SZ6, although the peak

positions remain the Sal11C as in the case of pure zirconia,

Discussion:

The XRD pattern of purc ztrcorna shows thc predominance of

reflections of the tctragonal Zr02 phase, in agreclncnt with the literature
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reports66
•
68

•
77

• In comparison with pure zirconia, the vanadium incorporated

systems showed enrichment of the tetragonal phase. Incorporation of

transition metal species thus results in the stabilization of tetragonal phase of

zirconia by delaying the transformation of this metastable phase into the

thermodynamically favoured monoclinic phase. Thus, the presence of these

species on the surface prevents the zirconia from an undisturbed

crystallization. The absence of characteristic peaks corresponding to the

vanadium oxide species in the supported systems with vanadia loading up to 6

wt? implies that the added vanadia species are present in the form of solid

solution or it is higWy dispersed on the ZrOz surface, which can be accounted

on the basis of the low vanadia loading studied". However, the appearance of

characteristic peak of vanadia at high surface concentrations of vanadium

oxide suggests that the vanadia content is higher than that required for

monolayer coverage and is well crystallized'", The lower intensities of

reflections of the sulfated sample indicate a lesser crystallinity and higher

sulfate retaining capacity of the zirconia samples. TIle bulk sulfate species that

may be retained to a greater extent retards the transformation of amorphous

hydrous zirconium oxide to the tetragonal phase. The sulfate content higher

than that required for monolayer coverage in the high loaded systems implies

the migration of the sulfate moieties into the bulk", which is also confirmed by

the higher sulfate amount by EDX results and the lower surface area values.

VI. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FfIR)

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 present the FTIlt spectra of different supported

V20S-Zr02 catalysts with various vanadium oxide contents, calcined at 550°C

and its sulfated analogues respectively.

Results:

The IR spectrum of pure zirconia gives two strong absorption bands at

3429· and 1647 ern" in addition to the band at 456 cm", For Z6, absorption

bands at 896 ern" and 1023 cm' with a less intense shoulder at 2063 cm"

also appear. The intensity of these bands increase as the vanadia percentage
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Figure 3.11

FTIR of supported V205-Zr02 systems.

increases gradually from 6 to 12. The IR spectrum of crystalline \ 7
205 shows

strong absorption bands at 845, 1030, and 2046 ern" in addition to the broad

bands at about 3500 and 1700 ern". 1\S shown in the figure, from 6 wt%

vanadia loading onwards the bands due to crystalline \T205 become prominent

in the V20S-Zr02 systems. The IR spectra of all the sulfated samples

(Figure 3.12) show absorption bands at 960-980, 1060-1070, 1130-1150 and

1210 ern" apart from the bands present on the unmodified systems.

Discussion:

The oxide supports generally terminate with surface OH groups, which

are quite polar and give strong IR bands in the 3000-4000 cm' and 1600-1700 cm"
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Figure 3.12
FTI~ of sulfate modified V20S-Zr02 systems

regions'", Thus the IR at 3429 and 1627 cm" in the case of pure zirconia may be

attributed to the surface hydroxyl groups. The band at 456 ern" is characteristic

of the surface metal-oxygen species, which usually vibrate in the 100-800 ern"

region. The absorption band at 1023 cm" in the supported systems is assigned to

the V=O stretching vibration, while that at 896 cm' is attributed to thecoupled

vibration between V=O and V_O_VK1
• Generally, the IR bands ofV=O bonds

of crystalline V20S are observed at 1020-1025cm-1 with an overtone band

between 2060 and 2070 cm" and is confirmed by the IR spectrum of V in Figure

3.1182
• It has been reported that the appearance of the IR bands at 1020 and 896

cm" is indicative of the fact that the vanadia: content is above that which is

necessary to cover all the support surface with one 'monolayer'[',
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The presence of coordinated but distorted tetrahedral V04 species as a

monolayer at low loadings and multilayer having disordered V06 octahedra

with traces of crystalline V20Sat high vanadia loading has been observed in the

case of various vanadia supported metal oxidesM-R7. The characteristic IR bands

at 1023 and 896 cm' appearing at 6 \vtO/o of vanadia in the present case indicate

the completion of monolayer." Thus it is assumed that in the stable monolayer

below 6 \vt~/o, the vanadia forms isolated tetrahedral species, a disordered V20S

like phase above the monolayer limit. Finally the octahedral and para-crystalline

V20S have been recognized at very high loadings,

In comparison with pure and vanadia supported zirconia, the spectrum

of sulfated samples (Figure 3.12) exhibits a broad peak with shoulders around

1200 cm". The peaks at 1029,1076 and 1222 ern" are typical of the S-O mode

of vibration of a chelating bidentate sulfate ion coordinated to a metal cation".

The XRD results in the above section showed that the peaks due to

crystalline vanadia appear from 9 wt? vanadium oxide content onwards. As

shown in Figure 3.10, the crystalline V20S is not found in the case of Z6.

However, the presence ofV20s from 6 \vt% vanadia onwards is apparent from

the IR spectra of the samples calcined at the same temperature. This indicates

that for Z6 calcined at 550°C, the V20Scrystallites formed are less than 4 nm

in size that is beyond the detection limit of XRD technique.

VII. Solid-State Sly NMR Spectroscopy

Solid-state NivIR methods represent a novel and promising approach to

vanadium oxide catalytic materials. The solid-state StV N~'1R spectra of a few

V20S-Zr02 systems are shown in Figure 3.13.

Results:

Two different types of signals are obatined in the 51V N~fR spectra of

v20 S-Zr02 catalysts. A powder pattern with an intense peak at about

-95.4 ppm is observed in addition to the comparatively narrower and less "intense

signal near 83.9 ppm for Z6 system. Although the peak positions remain the
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Figure 3.13
SlV NMR spectra V20S-Zr02 systems.

same for a higher vanadia loaded system, Z12, the relative N:MR intensities

have been changed. In the case of Z12, the signal at higher chemical shift value

(83.9 ppm) is exclusively dominant compared with the other signal at lower

chemical shift 'value, -95.4 ppm. The NMR signals of SZ6 do not show any

appreciable change from its unmodified counterpart Z6.

Discussion:

The SlV N1\1R spectra of \720S-Zr02 systems reveal two diverse

vanadium environments for the surface vanadium oxide species. The

resonances observed in the present case are similar to those observed

previously and the lower and higher chemical shift values may be assigned to
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vanadium in four fold and six fold coordination respectively46-so. While both

four fold and six fold coordinate vanadium atoms are present in all the

systems,27,S9 the current study shows that the tetrahedral or the four fold

geometry of the surface vanadia species is prevalent at lower surface coverages

and that the polymeric (octahedral) species increases with increasing vanadia

content. This trend matches with that seen by Wach et al 90 for the increase in

the ratio of polymeric to isolated surface vanadia species. Since the Nrvffi

spectrum of the sulfated system remains similar to that of the unpromoted

sample, it is assumed that the local environment of vanadium is not changed

with surface modification by the sulfate groups. This- finding namely, the

amount of octahedral vanadium species increases with increasing vanadium

oxide loading. agree well with the results of previous characterization

techniques such as XRD and FfIR.

VIII. Diffuse Reflectance DV-VIS Spectroscopy (DR DV-VIS)

The DV-VIS diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded for v20 S-Zr02

catalysts containing various weight percentages of vanadia with an identically

treated magnesium oxide as reference material. The DR spectra of our samples

are presented in Figure 3.14, which also includes the spectrum of sulfate

modified system, SZ6.

Results:

From Figure 3.14, it is observed that only a single charge transfer band is

present at about 250 nm in the case of sample containing 3 wt? of vanadium

oxide. For a higher vanadia loaded system Z6, a slight enhancement in the

intensity of the band at 250 nm along with appearance of a broad band at

higher wavelength region (above 800 nm) is recorded. Further increase of

vanadia content to 12 wt'zo, intensifies the second band while the former

remains the same. In addition to the band at 800 nm, the spectrum of Z12

possesses an unresolved broad band in the range 900-1100 nm. The surface

modification by sulfate anions does not result in strong changes in the UV-VIS
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spectrum, which is characterized by the bands quite similar to that of the

unmodified sample with the same vanadia content, Z6.

~.__._---_..---
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Figure 3.14
DR UV-VIS spectra ofV20s-Zr02 systems.
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Discussion:

The energy of the oxygen-e- vanadium charge-transfer (en absorption

band, which is correlated with minimum diffuse reflectance, is strongly

influenced by the number of ligands surrounding the central vanadium ion and

may provide information on the coordination, of the vanadium in the mono/

multilayer phase". Several important investigations of supported vanadia

catalysts with diffuse reflectance UV-VIS spectroscopy":" have reported that

tetrahedrally coordinated vanadium ions are identified by the charge-transfer

absorptions between 300 and 200 nm. This class comprises monomeric

(isolated) species well dispersed on the support surface as well as small clusters

or linear chains. A charge transfer band at higher wavelength region, usually

above 400 nm characterizes vanadium ion in an octahedral environment. In

agreement with the proposed interpretations, the results of the present study
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suggest that four fold coordinated isolated vanadium oxide species are

observed at low vanadia loading up to 3 wt%. The appearance of the

absorption band at higher wavelength region from 6 wtO/o onwards shows the

development of the central vanadium ion from tetrahedral to octahedral

coordination. At still higher concentrations of vanadia, weak signals that

correspond to the crystalline vanadia are detected. The geometry o~ the surface

vanadium oxide species is found to be unaltered even after the surface

modification with sulfate anions as evident from the spectrum of SZ6.

The spectroscopic features observed in our catalysts discussed in

sequence promote the understanding of the local structure of the surface V20S'

The comparison of the surface structure becomes meaningful since there is an

absolute agreement with the, results obtained from different spectroscopic

methods. From the data, the presence of tetrahedrally coordinated V ions at

low coverages (0-3 wt%), of polymeric arrays consisting of V06 octahedra at

higher loading and of crystalline V20 S at very high loading on the surface 0'£
V20S-Zr02 systems is inferred.

3.3 SURFACE ACIDITY MEASUREMENTS

The acidic properties of the metal oxides are generally thought to play an

important role in determining the adsorptive and catalytic properties of these

materials. Moreover, it has been found that the acidic properties' of the

supported as well as the surface modified metal oxides are particularly

important since the number, strength and nature of these acid sites can be

controlled by varying the oxide compositions and the surface treatment of the

sample96
-
99

• The effect of vanadium oxide incorporation on the acidic

properties of the metal oxides namely 5n02, Zr02 and the disparity in the

surface acidity by the surface sulfate modification of the samples were

investigated in detail by employing three independent methods viz.

temperature programmed desorption of ammonia, perylene adsorption studies

and vapour-phase cumene cracking reaction.
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Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of ammonia enables the

characterization of the acid strength distribution of the systems. This

procedure is considered as a standardization method since ammonia allows the

determination of both the protonic and cationic acidities by titrating acid sites

of any strength. TIle acid site distribution profiles show the presence of weak

(desorption in the temperature range lOO-200°C), medium (200-400°C) and

strong (400-600°C) acid sites. In adsoption studies, the limiting amount of the

electron donor (perylene) adsorbed on the catalyst surface provides valuable

information about the strength and amount of strong electron acceptor sites

(Lewis acid sites). In vapour-phase cumene cracking reaction, the selectivity to

the cracking product (benzene) is related to the Bronsted acidity whereas that

for dehydrogenation product (cr-methylstyrene) to the Lewis acidity. Thus, the

main incentive to carry out the cumene conversion reaction in the present case

is to correlate the presence of Bronsted and Lewis acid sites on the catalyst

surface to the product distribution and other acidity data. Various conclusions

derived from these investigations are presented in the following sections

separately for the two series of catalyst systems.

3.3.1 V10S-Sn02 Systems

I. Temperature Programmed Desorption of Ammonia (TPD)

Table 3.6 giYes the distribution of acid sites of pure tin oxide, vanadia

supported tin oxide systems and its sulfated counter parts, determined by

ammonia TPD. Total acidity is also shown as the sum of amount of ammonia

desorbed from the entire temperature region.

Results:

Table 3.6 reveals that pure tin oxide possesses comparatively ,rery small

amount of acidity. Upon vanadia addition, it is observed that, the amount of

ammonia desorbed from all the temperature region is increased considerably.

The enhancement in the strength and amount of acid sites in the weak,

medium and strong regions is rather gradual as we increase the vanadia content
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Table 3.6

Ammonia TPD studies on V20s-Sn02catalysts-
A . I· f 0 d cl di ob .comparative eva uanon 0 acr streng 1 stn unon

Amount of ammonia desorbed. (mmol g-l)
Catalyst Weak Medium Strong

Total
(lOO-200°C) (200-400°C) (400-600°C)

TO 0.32 0.36 0.12 0.56

T3 0.35 0.37 0.16 0.72

T6 0.37 0.46 0.19 0.81

T9 0.49 0.55 0.20 0.94

T12 0.58 0.48 0.22 1.07

T15 0.98 0.74 0.26 1.26

STD 0.55 0.45 0.18 0.85

ST3 0.56 0.64 0.29 1.07

ST6 0.63 0.66 0.25 1.19

ST9 0.63 0.67 0.31 1.37

ST12 0.57 0.65 0.26 1.06

ST15 0.43 0.61 0.15 0.99

from 0 to 15 \vt%. Thus among the unmodified supported V20S-Sn02

catalysts, T15 is showing the maximum acidity. The TPD data of the sulfated

V20S-Sn02 systems show a considerable enrichment of the amount of both

strong and weak acid sites after incorporation of sulfate species on the

supported as well as pure tin oxide surface. But, a regular increase in the acidity

values as experienced in the case of unmodified samples is not observed with

the vanadia content in the case of sulfated series. TIle acidity increases initially

up to 9 \vt% vanadia loading and then drastically reduces for the high loaded

samples. Among the sulfated analogues therefore, ST9 is the one that has the

maximum acidity value compared to other systems. The trend of different

types of acidity can be summarized as :
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Type of
Trend of acidity

acid sites Unmodified systems Sulfatcd systems

Weak TO<T3<T6<T9<T12<T15 STO<ST3<ST6<ST9>ST12>ST15

Medium TO<T3<T6<T9>T12<T15 STO<ST3<ST6<ST9>ST12>ST15

Strong TO<T3<T6<T9<T12<T15 STO<ST3<ST6<ST9>ST12»ST15

Total TO<T3<T6<T9<T12<T15 STO<ST3<ST6<ST9>ST12>ST15

Discussion:

The ammonia TPD results indicate that tile number of acid sites on pure

tin oxide is much less when compared with that of vanadia supported tin oxide

systems. Table 3.6 suggests that new acid sites are created on the support

surface by the addition of vanadia. The number and strength of all types of

acid sites namely, weak, medium and strong, are increased by gradually

increasing the vanadium oxide content. The steady increase in the acidity

values with vanadia content has been already reported in the case of supported

metal oxides100,101. TIle most general conceptual model available to predict the

idi db· 0 1 id ° 1 f 1'1 b /,102act ty generate y llux1ng two mcta OX1 es IS .t rat 0 ana e et.at.

According to thern , tile acid sites are created due to the charge imbalance

induced at the local M1-O-M2 bond structure of tile supported oxide where, M1

is the host metal and M2 tile second component, The increase in acidity

therefore can be ascribed to the strong interaction of highly dispersed V20S on

weakly or moderately acidic support oxide103
•

Considerable enhancement of both strong and weak acid sites IS

observed after sulfation where tlle total acidity gradually increase with an

increase III vanadia loading up to 9 wt%, which then declines unexpectedly. A
substantial difference is noticed in the distribution pattern in the high vanadia

loaded systems. The initial enhancement of acidity can be attributed to the

increase of the electron accepting properties of the three coordinated metal

cations oia. the inductive effect of the sulfate anions, which withdraw electron

density through the bridging oxygen atom39
,104. According to the dual
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Bronsted-Lewis site model proposed by Clearficld'l" uncalcined catalyst

contains protons as bisulfate and as hydroxyl groups bridging two metal ions.

During calcination, either the bisulfate anion can react with an adjacent

hydroxyl group resulting in a Lewis acid site or two adjacent hydroxyl groups

can react keeping bisulfate ion intact thereby generating Br6nsted acidity. The

combination of these Br6nsted sites with the adjacent Lewis sites can also

generate strong acidity. However, the drastic reduction in the acidity values for

high vanadia containing sulfated systems may be owing to the higher amount

of sulfate retained on the surface. Elemental analysis by EDX revealed that

amount of sulfate retained is higher for systems with high vanadium oxide

content (fable 3.1). The decrease in surface acidity at high concentration of

sulfate is probably due to the formation of polysulfate, which reduces the

number of Bronstcd sites and consequently that of the total acid sites",

11. Perylene Adsorption Studies

Electron acceptor adsorption studies gave information regarding the

presence of Lewis acid sites in presence of Bronsted acid sites. TIle adsorption

of perylene from a solution in benzene was done at r00l11 temperature. TI1C

limiting amount perylene adsorbcd is a measure of the Lcwis acidity or the

electron accepting capacity. TIle results of the perylcnc adsorption studies on the

different systems at calcination temperature 550°C are presented in Figure 3.15.

Results:

As evident from Figure 3.15, the limiting amount of perylene adsorbed is

very low in the case of pure tin oxide and vanadium oxide when separately

addressed. The introduction of vanadia to the surface significantly changes the

adsorption properties. TIle amount of electron donor adsorbed increases

gradually when we increase the vanadium oxide content from 3 to 15 wt'' and

is found to be maximum with the T15 system. The sulfated analogues

exhibited higher perylene adsorption capacity than the simple vanadia

impregnated systems. A regular gradation in the limiting amount is observed

up to ST9 among the suifated samples, which thereafter reduces for the

samples containing higher amount of vanadia,
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Figure 3.15
Variation in Lewis acidity ofV20s-Sn02 systems

from perylene adsorption studies.

Discussion:

The lower value of limiting amount of pcrylcnc in the case of single oxides

indicates comparatively lower electron accepting capacity and hence tile lower

Lewis acidity compared to the supported systems. Incorporation of vanadium

ions influences the acid strength via. electronic interactions as evident from the

higher values for the limiting amount in the vanadia loaded systems.

Introduction of metal cation into the crystal lattice luay result in the formation of

some complex structures in some local areas on the surface, which results in an

overall increase in the clcctroncgativity of the surface complex'?', As the

electroncgativity of the incorporated vanadium ions is higher than that of Sn, an

increase in Lewis acidity is expected in aU the cases, which is observed

experimentally also. "The results of adsorption studies given in Figure 3.15 clearly

show a considerable enhancement of Lcwis acidity on sulfation which can be

attributed to the increase of the electron accepting properties of the surface

metal cations by the sulfatc artions:W•
W4

• ~111e presence of sulfate on the surface

can also thus result in the generation of strong coordinatively unsaturated Sn

(IV) Lewis acid sites'!", However, the reduction in the case of high vanadia
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loaded samples in the sulfatcd sequence 111ay be due to the high sulfatc loading

where sulfate groups mostly exist in the form of polynuclear pyrosulfatcs'!", The

perylene adsorption results are observed to be proportional with the variation of

strong sites obtained from ammonia ~rI)D method,

Ill. Vapour-Phase Cumene Cracking Reaction

Cumene cracking reaction was chosen as a test reaction for acidity where

the cumene conversion and relative product selectivity could be correlated with

the surface acidic properties. In vapour-phase cumcne cracking, a-metIlylstyrene

and benzene were obtained as the major products' while ethylbcnzene and

styrene appeared in minor quantities. In some cases toluene is also detected in

trace amounts. Cumcne conversion reaction was carried out in vapour-phase at

350°C at a flow rate of 6 1nL h-1 and with a time on stream of 2 h. In the

present case the various cracking products such as benzene, toluene, styrene

and ethylbenzene are considered together while calculating the selectivities.

The conversion and product selectivity for the different metal incorporated

systems arc shown in Table 3.7.

Results:

The conversion and selectivity for various products furnished in

Table 3.7 indicates that dehydrogenation of cumcnc to a-metIlylstyrene is the

predominant reaction. Pure oxides exhibit very low conversions under the

reaction conditions studied. In the case of vanadia loaded systems, the low

loaded samples produce significant amount of cracking products, the selectivity

of which decreases gradually with vanadium oxide content with a concomitant

increase in the selectivity to the dehydrogenation product, a-methylstyrene.

The cumene conversion percentage gradually increases with the addition of

vanadia. In comparison with the simple loaded systelns, sulfate promoted

samples show higher conversion rates. I-JO\V vanadia loaded systems among the

sulfated series seem to be more efficient in catalyzing the reaction. An increase

in the vanadia loading above 9 \Veyo has a dcu-inlcll.tal effect on the cumcnc
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conversion, Incorporation of sulfate anions. enhances the selectivity to 0.

methylstyrene generally. srr9 show tile highest selectivity for a-methylstyrene

for which the conversion is also maximum. Thereafter with further increase in

vanadia loading, the cracking product selectivity increases while 0.

methylstyrene selectivity diminishes.

Table 3.7
Cumcnc cracking over V20S-Sn02 systems.

Catalyst
Conversion Selectivity (°/0)

(wtOlo) Cracking products a.-mcthylstyrene

TO 4.29 36.1 63.9

T3 5.00 24.7 75.3

T6 5.76 20.2 79.8

T9 6.45 19.9 80.1

T12 7.38 13.7 86.3

T15 9.22 12.3 87.7

V 1.23 36.5 63.5

STO 5.69 34.7 65.3

ST3 6.37 27.9 72.1

S1
16

6.73 14.5 85.5

S1
19

10.29 10.0 90.0

S1"12 9.32 13.0 87.0

S~r15 8.27 23.6 76.4

SV 2.78 28.8 71.2

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g, Temperature: 350°C, Flow rate: 6 mL hI, ~ros: 2 h]

Discussion:

Cumcnc conversion is known to be catalyzcd by strong lO9 or moderate'!"

acid sites. The major reactions occurring during cumene conversion may be

grouped into dcalkylation (cracking) and dehydrogenation. Cracking of cumene
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is generally attributed to the action of Bronsted sites by a carbonium ion

mechanism while dehydrogenation of cumene yields a-methylstyrene as tile

major product, the formation of which has been ascribed to tile Lewis acid

sitesttl-114. The selectivity towards dehydrogenated products may be thus related

to the Lewis acidity of the systems and the generation of cracking products

with the Bronsted acidity of the systems. Boorman et al. preparcd a series of

catalysts containing fluoride, cobalt and molybdenum as additives to y-alumina,

both individually and in combination and the surface acidity of these systems

was correlated with their reactivity for cumene conversion115,116. Sohn et aL43

correlated the activity for cumene dealkylation with both acidity and acid

strength distribution of sulfated ZrOz-SiOz catalysts.

In our case, the cumene conversion seemed to be dependent on the total

amount of acid sites, which is clear from Table 3.7. Vanadia-doped systems are

found to be more active when compared to the single oxide systems,

suggesting tile formation of new acid sites on tile catalyst surface by the

addition of the second component'l". The increase in the a-metIlylstyrene

selectivity with vanadia content on the supported systems can be attributed to

the intrinsic Lewis acidity imparted to the support by vanadium ion. The trend

is similar to that obtained for perylcne adsorption studies. The enhanced rate

of cumene conversion in the case of sulfatcd samples can be accounted by the

sufficiently higher amount of acidity possessed by these systems. The

selectivity towards dehydrogenation showed a marginal increase with sulfate

loading and is in line with the increase in Lewis acidity of the systems by the

electron withdrawing nature of the sulfate groups. The drop-off in the

selectivity towards a-methylstyrene and the cumene conversion at high vanadia

loadings may be explained on the basis of bulk polysulfate species present,

which decreases the acidity of the systems to a greater extent",

The correlation between tI1C limiting amount of perylene from the

adsorption studies and the dehydrogenation selectivities arc presented in Figure

3.16. The figure gives a proportional relationship between tile two, supporting

thc fact that Lewis sites arc responsible for the dehydrogenation. The results arc
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also in good agreement with the strong acidity trend from ammonia TPD

method. Comparing the cumene conversion percentage with the total acidity of

the system from ammonia 'IPD measurements (Figure 3.17), we can conclude

that tile conversion is related to tile total acidity of the systems.
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3.3.2 V20 S-Zr0 2 Systems

I. Temperature Programmed Desorption of Ammonia (TPD)

The acidity of the V20S-Zr02 and its sulfated analogues, as characterized

by the desorption pattern of ammonia, spanned in the temperature range 100

600°C is given as the distribution of acid sites in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8
Ammonia TPD studies on V20s-Zr02catalysts-

A comparative evaluation of acid strength distribution.

Amount of ammonia dcsorbcd (mn101 g-l)
Catalyst Weak Medium Strong

Total
(lOO-200°C) (200-400°C) (400-600°C)

ZO 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.25

Z3 0.19 0.21 0.11 0.28

Z6 0.35 0.46 0.25 0.75

Z9 0.28 0.36 0.17 0.61

Z12 0.19 0.28 0.07 0.42

Z15 0.19 0.23 0.05 0.33

SZO 0.76 0.67 0.24 1.14

SZ3 0.23 0.28 0.11 0.45

SZ6 0.69 0.63 0.21 1.05

SZ9 0.59 0.55 0.18 0.97

SZ12 0.35 0.31 0.14 0.86

SZ15 0.30 0.27 0.12 0.48

Results:

As shown in Table 3.8, although pure zirconia shows some amount of

acidity, the addition of vanadium oxide to the support results in a remarkable

increase in acidity in almost all regions. The acidity increases slowly upon the

addition of vanadia and reaches a maximum at 6 wt" and then decreases. Thus,
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the most dramatic change of the over-all acidity by adding vanadia is observed in

the case of Z6 system. Among the sulfated analogues, SZO is having the highest

acidity values. The vanadia impregnated sulfated samples show the same trend in

the acidity values as that of the unmodified counterparts. The trend of acidity for

the simple and surface modified systems are given as :

Type of Trend of acidity

acid sites Unmodified systems Sulfated systems

Weak ZO<Z3<Z6>Z9>Z12>Z15 SZO>SZ3<SZ6>SZ9>SZ12>SZ15

Medium ZO<Z3<Z6>Z9>Z12>Z15 SZO>SZ3<SZ6>SZ9>SZ12>SZ15

Strong ZO<Z3<Z6>Z9> Z12> Z15 SZO>SZ3<SZ6>SZ9>SZ12>SZ15

Total ZO<Z3<Z6>Z9>Z12>Z15 SZO>SZ3<SZ6>SZ9>SZ12>SZ15

Discussion:
Tile ammonia thermodcsorption results give clear evidence for the

presence of surface acid sites of different strength going from weak to strong

acidities. In view of the data from Table 3.8, it is apparent that the

incorporation of vanadia modifies, to a significant extent, the acidity of zr02

surface. The effect of vanadia on the acidic properties of zr02 has been

already reportedl17tl18. Different proportions of the component oxides have

been found to generate acid sites on the support surafcel30. The combination

of Zr02 and V20S probably generate stronger acid sites and more acidity as

compared with the separate oxides. A mechanism for the generation of acid

sites by mixing two oxides has been proposed by Tanabe et aL 102 They suggest

that the acid generation is caused by an excess of negative or positive charge in

a model structure related to the coordination number of the elements.

However, at high vanadia loading the degree of polymerization of surface

vanadyl species will be prominent with an enhanced formation of crystalline

V20S• It is reported that the vanadia as surface over layers imparts acidity,

while the V205 crystallites hardly exhibit aciditylI9.12O. This accounts for the

reduction in the acidity values observed for high vanadia loaded systems.
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The acidity of the sulfated zirconia system is considerably higher than

that of pure Zr02. The pronounced enhancement in the amount of weak,

medium and strong acid sites may be accounted for on the basis of the increase

in the acidity induced by the sulfate groups on the surface. The electron

withdrawing nature of the sulfate group increases the Lewis acidity of the

111 Led 1. 121
• d th Lewis si di B·· clsystems . unsror et a . pomte out at \VIS sites a jacent to ronste

acid sites results in enhancement of the Bronsted acidity due to the electron

withdrawing inductive effect. The decrease in the acidity values from SZ9

onwards can be explained by the presence of V20S crystallites and polysulfate

groups. The polysulfate together with crystalline \1'20S blocks the acid sites

giving diffusive limitation to ammonia molecule". The comparison of acidity

values and surface area (fable 3.5) of the different V20S-Zr02 systems suggest

that the acidity runs parallel with the surface area.

11. Perylene Adsorption Studies

The limiting amounts of pcrylene adsorbed obtained from the Langmuir

plots for V20S-Zr02 systems arc shown in Figure 3.18.
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Results:

. From Figure 3.18, it is observed that the limiting amount of perylene

adsorbed which gives a measure of the Lewis acidity or the electron accepting

capacity, is higher for vanadia containing systems than for single oxide

components. The limiting amount of perylene shows a steady increase with

successive vanadium oxide addition up to 6 \vt%, which thereafter reduces,

with further addition of vanadia, Similar trend ill the electron accepting

capacity is observed with sulfate-doped samples with an exception of SZO that

gives a comparatively higher value for the limiting amount.

Discussion:

A comparative evaluation of Lewis acidity obtained from perylene

adsorption studies for V20S-Zr02 systems suggests that the addition of vanadia

substantially improves tile Lewis acidity when present in small quantities. As

discussed in the previous section, Zr4
+ in the surface complex, becomes more

positive when vanadia is introduced to the support, thereby resulting in

enhanced Lewis acidity. At high vanadia loadings, a significant loss of Lewis

acid sites is apparent from the perylene adsorption results. This may be due to

the blocking of the surface acidic sites by crystalline V20S' which hardly

imparts acidity to any metal oxide systems. Here again, the enhanced electron

accepting capacity of the sulfatcd system can be explained by the increase of

number and strength of Lewis acid sites by the electron withdrawing inductive

effect of S=O of the sulfur complex on the oxide surface. The abnormal value

in the case of SZO can be attributed to the very high Lewis acidity imparted to

the pure zirconia surface most probably by a monolayer of the sulfate group.

Presence of vanadia enhances the sulfate retaining capacity (as evident from

the EDX results), which will lead to the formation of multilayers of polysulfate

and reduces the acidity of tile system,

Ill. Vapour-Phase Cumene Cracking Reaction

Table 3.9 gives the conversion percentage and product distribution

obtained in vapour-phase cumene cracking reaction for different vanadia

loaded Zr02systems and its sulfatcd analogues.
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Table 3.9
Cumene cracking over V20S-Zr02 systems

Catalyst
Conversion Selectivity (%)

(\vt%) Cracking products a-methyls tyrene

ZO 3.11 50.0 50.0

Z3 4.30 27.7 72.3

Z6 5.84 12.9 87.1

Z9 4.64 19.0 81.0

Z12 4.08 20.4 79.6

Z15 3.90 24.4 75.6

V 1.23 36.5 63.5

SZO 14.04 22.1 77.9

SZ3 8.27 30.1 69.9

SZ6 8.66 9.6 90.4

SZ9 7.27 19.0 81.0

SZ12 4.39 24.9 75.1

SZ15 2.57 37.0 63.0

SV 2.78 28.8 71.2

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g,Tcmperature: 350°C, Flow rate: 6 rnl, h', TOS: 2 h]

Results:

As in the case of V20S-Sn02 systems, here also, the single oxides show

lower conversion compared to the supported or sulfate modified systems. The

cumene conversion by the simple and sulfated systems shows the same trend.

The conversion increases with increase in vanadia content, reaches a maximum

for system with 6 wt% vanadia and declines thereafter. The highest conversion is

shown by the SZO system where the selectivity to the cracking products is 50%.

The a-methylstyrene selectivity is parallel to the cumene conversion, which is

maximum for Z6 and SZ6 in the supported, and sulfatc modified vanadia-

containing systems respectively. The variation in the a-methylstyrene selectivity

is concomitant with the selectivity to the cracking products in all the cases.

Discussion:

The results of cumcne cracking reaction with V20 S-Zr0 2 systems shows

that the conversion strongly depends on the amount of acid sites on the catalysts
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surface. The cracking performance of the catalysts is found to be suppressed by

the vanadia addition, which is compensated by the enhancement of

dehydrogenation activity at the initial stage up to 6 wt%. Later on, at higher

vanadia loading the trend is reversed where the selectivity to the cracking products

increases with a corresponding decrease in the a-methylstyrene selectivity. TIlls is

indicative of the fact that vanadia in lower amounts can impart Lewis acidity to the

system by creating new acid sites, while the crystalline vanadia formed after 6 wt%

has little ability to activate cumcnc because the acidity of V205 crystallitcs are very

low. The cracking activity of the sulfated systems has the similar tendency though

the conversion obtained is much higher than those of the unpromoted samples.

The results indicate an increase in acid strength by the introduction of the sulfate

species. The increase in selectivity to a-tncthylstyrene is suggestive of the increase

in concentration of Lcwis acid sites by surface sulfate modification,

Supporting evidence for these conclusions is provided by the ammonia

TPD and perylene adsorption studies. The correlation obtained among the

results of tile three independent methods is apparent from the following

figures (Figures 3.19 to 3.21).
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions can be drawn from the different

surface characterization techniques as well as the surface acidity measurements

of the supported vanadia systems and its sulfated analogues of Sn02 and Zr02:

(? TIle EDX results prove tI1C wet itnpregnation method as a rather simple

and efficient method to prepare supported vanadia system with desired

loading of vanadium oxide and also for the preparation of surface modified

systems with sulfate anions. TIle results also indicate that the sulfate

retaining capacity of the supported system increases with vanadia loading.

~ Surface area and pore volume measurements show that the presence of

vanadia in small quantities stabilizes the microstructure of the systems

leading to an increase in these properties, while large quantities of

crystalline vanadia can lead to successive pore plugging. The surface area

and pore volume of the sulfated systems are much higher than those of

the unmodified samples. SEM analysis of the samples supports the

observed trend in surface area and pore VOIU1TIC.

~ The TG-DTG analysis of the pure and vanadia promoted samples reveal

higher thermal stability of the catalyst system even after 700°C while the

sulfated sample is stable only up to 700°C.

~ The tetragonal phase of tile single oxides is stabilized by the addition of

vanadia as apparent from tile XltD data. The sulfate anions hinder the

crystallization of the oxide systems by preventing the agglomerization of

surface particles.

~ The combination of different spcctroscopic characterization of the

samples by xno, rn«, SIV NMlt and Dlt UV-VIS. concludes the

presence of isolated tetrahedral surface vanadium species at the low

surface coverages, which polymerizes to give octahedral units and

eventually crystalline vanadia at high loadings, The monolayer coverage of

tile tetrahedral species appears to be complete at 6 wt'' vanadia loading in
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the case of V20S-Sn02 systems, Much faster formation of multilaycr of

vanadia is observed for V20S-Zr02 samples with completion of

monolayer coverage at 3 wt%. 1"1he presence of surface sulfate groups

does not change the local structure of vanadium oxide species.

~ The acidities of the systems measured by three independent techniques

namely ammonia TPD, perylcne adsorption and vapour-phase cumene

cracking reaction give very good correlation of the results. The

incorporation of vanadia substantially improves the acidity of the support

oxide. Surface modification by the sulfate groups enhances the acidity of

the systems to a considerable extent.
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Chapter4

Friedel-Crafts Alkylation
of

Arenes

ABSTRACT

Catalyzed aromatic Friedel-Crafts alkylation is a very important industrial

process and would become even more so if the noxious homogeneous catalysts in

current use, which are sources of pollution, industrial hazard and equipment

corrosion, could be replaced by a non-corrosive solid acid catalyst. The present study

has undertaken the Fricdcl-Crafts bcnzylatiou of aromatics over the supported

vanadia systems as well as its sulfated analogues. Under the optimized reaction

conditions, these catalysts are found to be very effective and considerably more

selective than the conventional homogeneous Lewis acid catalysts. The investigation

of vanaclia systems-catalyzed benzylation of benzene, toluene and o-xylene with benzyl

chloride revealed that the catalytic activity and product selectivity are sensitive to the

precise reaction parameters and can be related to the Lcwis acidity of the systems. The

reaction is found to be very clean and produces the desired monoalkylated product

with very high yield.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Friedel-Crafts alkylation reactions are of great interest due to their

importance and C01l11nOn use in synthetic and industrial chemistry', 111C

alkylation is traditionally performed with alkyl halides using Lewis acid catalysts

such as I-IF and AIel" or with alcohols using Bronstcd acids, typically H2S04
2

•

However, the homogeneous catalysts encounter major disadvantages like

136
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corrosion, unfriendliness to environment because of the waste by-products

induced by isomerization in. tI1C reaction and heavy cxpense due to the

requirement of large excess of reagents. In view of these reasons, there was a

long felt demand to substitute these reagents by less corrosive and environment

friendly materials'. Intensive research in this direction revealed the materials it)

the form of solid acids developed from hetcropolyacid", clayss-9, zeolites'",

sulfated zirconia", transition metal cations", etc. These heterogeneous catalysts

however, have shown drawbacks such as lower product selectivity, formation of

higher amount of polyalkylated products and drastic reaction conditions.

TIle use of vanadia catalysts in the synthesis of fine chemicals IS an

increasing area of application and gro\ving importance in recent years. By

contrast, the utility of vanadia catalysts in the Friedel-Crafts alkylation of

aromatic compounds has not been explored in sufficient detail. Hence we

carried out a detailed study on the benzylation of arenes (benzene, toluene and

o-xylene) by benzyl chloride over vanadia supported on Sn02 and Zr02 as well

as its sulfated analogues. The structural stability, catalytic activity and

reusability of the systems have been checked. Since homogeneous Lewis acids

often catalyze the Friedel-Crafts type reaction, the strong/Lewis acid sites on

the surface of these metal oxides are expected to be of help in facilitating the

reaction. The objective of this study is to enhance the conversion of aromatics

and selectivity to the monoalkylatcd products, consequently to minimize the

formation of polyalkylated products. In this part of tile thesis, we report the

results obtained in tile alkylation under various reaction conditions and the

effects of some catalyst variables on the catalyst pcrformance. The results

obtained over the vanadia systems are compared with the efficiency of the

Lewis acid catalyst AICI)" A discussion about the mechanism of the reaction is

also presented.

4.2 BENZYLATION OF ARENES WITH BENZYL CHLORIDE

The liquid-phase benzylation reaction was conducted by refluxing a

mixture of aromatic compound (benzene, toluene or a-xylene) with alkylating

agent, benzyl chloride in a required molar ratio at a particular temperature
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using the experitnental procedure given in section 2.6.1 of Chapter 2. The

reaction always yielded a single major product under the present reaction

conditions using the aromatic substrate in excess, which, due to the difficulty

of identification as ortho or para, is named as monoalkylated product (MAP).

Small peaks corresponding to polyalkylated products (PAP), the concentration

of which corresponded to less than 5% of the total conversion of benzyl

chloride were also identified and estimated by GC at a higher retention time in

some cases. The product yield and selectivity was found to be considerably

dependent on the reaction variables. So we optimized the reaction conditions

separately for the three substrates. TIle performance of various samples was

scanned under the optimized conditions so that a proper comparison of the

catalyst efficiency could be made.

The catalytic activity was expressed as the percentage conversion (wt%)

of benzyl chloride and is defined as the total percentage of benzyl chloride

transformed in to the products. Assuming pseudo-first order reaction, the rate

of benzyl chloride conversion (mmol g-l h') was calculated as the amount of

benzyl chloride (mm01) converted per hour over 1 g of the catalyst. The

selectivity to a product is expressed as tile amount of that particular product

divided by the amount of total products and multiplied by 100.

The observations of the investigation and the discussion of the results

are presented under three main headings; I) Process optimization 11) Catalyst

efficiency of different systems Ill) Structural stability of the catalysts.

4.2.1 Process Optimization

The effect of reaction temperature, reaction time, catalyst concentration

and substrate to benzyl chloride molar ratio on the catalyst performance was

examined in order to optimize the conversion of benzyl chloride and selectivity

to the monoalkylated product.

I. Effect of Temperature

TIle dependence of conversion of benzyl chloride (\vt%) and the product

distribution (0/0) on the reaction temperature is studied in the range 60-120°C
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using T6 catalyst over the three substtates (fable 4.1). The influence of the

reaction temperature on the rate of conversion (mmol g-I h-I) is given in Figure 4.1.

Table 4.1
Effect of temperature on benzylation of arenes.

Substrate

Temperature Benzene Toluene o-Xylene
(0C)

ne-e MAP-Sb BC-C MAP-S BC-C MAP-S PAP _se
(\vt%) (%) (\vt%) (%) (\vt%) (%) (%)

60 4.3 100 5.5 100 26.6 100 -
70 8.4 100 13.5 100 31.9 100 -
80 15.2 100 24.7 100 39.3 100 -

90 - - 29.6 100 53.2 100 -

100 - - 36.1 100 88.1 97.8 2.2

110 - - 48.7 100 92.7 95.6 " 4.4

120 - - - - 100 92.5 7.5

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g (f6), Time: 1 h, Substrate: benzyl chloride molar ratio: 10: 1]

(a-benzyl chloride conversion, b-monoalkylated product selectivity, c- polyalkylated

product selectivity)

Results:

From the data given in Table 4.1, it is clear that the temperature has a

highly pronounced promotional effect on the conversion of benzyl chloride in

Friedel-Crafts alkylation. The benzyl chloride conversion is found to increase

gradually with the rise in temperature. Maximum conversion is found to be at

the refluxing temperature in the case of benzene and toluene with 100%

selectivity to the monoalkylated product. For o-xylene, at low temperatures,

100% selectivity to the monoalkylated product is observed. An increase in

reaction temperature above 90°C though increases the conversion of benzyl

chloride, results in a lowering of selectivity to the desired product.
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Figure 4.1
. Dependence of conversion rate of benzyl chloride on temperature.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g (f6), Time: 1 h, Substrate: benzyl chloride molar ratio: 10: 1]

A complete conversion of the benzylating agent is observed as the

temperature reaches 120°C in this case, The results also reveal that the

maximum conversion obtained in a typical run of reaction for I h at the

refluxing temperature, is 15.2% for benzene and 48.7% for toluene. A

complete conversion of benzyl chloride is observed even before reaching the

refluxing temperature, when o-xylenc is tIIC substratc. But this happens at the

expense of selectivity to the monoalkylated product. The conversion rate of

benzyl chloride also increases gradually with the reaction temperature for the

three substratcs as evident from Figure 4.1. A much higher rate of benzyl

chloride conversion is given by o-xylene when compared to benzene and

toluene at all the temperatures in the range 60-120°C.

Discussion:

The reaction temperature seems to play a major role in deciding tile

catalytic activity and selectivity in Friedel-Crafts benzylation of arenes. From the

above observations it is seen that the conversion of benzyl chloride increases

linearly with temperature. This is probably due to the speedy desorption of the

alkylatcd product from tile catalyst surface as the temperature increases, which

facilitates the further adsorption of reactant molecules, resulting in the increased
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conversion of benzyl chloride, TIle increase in alkylation actrvity with

temperature can also be ascribed to tI1C increase in the intrinsic activity of the

acid sites on tile bare surface of tI1C catalyst. However, tI1C decrease in selectivity

for monoalkyalted product in tile case of o-xylene above 90°C may be due to the

formation of consecutive products at higher temperatures, The results are in

agrcemcnt with tI1C literature rcport that the higher reaction tempcrature favours

the consecutive alkylation, disproportionation and decarboxylation'I, The

decrease in selectivity to the monoalkylatcd product with increase in reaction

temperatute is also reported by Cseri et 01. 14 over ion exchanged clays. It is

reported that 'clayzic'- an ion-exchanged clay, can catalyze the Friedel-Crafts

alkylation at room ternpcraturc'<". Thus we believe that the activation energy for

the above reaction over different catalyst is not the same.

11. Effect of Reaction Time

The reaction temperaturc IS optimizcd as tI1C corresponding refluxing

temperature for benzene and t?luene while it is set as 90°C for o-xylene. Taking

0.1 g of T6 catalyst, typical run was carried out for different reaction times with

substrate to benzyl chloride molar ratio 10: 1. Figure 4.2 shows the percentage

conversion of benzyl chloride plotted as a function of reaction time for the three

substrates. Table 4.2 presents the product distribution with reaction time.

100

~ 80

~
';; 60
o

"E
~ 40
o
u

20

30 60 90 120 150 180
Time (rnin)

~ Benzene 0 Tolucne 110- Xylene

Figure 4.2
Conversion of benzyl chloride (\vt%) -as a function of reaction time.
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Table 4.2
Effect of reaction time on bcnzylation of arcncs.

Product distribution (%)

Time
Benzene" Tolueneb e-Xylene"

(min)

MAP PAP MAl) PAP MAP IJAP

30 100 - 100 - 100 -
60 100 - 100 - 100 -

90 100 - 100 - 99.3 0.7

120 100 - 98.9 1.1 98.1 1.9

150 100 - 98.3 1.7 95.4 4.6

180 100 - 97.4 2.6 93.8 6.2

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g (f6), Temperature: a 80°C; b 110°C; C 90°C,

Substrate: benzyl chloride molar ratio: 10: 1]

Results:

As shown in Figure 4.2, a continuous Increase m the percentage

conversion of benzyl chloride is registered with increase in reaction time for

the three substrates. The variation in the product selectivity with time is also

subjected to screening (fable 4.2). In the case of benzene, though the

conversion is comparatively low, 100% selectivity to the monoalkylated

product is observed even after 3 h of reaction run. Prolonged reaction time is

found to generate undesirable products in the case of toluene and o-xylene. For

toluene, at the beginning of the reaction, the percentage conversion is low and

only monoalkylated product is detected up to 1.5 11 of reaction time. After 1.5
h, secondary alkylation is also observed, resulting in low selectivity. The benzyl

chloride conversion increases gradually and reaches 100% at 3 h reaction time

at the expense of selectivity to the monoalkylated product for a-xylene.

Polyalkylated products appear after 1 h reaction time in this case.
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Discussion:

The results show that the reaction time also can have a deciding effect

on the catalytic activity and product selectivity. The increase in conversion of

benzyl chloride with time confirms the heterogeneity of the catalytic reaction.

The observed order of reactivity of the various substrates in the benzylation

reaction with reaction time is a-xylene> toluene> benzene, which is in perfect

agreement with number of electron releasing alkyl groups attached to them.

The benzylation is slow in the case of benzene where there arc no methyl

groups on the benzene ring. The inductive effect of methyl group makes the

reaction more facile in the case of toluene and still higher for xylene due to the

cumulative effect of the two methyl groups. Similar observations were made by

Jun et aL 19 in Friedel- Crafts alkylation of aromatics over AI-impregnated

mesoporous molecular sieves. Thus the optimum reaction time is selected as 2,

1.5 and 1 h for benzene, toluene and o-xylene respectively.

Ill. Influence of Catalyst Concentration

In heterogeneous catalysis the amount of catalyst plays a crucial role in

determining the rate of the reaction. Table 4.3 displays the conversion of

benzyl chloride and product distribution as a function of catalyst amount in

benzylation of toluene. The catalyst concentration is varied by taking different

amounts of T6 catalyst and keeping the amount of benzylating agent constant.

The selected molar ratio is 10: 1 and the reaction is carried out at the refluxing

temperature for 1.5 11.

Results:

Table 4.3 shows that the conversion of benzyl chloride is negligible in

the absence of the catalyst. As the amount of catalyst is increased to 0.1 g, the

percentage conversion changes from 2.3% to 49.4%. The conversion steeply

increases with increase in catalyst concentration and reaches 100% when the

amount is 0.35 g. The decrease in the selectivity to the monoalkylated product

with high catalyst concentration is also worthy of note.
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Table 4.3
Benzylation of toluene- Influence of catalyst concentration.

Amount of Conversion Selectivity (°/0)

Catalyst (g) (wtO/o) MAl) PAP

- 2.3 100 -

0.05 19.8 100 -

0.10 49.4 100 -

0.15 76.9 98.2 1.8

0.25 95.0 97.8 2.2

0.35 100 95.5 4.5

[Catalyst: T6, Toluene: benzyl chloride- molar ratio: 10: 1,

Time: 1.5 h, Temperature: 110°C.]

Discussion:

It can be seen from the above table that the amount of catalyst has an

imperative function in the benzylation reaction. The product yield is found to

be proportional to the amount of the catalyst taken establishing that the

reaction proceeds through a pure heterogeneous mechanism, The optimwn

catalyst amount for the benzylation reaction is taken as 0.1 g for the effective

performance. Singh et al20 studied the effect of catalyst concentration on

zeolite catalyst and found similar results.

IV. Influence of Substrate to Benzyl Chloride Molar Ratio

In a set of experiments, the catalytic activity for T6 system is scanned by

taking different molar ratios of substratcs and benzyl chloride with already

optimized conditions of temperature and reaction time. The ratios are changed

keeping the amount of aromatic substrate constant. Figure 4.3 shows the effect

of substratc to benzyl chloride molar ratio on conversion of benzyl chloride

over the three substrates.
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5 10 15 20
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D Benzene-a • Toluene-b IiJo-Xylene-c

Figure 4.3
Effect of substrate to benzyl chloride molar ratio in benzylation of arenas.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g (f6), Temperature; Time: 80°C, 2 h (a); 110°C,

1.5 h (b); 90°C, 1 h (c)]

Results:

From Figure 4.3, it is apparent that the conversion of benzyl chloride is

increased with the increase in the substratc to benzyl chloride molar ratio for the

three substrates. i.e., increase in concentration of benzyl chloride in the reaction

mixture reduce the product yield. However, at lower molar ratios, a significant

amount of monoalkylted product is formed in the reaction mixture.

Polyalkylated products are not observed at lower molar ratios for toluene and 0

xylene. As the ratio changes from 10 to 15, the conversion is enhanced to a

greater extent where the formation of polyalkylatcd products are also noticed. It

is seen that the selectivity for the formation of monoalkylated product remains

constant beyond the molar ratio of lOin these cases. A higher molar ratio

favours the high conversion of benzyl chloride in the case of benzene;

polyalkylatcd products arc not being formed even at a high molar ratio of 20.
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Discussion:

Since the arene is taken in excess, the reaction is supposed to proceed via

a pseudo unimolecular mechanism. The rate of the reaction, therefore, should

vary with the concentration of the benzyl chloride alone. The results show that

the benzylation is favoured with a lower concentration of benzylating agent.

When the benzylating agent concentration is high QO\V arene to benzyl chloride

molar ratio), there may be an enhanced poisoning effect by the alkylated

products, which is strongly adsorbed on the catalyst surface". This restricts

further adsorption of the reactant molecules and thus reduces the conversion

of benzyl chloride. The inhibition would be less significant for reaction

mixtures richer in substrate concentration (high arene to benzyl chloride molar

ratio), which helps to desorb the products formed from the catalyst surface

easily. The observations are similar to those "in benzylation of o-xylene over

H-P 20 and toluene over H-y22zeolites.

Optimized Conditions:

The substrate selectivity of the catalyst is of such an exquisite fine-tuning

that it discriminates between benzene, toluene and z-xylene. TIlls may be due to

the different rates of chemisorption on to an inorganic solid and diffusion within

the microporous solid in the absence of shape selectivity. The optimization

procedure with T6 catalyst reveals that the reaction parameters have strong

influence on the benzylation activity and product selectivity for V205-5n02

systems. The optimized reaction conditions are summarized in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4

Optimized conditions for benzylation -T6 system.

Substrate
Amount of

t\lolar Ratio
Reaction Time of

Catalyst (g) Temperature re) Reaction (h)

Benzene 0.1 15: 1 80 2

Toluene 0.1 10: 1 110 1.5

o-xylene 0.1 5: 1 90 1
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We have done the optimization of the reaction parameters for

V20S-Zr02 systems following the same procedures taking Z6 as the

representative. Similar trends as in the case of T6 are observed when we

optimized the reaction temperature, time and molar ratio, though the Z6

system gave a slower conversion than T6. The optimized reaction conditions

over Z6 system are given in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5

Optimized conditions for benzylation -Z6 system.

Amount of
Reaction

Time of
Substrate

catalyst (g)
Molar Ratio Temperature

Reaction (h)re)
Benzene 0.1 15: 1 80 3

Toluene 0.1 10: 1 110 2

o-Xylene 0.1 5: 1 100 1.5

4.2.2 Catalyst Efficiency of Different Systems

We have prepared four series of supported vanadia systems for the

comparison of catalyst composition. The results and discussions are

conveniently made under two groups for: (I) V205-Sn02 series and

(11) V205-Zr02 series. Individual metal oxides and the conventional

homogeneous catalyst Alel3 were also looked for the catalytic reaction. Under

optimized process parameters of temperature, time and molar ratio, the activity

of all the prepared systems were tested for the benzylation of benzene, toluene

and o-xylene. A detailed study correlating the acidity and benzylation activity of

the catalyst system is also presented in this section.

Table 4.6 presents the results of benzylation of benzene, toluene and

o-xylene using benzyl chloride over different vanadia promoted tin oxide

systems and its sulfated series. The acid-base properties of metal oxide carriers

can significantly affect the final selectivity of heterogeneous catalysts'", So an
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attempt is made to correlate the catalytic activity with the acidic characteristics

determined by different methods. Figures 4.4 to 4.6 show the correlation of

benzylation activity of the systems with the acidity in benzylation of toluene.

The increase in the percentage conversion is correlated with the increase in the

strong acid sites (Figure 4.4) as revealed ~rom TPD measurements. The

variation in the activity of different systems also corresponds to the changes in

Lewis acidity of the samples obtained by perylene adsorption studies and

cumene conversion reaction (Figures 4.5 and 4.6).

Table 4.6
Activity of \ 7

20 5-500 2 systems in the benzylation of arenes.

Substrate

System Benzene" Tolueneb o-XyleneC

BC-C BC-C l\1AP -S PAP -S BC-C MAP-S PAP-S
(\.vt%) (\vt%) (%) (%) (\vt%) (%) (%)

TO - 10.9 100 - 18.8 100 -
T3 3.36 35.1 100 - 43.4 100 -
T6 18.8 49.4 100 - 56.9 100 -
T9 24.3 63.5 100 - 69.2 100 -
T12 30.1 74.5 98.4 1.6 75.7 98.3 1.7

T15 36.8 80.3 97.8 2.2 84.5 95.4 4.6

V 1.2 7.6 100 - 10.4 100 -
Alel3 - 76.6 83.4 16.6 92.6 67.1 32.9

STO 10.5 25.3 100 - 38.1 100 -
ST3 22.1 43.5 100 - 49.9 100 -
ST6 31.5 51.9 100 - 78.6 97.3 2.7

ST9 60.2 94.6 95.2 4.8 100 91.2 8.8

ST12 43.6 89.5 97.6 2.4 91.8 93.5 6.5

ST15 39.5 86.0 98.5 1.5 89.3 95.6 4.4
SV 8.4 18.6 100 - 24.8 100 -

[Amount of Catalyst: 0.1 g, Temperature; Time; Molar ratio: a 80°C; 2 h;

15: 1, b 110°(; 1.5 h; 10: 1, C 90°C; 1 h; 5: 1.]
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Results:

From the above table, it is evident that pure 5n02 and V205 give very

low conversions under the specified reaction conditions. HO\Ve\Ter, satisfactory

yield of diphenylmethane is obtained for most of the supported systems. An

interesting observation is that only monoalkylated product is obtained in all the

cases when benzene is used as the substrate. An enhanced conversion at the

expense of monoalkylated product is observed in the case of toluene and

o-xylene. The sulfated systems gi\Te comparatively higher benzyl chloride

conversion for all the three substrates. Among the simple supported systems,

the conversion gradually increased as the vanadia loading increased from 0 to

15%. In the case of sulfated systems the maximum activity is shown by ST9,

thereafter the conversion declines. Although there is a decrease in selectivity to

the monoalkyalted products in some cases, especially with sulfated systems, it

is worthy to note that the selectivity in any of these cases is not going below

90%. The benzylation of aromatics over the systems in general giye high yield

of monoalkylated products, whereas AICl3 gives higher amounts of consecutive

products. The selectivity for rnonoalkylated product obtained with AICI) is 83.~

and 67.1 % for toluene and o-xylene respectively (fable 4.6).
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Figure 4.4
Catalytic activity correlated with the amount of strong acid sites

obtained from ammonia TPD.
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Figures 4.4 to 4.6 indicate that the catalytic activity of the systems ties

nicely with tIle strong / Lewis acidity of the prepared systems. Considering the

acid site distribution from the TPD measurements, the increase in the strong

acid sites with increasing vanadia content is in agreernent with the enhanced

activity in the simple supported systems (Figure 4.4). Thus, strong acid sites

may be considered to be involved in the Friedel-Crafts benzylation of arenes.

Figure 4.5 shows that the catalytic activity of the system is in line with the

amount of Lewis acid sites on the catalyst surface obtained from the limiting

amount of perylene adsorbed. A comparison of the a-metIlylstyrene selectivity,

which is proportional to the Lewis acidity of the systems, bolsters the above

observation (Figure 4.6).
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figure 4.5
Catalytic activity correlated with the Lewis acidity

determined by perylene adsorption method.
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Figure 4.6

Catalytic activity correlated with a-methylstyrene- selectivity
from cumene conversion reaction.

Discussion:

The benzylation over the catalysts under study is found very efficient

with respect to both activity and selectivity. The impregnation of vanadia to the

metal oxide support and the sulfate modification provoke a considerable

synergistic effect leading to an enhanced activity. The metal oxide surface

contains both Bronsted and Lewis acid sites and the above observations clearly

indicate the dominating impact of Lewis acid sites for the benzylation reaction

over the catalyst systems under consideration. The increased activity in the case

of supported systems may be due to the enhancement of surface Lewis acidiy

due to vanaclia incorporation. TIle strength and amount of strong/Lewis sites

increase by the introduction of sulfate anions leading to augmented surface

acidity due to the electron withdrawing nature of sulfate groups. This explains

the higher catalytic activity of the sulfated samples, Lower yields in the case of

individual metal oxides arc attributed to the low strength and amount of Lewis

acid sites on the surface.
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11. V20 S-Zr0 2 Series

Table 4.7 summarizes the experimental results of benzylation of

aromatics with benzyl chloride over V20S-Zr02 systems. The table also

includes the results with AICl3 catalyst for comparison. Figures 4.7 to 4.9

demonstrate the correlation of catalytic perfonnance with the surface acidity of

the systems measured by different techniques. The percentage conversion is

correlated with the amount of the strong acid sites (Figure 4.7) obtained from

TPD measurements. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 gi\Te the comparison of the

benzylation activity of different systems with the Lewis acidity obtained by

perylene adsorption studies and cumene conversion reaction respectively.

Table 4.7
Activity of\TzOs-Zr02 systems in the benzylation of arcnes.

Substrate

System
Benzene' Tolucneb z-Xylene"

BC-C BC-C MAP-S PAP-S BC-C MAP-S PAP-S
(\vt%) (\vt%) (%) (%) (\vt%) (%) (%)

ZO - 9.5 100 - 12.6 100 -
Z3 2.5 29.5 100 - 36.4 100 -
Z6 18.1 76.1 99.3 0.7 89.3 98.4 1.6

Z9 13.8 30.9 100 - 64.7 100 -
Z12 10.1

!.
19.4 100 48.1 100- -

Z15 6.8 16.7 100 - 39.2 100 -
V 1.2 7.6 100 - 10.4 100 -

Alel3 - 76.6 83.4 16.6 92.6 67.1 32.9

SZO 26.5 100 94.6 5.4 100 91.2 8.8

SZ3 19.1 44.8 100 - 67.9 100 -
SZ6 41.5 88.6 98.2 1.8 100 93.7 6.3

SZ9 32.2 68.7 100 - 89.1 95.1 4.9

SZ12 23.6 37.5 100 - 71.8 98.6 1.4

SZ15 16.5 32.3 100 - 59.7 100 -
SV 8.4 18.6 100 - 50.3 100 -

[Amount of Catalyst: 0.1 g, Temperature; Time; ~101ar ratio: a 80°(;

3 h; 15: 1; b 110°(; 2 h; 10: 1,c1000 e; 1.5 h; 5: 1]
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Results:

From Table 4.7, it is clear that although the pure metal oxides (Zr02 and

V20J show comparatively negligible activity, the effect of benzylation activity

of vanadia impregnated as well as its sulfated analogues is very dramatic.

However, the reaction is found to be much slower when compared to the

V20S-Sn02 systems. In this series, the highest conversion is given by catalyst

with 60/0 vanadia loading among simple loaded and sulfate-modified systems.

In the case of supported system, as the percentage loading increases up to 6%,

the benzylation activity also increases and thereafter it declines.
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Figure 4.7
Catalytic activity correlated with the amount of strong acid sites determined

from ammonia TPD method.

In sulfated series the trend is the same with much enhanced conversion

with an exception of SZO gi\ring 100% conversion of the benzylating agent.

The selectivity for :MAP is not going below 90% even with the catalyst systems,

which give 100% conversion of benzyl chloride. A complete conversion of

benzyl chloride is observed in the case of SZO and SZ3. Figure 4.7 reveals that

percentage conversion for different systems are in agreement with the

amount of strong acid sites as measured by the ammonia TPD method.
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A good correlation could be sketched between the benzylation activity of different

systems and the Lewis acidity values determined from the perylene adsorption data

(Figure 4.8). The Lewis acidity trend predicted by a-methylstyrene selectivity from

cumene conversion reaction also parallels tile reactivity observed with the increase

in the percentage of vanadium oxide (Figure 4.9).

Discussion:

The lower catalytic activity of these systems compared to the V20S-Sn02

systems may be due to the lower amount of acidity on tile catalyst surface. This

can be also related to the slower dcsorption processes of tI1C product

molecules from tile surface of the catalysts. The highest conversion in the case

of system with 6% vanadia loading may be attributed to the high surface area

of the system as well as tile greater surface acidity. The high conversion with

lower monoalkylation selectivity given by SZO is agreeing with the high 'surface

acidity created on zirconia surface by sulfate modification. Attempts to find a

correlation between the catalytic activity and the acidic properties showed that

surface Lcwis acidity of the systems facilitates the bcnzylation reaction as in the

case ofV20s-Sn02 systems.

4.2.3 Structural Stability of the Catalysts

An important requisite for a heterogeneous catalyst for a better catalytic

performance is the stability of its active sites under the reaction conditions.

Major causes that can lead to the deactivation of a catalyst include the disruption

of the crystalline structure and changes in chemical composition during the

reaction. In benzylation reactions with benzyl chloride, the by-product formed is

HCI, the interaction of which can leach out metal cation, from the metal oxide

catalyst. This will destroy tile structural stability of the system. The leached metal

cation in solution can enhance the reaction rate too whereby the pure

heterogeneity of the reaction is lost. Another factor that seriously affect the

stability of the catalyst is the moisture sensitivity, one of the disadvantages of the

commonly practiced homogeneous catalysts in Friedel-Crafts reactions. The

regeneration of the catalyst after several repeated reaction runs also gives an idea
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about the stability of the system towards a particular reaction. Thus, it becomes

important to test the influence of moisture adsorption, metal leaching on the

catalytic activity and regeneration ability of the present systems. T6 and Z6 were

taken as the representative samples for these investigations.

I. Effect of Moisture

In order to study the effect of moisture on the catalyst, the catalysts

stored in a desiccator saturated with water vapour at room temperature for 48

h were used for benzylation of toluene. The reactions were carried out at

110°C for 3 h by taking toluene/benzyl chloride molar ratio of 10. For

comparison, parallel runs were conducted using fresh catalyst. The results are

presented in Figure 4.10.

A~other method was also adopted to check the influence of moisture' on

the catalytic activity; a known amount of water was injected to the reaction

mixture before starting the reaction. The effect was also studied by changing

the concentration of water in the mixture. TIle results obtained for benzylation

of toluene over T6 system is giYen in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10
Benzylation of toluene -Influence of moisture.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g, Toluene: benzyl chloride molar ratio: 10:1, Time: 3 h]
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Results:

From Figure 4.10, it can be seen that the percentage conversion of

benzyl chloride gradually increases as a function of reaction time and reaches

76.5% after a reaction time of 3 h, when fresh catalyst is used. The conversion

is negligible even after one hour of reaction in presence of the moisture

adsorbed catalyst. Thus existence of an induction period for the benzylation

reaction due to the presence of adsorbed moisture on the catalyst is clear and

the period is found to be higher for T6 system than Z6 system.

However, after the induction period, reaction proceeds with almost the

same rate. When we add water to the reaction mixture (Figure 4.11), the

induction period is found to increase and the period is prolonged with the

concentration of the water, In contrast to the observation with adsorbed water

vapour on the catalyst surface, the presence of water in the reaction mixture

reduces the reaction rate considerably even after the induction period. The

conversion never reaches the same value as that of the fresh catalyst without

moisture in this case.
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Figure 4.11
Influence of moisture in benzylation of toluene.
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Discussion:

From the above results, it is unambiguous that there is a time period for

which the catalyst is inactive towards the reaction, when it is adsorbcd with

moisture. The moisture gets adsorbed on the active sites on the catalyst surface

and prevents the interaction of benzyl chloride molecule with these sites.

Induction period is the time required for replacing the adsorbed moisture by

the reactants to start the catalytic reaction". Once the sites are freed from

moisture, they are active towards the desired reaction. Thus, though the

moisture initially blocks the active sites, after the induction period, the reaction

rate is as in tlle case of fresh catalyst itself. Hence we conclude that the catalyst

systems are active even in the presence of moisture.

However, the presence of added water in the reaction mixture results in a

loss of catalytic activity. The benzyl chloride molecule finds it difficult to replace

the water molecule when the concentration of water in the reaction mixture is

high. TIlls may be correlated with the reversible transformation of the Lewis acid

sites into Bronsted acid sites upon exposure to moisture. A lowering of the

percentage conversion goes together with a decrease in the Lewis acidity. From

these observations it can be inferred that the Lewis acid sites are catalyzing the

reaction. The induction period due to the presence of moisture was also reported

by Choudhary etaLZ4 over Si-MCM-41 supported GaZ03 and Inz03• The negative

effect of the presence of water in the bcnzylation mixture on the catalytic activity

is also reported for Ga-Mg-hydrotalcite anionic clayz5.

11. Effect of Metal Leaching

An ever-popular subject of concern associated with solid acid catalysts is

the leaching phenomenon and tile question about the true nature of catalytic

reaction (homogeneous or heterogeneous). Leaching can occur during a

catalyzed reaction without an induction period and the nature of reaction may

gradually change from heterogeneous to homogeneous without any indications

in the reaction profile". To prove the heterogeneous character of the reactions,

the solid catalyst was removed by filtration after a particular time from the
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reaction mixture at the reaction temperature. The filtration with filter paper at

room temperature is avoided since by this the homogeneous active species

readsorb completely on the catalyst particles on cooling, some remaining

centers may effectively adsorb on the filter paper", The mother liquor is then

monitored for further reaction..

The leaching probability of T6 and Z6 were measured in benzylation of

toluene at the refluxing temperature of 11ooe. The catalyst was removed from

the reaction mixture after I h and tile filtrate was again subjected for reaction at

the same conditions for one more hour. The reaction was monitored at regular

intervals of 30 minutes. TIle results are shown in Table 4.8. The filtrate was

further subjected to qualitative analysis for testing the presence of leached

metal ions.

Table 4.8
Effect of metal leaching in benzylation of toluene with benzyl chloride.

Catalyst Time (min)
Conversion Selectivity (°/0)

(\vtO/o) MAP PAP

60 30.7 100 -

T6 90* 32.1 100 -

120* 32.5 100 -

60 54.8 97.4 2.6

Z6 90* 56.9 98.5 1.5

120* 57.2 98.6 1.4

[Amount of catalyst 0.1 g, Temperature110°C, Toluene: benzyl chloride molar ratio: 10: 1]
(*The filtrate is tested for leaching after 1 h reaction.)

Results:

Table 4.8 shows the benzyl chloride conversion obtained in benzylation

of toluene at 110°C. The conversion at the time of catalyst filtration is 30.7°/0

and 54.8°/0 for T6 and Z6 respectively. After the removal of the catalyst,
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though the reaction is continued for one more hour, no noticeable change in

the conversion is obtained in both the cases. The qualitative analysis of the

filtrate also confirmed the absence of any metal ion in the filtrate.

Discussion:

From the results it is clear that metal ions are not leaching from the metal

oxide surface during benzylation reaction. TIle qualitative analysis also supports

this observation implying tile chemical identity and structural stability of tile

systems. The investigations also reveal the true heterogeneous nature of the

reaction over supported vanadia catalysts. Dcng et aL26 studied the stability of V,

Ti and Si containing catalysts in the oxidation of different substrates. According

to them, leaching strongly depends on tile reaction conditions. Leaching of

vanadium has been reported in liquid phase oxidation reactions over titanium

oxide supported vanadium oxide", molecular sieves'", Vvdoped zeolite'",

Ill. Catalyst Regeneration

One of the major objectives guiding the development of solid acid

catalysts includes tile easy separation of final products from the reaction mixture

and efficient catalyst recovery. The recycling of the used catalyst for the same

reaction is also a measure of catalyst structural stability. The reusability of our

catalyst systems was subjected to investigation, taking T6 and Z6 as

representative systems. The catalyst was removed by filtration from the reaction

solution, washed thoroughly with acetone and then dried and calcined at 550°C

for 5 h. The same catalyst was again used for carrying out subsequent runs under

similar reaction conditions. To check tile structural change of the catalyst during

the reaction, the XRD spectrum of the used 'catalyst was taken. Table 4.9

displays the conversion of benzyl chloride obtained for toluene benzylation

using regenerated T6 catalyst during a five times recycling process. The same

catalyst after regeneration is used in tile reaction after each cycle. The XRD of

the reused catalysts after recycling are given in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
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Table 4.9
Regeneration of catalyst

No: of cycles 1 2 3 4 5

T6 49.4 47.5 44.1 35.6 23.9
Conversion (\vt%)

Z6 39.6 38.4 ·26.2 19.5 ·15.9

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g, Time: 1.5 h, Toluene: Benzylchloride molar ratio: 10: 1,
Reaction tClnpcrature: 110oe.]

Results:

Though negligible, a decrease in conversion of benzyl chloride is

observed after the third recycling of the catalyst (fable 4.9). Figures 4.12 and

4.13 show that the crystalline phases as \veIl as the intensities of the peaks

remain intact even after the reaction for both T6 and Z6 systems.

20 30 40 50
28 (degrees)

60 70

Figure 4.12

XRD patterns ofT6 system (a) After reaction (b) Before reaction.
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Figure 4.13
XRD patterns of Z6 system (a) After reaction (b) Before reaction

Discussion:

The XIill patterns of the used catalysts after regeneration retained all the

distinctiveness of the fresh catalyst, symptomatic of the fact that there is no

structural collapse of the system forming different crystalline phases during the

reaction. No remarkable fall ill the activity could be monitored even after three

successive regenerations. However, the decrease becomes more pronounced as

the cycles are repeated. This suggests that the catalyst systems are resistant to

rapid deactivation in benzylation reactions.

Mechanism of the Reaction

Different authors have proposed explanations of the origin of active

sites in solid acid catalysts for the benzylation of aromatics. On investigating

the benzylation of anisole over 'Clayzic', Barlow el al.31 reported that the

reaction is catalyzed by Bronstcd sites below the temperature, 40°C. An

equilibrium exists between Bronstcd and Lcwis sites in the tenlperature range
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40-65°C and above that the reaction proceeds under Lewis acid sites

predominantly. Wllile studying the benzylation of methylbenzenes, Rhodes et

aL32 found that the enhanced catalytic activity of adsorbed ZnCl2 can be

related to the increased accessibility of the Lewis sites to the reactant

molecule. Ghorpade et al.33 also showed that tile Lewis acidity of CuCr2_

xFex04 spinel catalysts is mainly responsible for the good catalyst

performance in benzylation of benzene,

The catalytic activity studies on different vanadia promoted systems and

its sulfated analogues also suggest the involvement of Lewis acid sites in the

reaction. The progressive increase in the catalytic activity is well correlating

with the amount of strong acid sites on the catalyst surface measured by TPD.

The agreement of the results with the amount of Lewis acidity of the catalysts

from two different techniques i.e, perylene adsorption and cumene cracking

reaction also reinforce the suggestion. 111e detrimental influence of moisture

confirms the dominating role of Lewis acidity in deciding the catalytic activity

(Figure 4.10).

Friedel-Crafts alkylation reaction is an aromatic electroplillic substitution

reaction in which a carbocation is formed by the complexation of alkyl halide

with the catalyst. The carbocation then attacks the aromatic species whereby

the reaction proceeds further. The formation of carbocation is thus an

important step in the reaction mechanism. The benzyl chloride molecule may

be polarized at the Lewis acidic centers present on the catalyst surface, which

facilitates carbocation formation, The attack of the alkylating moiety on the

aromatic ring then results in the formation of the diphenylmethane derivatives.

The nonpolar nature of the substrate molecules also supports the formation of

the electrophilic species by adsorption of benzyl chloride molecule on the

catalyst surface, A plausible mechanism for the reaction can be represented

schematically as shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14
Mechanism of Friedel-Crafts benzylation using benzyl chloride

showing the active involvement of Lewis acid sites.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of the investigation can be summarized as:

~ All the catalyst samples prepared by supporting vanadia on Sn02 and zr02

and its sulfated series serve as efficient Friedel-Crafts alkylation catalysts

giving good activity and selectivity.

~ Reaction variables such as temperature, reaction time substrate to

alkylating agent molar ratio and catalyst concentration are critical factors

influencing the activities of the systems. The activity of the systems is

found to be increasing with the number of electron donor methyl groups

present on the aromatic substrates.

~ The yields obtained by the vanadia-based systems are comparable or even

more when compared to those of the reported catalysts. The reaction is

also found to be clean with negligible formation of polyalkylated products.

~ The acidity plays an important role in the Friedel-Crafts alkyaltion, The

evidences of the present study lead to the assumption that benzylation
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reaction under the optimized conditions occurs exclusively on the surface

Lewis acid sites.

~ The results on the structural stability of the catalysts show that the

vanadia-based systems are reusable and resistant to rapid deactiv~tion in

benzylation reaction even in the presence of moisture.
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Chapter 5

Beckmann Rearrangement
of

Cyclohexanone Oxime

ABSTRACT

The Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone OX1me is an important

industrial reaction for the production of s-caprolactam. The catalytic efficiency of the

supported vanadia systems in the gas-phase Beckmann rearrangement of

cyclohexanone oxime is presented in this chapter. The effect of various reaction

parameters like temperature, flow rate, duration of run etc. are investigated in detail.

The cyclohexanone oxime conversion and the s-caprolactarn selectivity are found to

be dependent on the reaction conditions and the surface properties of the catalyst

systems. The results of the investigation suggest that the acidity of the supported

vanadia systems plays an imperative role in the activity and selectivity in the reaction.

The total acidity is found to be the deciding feature of the activity in the case of V20S

5n02 series while it is the medium strength acid site that has the major function in

favor ofV20s-Zr02 systems.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

s-Caprolactam, an important intermediate for the production of nylon-6,

is industrially produced by tI1C liquid-phasc Bcckmann rearrangement of

cyclohcxanonc oxime using highly concentrated sulfuric acid as catalyst', This

process has several disadvantages such as the production of large amount of

undesired ammonium sulfate as by product, and corrosion and environmental

problems caused by the use of fuming sulfuric acid. To resolve these problems,

a number of attempts have been made to use solid acid catalysts including

167
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silica-alumina'', tantalum oxides' and zeolites''", in the vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime. Compared with the conventional

liquid-phase method, this is an eco-friendly route since there is no inevitable

salt formation (ammonium sulfate)", However, the catalytic lifetime of these

systems arc too short and therefore they cannot be used in chemical industries.

Furthermore, the yield of €- caprolactam is insufficient and the deterioration of

catalytic activities with time is substantiae.

From the present work, we have found that supported vanadia catalysts

and its sulfated analogues function as efficient heterogeneous catalysts for

vapour-phase Bcckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime. No report

has been found so far in literature of the Beckmann rearrangement, catalyzed

by vanadia-based systems. In this chapter, we report the observations of our

study on vapour-phase Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime with

V20s-itnpregnatcd 5n02 and Zr02 along with its sulfated series and attempt to

rationalize the results on the basis of its physico-chemical properties.

5.2BECKMANN REARRANGEMENf OF CYCLOHEXANONE OXIME

The vapour-phasc Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime was

carried out in a conventional fixed bed reactor and tI1C experimental procedure is

given in section 2.6.2 of Chapter 2. The reaction always yielded many products

of which the major one estimated and identified by GC as s-caprolactam,

Among the various side products formed, only cyclohexanone was separately

estimated while all tile remaining minor products were set aside under one

banner 'others' during the calculation of selectivities. The catalytic activity was

expressed as tile % conversion of cyclohexanone oxime and the selectivity for a

product is expressed as the amount of tile particular product divided by the total

amount of products multiplied by 100. The percentagc yield of s-caprolactam

and cyclohexanone were calculated by multiplying the total conversion with the

selectivity of the particular product and then dividing by 100.
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The results and discussion are conveniently done under two main

headings; (I) Process optimization (11) Performance of different systems. The

sulfated series of the samples were also tested for the catalytic activities. A

comparative study was made with the pure oxide systems in each case.

5.2.1. Process Optimization.

Vapour-phase reaction runs were performed undcr atmospheric pressure

using benzene as the solvent. '[he process is extremely sensitive to reaction

conditions. A detailed investigation on the optimization of the process is

discussed below.

I. Effect of Temperature

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show the effect of reaction temperature in the

vapour-phase Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime. The reaction

temperature was varied from 150 to 300°C for the rearrangement reaction over

the representative sample, T6. The conversion of cyclohexanone oxime and

selectivities for c-caprolactam and cyclohcxanone are given in the table. The

variation of the caprolactarn yield and the product selectivities with the increase

in temperature is clear from the figure.

Table 5.1
Influence of reaction temperature on the

Beckmann rcarrangclnent of cyclohexanone oxime.

Temperature Conversion Selectivity (%)

(0C) (\vt%)
E-Caprolactam Cyclohexanone Others

150 8.6 28.3 - 71.7

200 55.8 42.2 3.5 54.3

250 83.4 80.4 12.5 7.1

300 100 55.1 39.6 5.3

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g ([6), Flow rate: 5mL h-1, Reaction time: 2 h]
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Figurc 5.1
Influence of reaction telnperature on the

Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime.

Results:

From the above table, it is clear that temperature has a marked influence

on Beckmann rearrangement and the reaction proceeds effectively above

200°C. The reaction rate is found to increase drastically as we increase the

temperature from 150 to 300C?C. At 300°C, the conversion of oxime is 100%

with s-caprolactarn selectivity 55.18%. The caprolactam selectivity is found to

be maximum at 250°C; it decreases at higher temperature while there is a

gradual increase in the cyclohexanone selectivity with temperature. At the high

temperatures, the colour of the product solution is found to be yellow. The

figure shows that the maximum yield of caprolactam with high selectivity is at

250°C. Further increase in temperature, though increases tile catalytic activity,

and does not improve either the caprolactarn yield or its selectivity.

Discussion:

The promotional effect of temperature in vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime has been reported over various solid
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acids such as silica-tantalum oxide', mesoporous molecular sieves7
•
8 and

titanium silicates", Ushikubo et al.J reported the maximum conversion of

cyclohexanone oxime and selectivities for caprolactam and cyclohexanone at

300°C over Pfa20S with 4.3 wt'' of Si02• The caprolactam selectivity decreased

at higher temperatures. The suggested reason was an increased rate of side

reaction at higher temperatures. 1(0 et al 7 studied the temperature effect in

Beckmann rearrangement over AI-MCM-41 molecular sieve in the range 300

400°C. They reported a remarkable increase in the oxime conversion with

temperature from 300 to 400°C for a 4 11 reaction run where the caprolactam

selectivity varied only slightly. At temperatures above 370°C, the product

selectivities were practically constant suggesting the high stability of

caprolactam without successive reactions to yield side products. Murthy et al 8

varied the temperature from 200-390°C in the rearrangement over Ti-SAPO-ll

catalyst and found that the oxime conversion and lactam selectivity increase with

temperature up to 390°C. Above 390°C, a lower selectivity was noticed for

caprolactam which was accounted by the decomposition of caproIactam on the

catalyst surface. Thankaraj et al 9 reported an increase in conversion of oxime

and selectivity for lactam production over titanium silicate with increase in the

temperature in the range 250-350°C.

By comparing these results with the observations of the present work,

we can conclude that the temperature has a positive effect on Beckmann

rearrangement over vanadia- supported metal oxides in the range 150-250°C.

Above 250°C, though the oxime conversion increases, a lower selectivity for E

caprolactam is noticed and is expected to be due to the decomposition of

caprolactam on the catalyst surface. TIle increase in cyclohexanone selectivity

with reaction temperature suggests an increased rate of side reactions at higher

temperature. The change in the colour of the product solution at higher

temperature also supplements the formation of side products. Thus an

optimum temperature of 250°C is selected for further investigations of tile

rearrangement reaction.
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11. Effect of Feed Rate

A series of experiments were conducted at reaction temperature 250°C

where the flow rate was varied from 4 to 7 mL h'. A typical activity profile of

Beckmann rearrangelnent as a function of feed rate over 1""'6 system is given in

Figure 5.2. Table 5.2 presents the yield of caprolactam and cyclohexanone

along with the product sclectivities.

100
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~
40

20

0
4 5 6 7

Feed rate (01 L h
ol

)

11)Conversion (w t%)

DCaprolactam selectivity (%)

Ea Cyclohexanonc selectivity (%)

Figure 5.2
Effect of feed rate on oxime conversion and product selectivities.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g (f6), Temperature: 250°C, Reaction time: 2 h]

Table 5.2
Effect of feed rate on yield and product distribution.

Feed rate
Yield (,vtO/o) Selectivity (°/0)

(mL h-1)
E- Cyclohexa- E- Cyclohexa

Others
Caprolactam none Caprolactam -none

4 65.6 15.6 80.4 19.6 -

5 57.9 6.5 89.3 10.7 -

6 28.1 2.5 78.5 7.4 14.1

7 13.7 1.7 56.7 7.2 36.1

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g (f6), Temperature: 250°C, Reaction time: 2 h]

172
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Results:

The feed rate has a highly pronounced detrimental effect on

cyclohexanone oxime conversion and lactam selectivity as can be seen from

Figure 5.2 and Table 5.2. The conversion decreases from 82.3% to 23.9% as

the flow rate is increased from 4 to 7 mL h-'. The selectivity of caprolactam

shows an initial increase at 5 mL h", reaches a maximum of 89.3% and then

decreases. The cyclohexanone selectivity declines as we change the flow rate

from 4 to 5 mL h-' and it remains almost constant when tile feed rate is varied

from 6 to 7 ml, h-'. Table 5.2 clearly shows that both the caprolactam and

cyclohexanone yields constantly decrease with the increase in the flow rate.

Discussion:

1-11C feed rate alters the contact time and at high feed rate, the encounter

of the reactants and products with catalyst surface will be less compared to that

at lower feed rates. Thus a lower conversion is resulted at higher feed rates. The

cyclohexanone oxime conversion and caprolactarn yield decrease continuously

due to the decrease in contact time of the oxime with the active sites of the

catalysts. However, the selectivity to caprolactam is maximum (89.30/0) at a flow

rate of 5 mL h-' suggesting an optimum velocity of the feed or caprolactarn

formation. The caprolactam selectivity decreases at higher flow rates indicating

the possibility of competitive adsorption among the reactant and product

molecules over the catalysts surface. The selectivity and yield of cyclohexanone

decrease with the flow rate. This suggests that the contact time is insufficient for

the side reactions to take place at higher feed rates, Thankaraj etal9 made similar

observations on the effect of feed rate in vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangelnent of cyclohexanone oxime over titanium silicates.

Ill. Effect of Time On Stream

Another set of experiments was carried out to establish the stability of

the systems to the deactivation processcs. The pcrformance of the reaction for

a continuous 5 h run tests the susceptibility of deactivation of the catalyst. The

products were collected and analyzed after everyone hour. Figure 5.3 presents
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the time course of Beckmann rearrangement over T6 and Z6 systems where

cyclohexanone oxime conversion is plotted as a function of reaction time. The

selectivity pattern obtained for caprolactam and cyclohexanone are separately

shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Table 5.3 compares the deactivation property of

the reported catalysts with that of the newly developed catalyst.
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Figure 5.3
Oxime conversion as a function of time on stream (fOS)

over T6 and Z6 systems.
[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g, Temperature: 250°C, Feed rate: 5 mL h-1]

Results:

From Figure 5.3, it is seen that tile activity of both T6 and Z6 systems

continuously declines with reaction time. Initially the conversion is close to

100% in both the cases, but decreases to about 50% after five hours on stream.

After 5 h run of the reaction, the conversion of oxime is found to be 45.6 % for

T6, while it is 60.80
/ 0 in the case of Z6. Though tIIC oxime conversion decreases

more or less with reaction time, no significant change in lactam selectivity is

observed over the two catalyst systems,
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Caprolactam selectivity
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Figure 5.5
Cyclohexanone selectivity

with time on stream.

5

The selectivity to caprolactam changes during the first two hours and

remains constant thereafter. However, the tin system shows a better selectivity

(810
/ 0) to caprolactam even after 5 11 when compared to the zirconia system,

where the selectivity is 57.1%. The selectivity to cyclohexanone remains almost

constant for the 5 h on stream in spite of the declining oxime conversion. All the

catalysts are light coloured originally but after the reaction it turned black or grey.

Table 5.3
Comparison of time on stream study of various catalysts with T6 and Z6.

Catalyst system
Time on Oxime Lactam

stream (h) Conversion (wtO/o) selectivity (°/0)

A1203/FSM-16
IR 5 17.5 47.1

B203/A1203
6 10 62.3 89.2

AI-MCM-41 7 15 39.8 72.6

SAPO-ll" 5 76.9 43.7

ZSM-S (90)9 5 69.6 48.9

ZSM-5 (300)9 5 90.9 64.6

B203/Si0214 4 11.1 35.6

T6 5 45.7 81.0

Z6 5 60.8 57.1
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Discussion:

The lowering of activity with time on stream is a common problem

associated with all reported solid acid catalyst type in vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement, The Iitcrarurc ~l1ggests that zcolircs with very high Si: Al

ratios"!" are more resistant to this effect. Two main reasons have been

suggested to account for the loss of activity: coke formation11-13 and/or

irreversible adsorption of basic by-products'v". Tile adsorption of basic

products is reported to be common with zeolites, while the reason for bona

impregnated alumina catalysts is coke dcposition'v". These two mechanisms of

loss of activity are classified' as catalyst poisoning, since they involve the

physical blocking of the active sites. This will be distinguished from

deactivation, which will be defined as the loss of catalytic activity due to

restructuring of the catalyst.

Mao et al.6 studied the deactivation of B20 J/ Ti02-Zr02 catalyst in the

rearrangement and proposed coke deposition as tile main reason for the

decreased activity as the catalyst can be completely regenerated by burning off

the coke. Curtin et al. 15 reported the details of study of loss of activity observed

on a series of modified alumina catalysts, with particular emphasis to

B20 3/ AI20 J • They showed that the oxime conversion after a period of 30 h on

stream declined to almost zero. TIle selectivity to caprolactam increased initially,

remained steady for approximately 10 h and declined significantly thereafter, The

selectivity to cyclohexanone remained constant during the investigation. The

selectivity pattern of caprolactam was suggested to be consistent with the role of

dimerization and polymerization reaction in the mechanism of coke formation.

Shouro et al 16 investigated the dcsorption and reaction behaviour of

c-caprolactam, cyclohcxanonc oxime and the by-products of Beckmann

rearrangement (S-cyanopentane, S-cyano-pcnt-l-cnc, cyclohcxanonc and

2-cyclohexene-l-one) on FSM-16 in detail and elucidated the formation

mechanism of the by-products. Similar results were obtained by Corma and

eo-workers on H-Na-Y Zeolites",
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Thus, observation of the present investigation on the effect of time on

stream is consistent with the possibility of coke formation over the catalyst

surface, which can be correlated with the significant decrease of oxime

conversion over 5 h. The coke deposition may be either due to the eventual

formation of carbonaceous deposits resulting from the reaction between the

side products or arises from the polymerization of caprolactarn". There is

ample evidence from present and other reported works that coke deposition

and re-adsorption of basic reaction by-products play a part in catalyst

pois~ning in vapour-phase Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime.

However, the Z6 system is found to be more resistant to deactivation process

when compared to T6 system. A better selectivity to caprolactam of about 80%

is given by T6 system even after 5 h of reaction time. The comparison of the

deactivation susceptibility with other reported system reveals that these

catalysts certainly lose their activity more rapidly than the zeolite catalyst with

high Si: Al ratio", but are far better in its resistance to deactivation compaired

to other metal oxide solid acids.

5.2.2 Performance of Different Catalyst Systems

A comparative evaluation of the catalytic activity of various vanadia

catalysts in the vapour-phase Beckmann rearrangement is given in this section.

Under optimized conditions of reaction temperature 250°C and flow rate

5 mL h", all the prepared systems were tested for activity over a reaction time

of 2 h. The performance of V20S-Sn02 and V20S-Zr02 is given separately

along with its sulfated sequences. An attempt to correlate the surface acidity

and physical properties with the catalyst efficiency is done. A comparison

between tile two types of systems is also made to examine the support effects.

Table 5.4 shows the catalytic activities of various V20S-Sn02 catalysts

together with its sulfated analogues for the vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement.
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Figure 5.6 presents the changes in acidity values obtained by ammonia

TPD method with vanadia loading in the case of V20S-Sn02 systems. Table 5.6

gives the correlation between the oxime conversion and acidity values for the

sulfate-modified catalysts. Table 5.7 summarizes the influence of surface area

and pore volume on the product selectivity pattern over V20 S-Sn02 systems.

Table 5.4
Activity ofV20s-Sn02 systems in the vapour-phase Bcckmann

rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime.

Catalyst
Conversion Selectivity (°/0)

(\vtO/o) Cyclohexanone Otherss-Caprolactam

TO 29.5 26.8 - 73.2

T3 62.7 42.5 7.8 49.7

T6 86.6 59.3 12.4 28.3

T9 90.4 78.8 19.0 2.2

T12 92.4 72.8 8.9 18.3

T15 96.5 58.7 7.2 34.1

V 13.3 40.8 - 59.2

STO 59.3 25.5 1.9 72.6

ST3 94.7 32.2 8.7 59.1

ST6 98.4 48.7 9.6 41.7

ST9 100 61.2 4.3 34.5

ST12 96.7 56.5 4.2 38.1

ST15 90.7 57.7 1.4 42.1

SV 61.3 22.1 16.7 61.2

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g, Temperature: 250°C, Flow rate: 5 mL h-1, TOS: 2 h]
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Figure 5.6
Variation of acidity with vanadia loading in unmodified V205-Sn02 systems.

Table 5.5
Correlation of acidity values of sulfated systems from

TPD measurements with activity.

Catalyst STO ST3 srs ST9 ST12 ST15

Oxime conversion (\vt%) 59.3 94.7 98.4 100 96.7 90.7

Total Acidity (mmol g-l) 0.85 1.07 1.19 1.37 1.06 1.33

Results:

From Table 5.4, it is clear that Sn02and V20Sin the pure form are much

less active in the Beckmann rearrangelnent than the supported catalysts. In the

vanadia impregnated systems, as the loading .of vanadia increases, the oxime

conversion is found to increase. The maximum activity is shown by T15

system where the conversion is 96.5%. The selectivity of V20S-Sn02catalysts is

found to increase with vanadia loading, reaches a maximum and then

decreases. The maximum selectivity obtained is 78.8% for system with 90/0

V20Sloading.
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Table 5.6
Influence of surface properties on the selectivity pattern of products.

Surface properties Selectivity (%)
Catalysts Surface area Pore volume

s-Caprolactarn Cyclohexanone
(m2 g-1) (crrr'g-l)

TO 25 0.023 26.8 -

T3 49 0.054 42.5 7.8

T6 61 0.062 59.3 12.4

T9 83 0.081 78.8 19.0

T12 72 0.072 72.8 8.9

T15 67 0.064 58.7 7.2

STO 79 0.081 25.5 1.9

ST3 87 0.086 32.2 8.7

ST6 95 0.096 48.7 9.6

ST9 118 0.109 61.2 4.3

ST12 89 0.092 56.5 4.2

ST15 74 0.072 57.7 1.4

All the sulfated systems show much higher activity than the simple loaded

systems. However, the selectivity for caprolactam is comparatively low in these

systems. The maximum activity is shown by ST6 where the conversion reaches

100%. From Figure 5.6, the total acidity of the supported systems is found to

increase as the weight % of vanadia is increased from 0 to 15. Figure 5.6 and

Table 5.5 reveal that the cyclohexanone conversion is in agreement with the total

acidity of the catalyst measured by ammonia TPD method. Table 5.6 shows that

the caprolactam and cyclohexanone selectivity depend strongly on the surface

area and pore volume of the catalyst. The selectivity reaches maximum for the

catalyst with highest surface area and pore volume,

Discussion:

The relationship between acidic properties and catalytic performance in

vapour-phase Beckmann rearrangement has been studied by many researchers.
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Curtin et al. lS investigated the effect of amount of intermediate acid sites from

ammonia TPD measurements on the activity and selectivity of the Beckmann

rearrangement using B20 3/ 1\120 ) catalysts. They reported that the excellent

selectivity for caprolactarn was exhibited by B203/ Al203 catalysts with largest

concentration of intermediate strength acid sites. Ushikubo et al.3 reported for

the H-ZSM-S zeolite modified by B203 that lactam selectivity improves with

the increase of the ratio of weak acid sites to strong acid sites". It has been

reported that a relatively strong acid site (Ho<-S.6) of B203/ Si02is responsible

for the formation of caprolactarrr",

The results of our investigation on the catalytic performance of different

V20S-Sn02 systems conclude that the presence of vanadium oxide on tin oxide

surface significantly increases the catalyst performance in vapour-phase

Beckmann rearrangclllent. The conversion of oxime depends on the total

acidity of the systems while the selectivitics for caprolactam and cyclohexanone

seem to be effected by the surface area and the pore volume of the catalysts.

The good agreement between the TPD results and conversion data suggests

that all the surface acid sites irrespective of its strength, take part in the

rearrangement reaction. The results disagree with the earlier reports where the

active sites for cyclohexanone oxime conversion in Beckmann rearrangement

were reported as intermediate strength acid sites.

The dependence of selectivity to the surface properties implies that there

are some factors other than the surface concentration of acid sites, which

determine the catalytic activity. The diffusion rate of caprolactam could depend

on the pore structure and the fine pores seem to fill the effective role of

diffusion. Similar observations were made by Ushikubo et al.3

The suIfated samples give higher conversion only at the expense of

caprolactam selectivity. This lnay be due to the substantial amount of strong

acid sites on the surface of sulfated systems. Oxime and/ or caprolactam seem

to adsorb tightly on such strong acid sites and the Beckmann rearrangement is

prevented from proceeding.
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TIle catalytic performance of V20S-Zr02 catalysts with various vanadia

loadings and its sulfated analogues were examined at 250°C. The oxim~

conversion and the selectivity pattern obtained for the reaction is given in

Table 5.7. Table 5.8 shows the correlation between the conversion and the

amount of intermediate strength acid sites from TPD measurement.

Table 5.7
Activity ofV20s-Zr02 systems in the vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime,

Catalyst
Conversion Selectivity (%)

(\vt%) s-Caprolactam Cyclohexanone Others

ZO 25.3 37.7 - 62.3

Z3 68.7 72.3 7.2 20.5

Z6 89.4 78.1 15.4 6.5

Z9 78.5 84.1 11.1 4.8

Z12 70.2 90.1 7.2 2.7

Z15 66.7 94.0 1.2 4.8

V 13.3 40.8 - 59.1

SZO 100 32.5 12.7 54.8

SZ3 85.3 45.0 14.9 40.1

SZ6 100 38.1 13.6 48.3

SZ9 97.2 56.2 8.9 34.9

SZ12 90.8 61.3 4.6 34.1

SZ15 86.5 79.4 2.9 17.7

SV 61.3 22.2 16.7 61.1
[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g, Temperature: 250°C, Flow rate: 5 mJ.J h", TOS: 2 h]

Results:

Table 5.7 shows that the cyclohexanonc oxime conversion increases with

vanadia loading, reaches a maximum and then decreases in the case of simple

loaded as well as sulfated systems, From Table 5.8, it is clear that the amount
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of medium strength acid sites is in correlation with the percentage of oxime

conversion. The maximum conversion is obtained in the case of catalyst with

6% vanadium oxide loading in the sulfated and non-sulfated series. SZO

showed 1000
/ 0 conversion at the expense of selectivity to caprolactam.

However, the selectivity pattern obtained in the case of V20S-Zr02 catalysts is

quite different from that of V20S-Sn02 catalysts. Here, as the vanadia loading

increases, the caprolactam selectivity increases and the lactam selectivity is

maximum when the vanadia content is 15 wt%. Here again, the sulfated

systems showed an enhanced conversion with low selectivity to caprolactam.

Table 5.8
Correlation of amount of medium strength acid sites from

TPD measurements with activity.

K:atalyst ZO Z3 Z6 Z9 Z12 Z15

Oxime conversion (wt%) 25.3 68.7 89.4 78.5 70.2 66.7

Medium Acidity (mmol g-l) 0.13 0.21 0.46 0.36 0.28 0.23

Catalyst SZO SZ3 SZ6 SZ9 SZ12 SZ15

Oxime conversion (\vt%) 100 85.3 100 97.2 90.8 86.5

Medium Acidity (mmol g-l) 0.67 0.28 0.63 0.55 0.31 0.27

Discussion:

Comparing the acidity pattern and the conversion percentage, it is clear

that the intermediate strength acid sites are responsible for the reaction. The

results are similar to the observations of Curtin et aL ts. The selectivity pattern

of caprolactam suggests that its formation is controlled by amount of vanadia

present in the system rather than by the surface area or pore volume. The

enhanced activity of the sulfated system is an indication of the presence of very

strong acid sites over the catalyst surface. The increase ill conversion may be

due to an increased concentration of medium strength acid sites, created by

sulfate modification, while the low selectivity is attributed to the presence of

strong acid sites on the catalyst surface.
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5.3 CONCLUSIONS

The following key points emerge from this study:

~ Vapour-phase Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime occurres

smoothly on the desirable and facile sites on the molecular structures of

vanadia-based catalysts.

~ Reaction variables such as temperature, feed rate and reaction time have

strong influence on the oxime conversion and caprolactam selectivity.

~ Good initial activity and high selectivity for caprolactam can be observed

over both V20S-Sn02 and V20S-Zr02 catalysts. However the oxime

conversion declined significantly whereas the selectivity remained steady

during 5 h reaction run. V20S-Zr02 showed more resistance to catalytic

deactivation than V20S-Sn0 2 systems.

~ The acidity plays an important role in the Bcckmann rcarrangclnent. In the

case of V20S-Sn02 systems the conversion of oxime is governed by the

total acidity of the systems while the amount of medium strength acid sites

are the active sites on V20S-Zr02 catalysts.

~ The selectivity pattern of caprolactam and cyclohexanone is in accordance

with the surface area and pore volume of the catalyst when Sn02 is the

support. The selectivities are not at all influenced by the surface properties

in the case of Zr02 based catalysts.
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Chapter 6

Selective Oxidations
of

Aromatics

ABSTRACT

Catalytic oxidation is widely employed in th~ manufacture of bulk chemicals

from aromatics and more recently, as an environmentally attractive method for the

production of fine chemicals. The present chapter and the results therein show a great

versatility of vanadia-based catalysts in selective oxidation reactions of organic

compounds. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section depicts the

liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexano] using hydrogen peroxide as the oxidant over

different vanadia systems and the effects of various operation parameters on the

catalytic activity. The vapour-phase oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene was

used to probe the reactivity of surface vanadium oxide. Various reaction parameters

have been shown to direct the reaction selectively to styrene production, the results of

which are presented in the second section. Both the reactions were found to be

structure sensitive and the tetrahedral surface vanadium species played a vital role in

the enhancement of the selective oxidation activity. An effort was made to relate the

catalytic activity with the structure of the samples determined by different

spectroscopic methods.

SECTION 1

OXIDATION OF CYCLOHEXANOL TO CYCLOHEXANONE

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Partial oxidation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone is extensively used as

an important step in industrial processes for the production of polyamides,

nylon 6,6, urethane foams, adipic acid, lubricating additives, etc', The selective

186
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formation of cyclohexanone without any by-products by a one-step process

therefore will have great advantages economically and / or energetically. The

oxidation and hydroxylation of organic compounds using molecular oxygen are

not in common practice either in the laboratory or in the industry. Hydrogen

peroxide is found to be a superior alternative as it is an efficient oxidizing

agent, which yields water and oxygen only on decompositiorrr'. Recently, many

interesting liquid-phase oxidation reactions have been reported using hydrogen

peroxide as eo-oxidant over various heterogeneous catalysts. For example,

liquid-phase benzene oxidation catalyzed by heteropolyacid systerns'", copper

supported on metal oxides" and ion-impregnated MCI\f-41 7
• 'WTide ranges of

heterogeneous catalysts such as metal oxides'"!", molecular sieves":",

heteropolyacids", Clays14,15 and spinels" have been used for the liquid-phase

hydroxylation of phenoL The oxidation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone

using hydrogen peroxide as eo-oxidant over vanadium containing

heteropolyacids" is also reported.

The vanadia-based systems appear as proffilsmg catalysts, which are

active and selective in various types of oxidation reactions of organic

compounds comprising oxidative dehydrogenation, and reactions with the

formation of oxygenated products". Vanadium oxide catalysts in combination

with various promoters are widely used for the selective oxidation of organic

compounds". In the present study, liquid-phase catalytic cyclohexanol

oxidation has been attempted under a variety of reaction conditions over

supported vanadium oxide catalysts using hydrogen peroxide as the oxidant. In

this catalytic reaction, the surface structure of vanadium oxide species is found

to exert a profound influence on the catalytic activity and selectivity. Therefore

the nature of the active sites involved in the formation of selective oxidation

product, as elucidated from spectroscopic techniques (FfIR, DR DV-VIS, StV

N1\1R.) will also be considered.

6.2 LIQUID-PHASE OXIDATION OF CYCLOHEXANOL

The oxydehydrogenation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone was probed in

liquid-phase with the vanadia catalysts, where hydrogen peroxide was used as the
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eo-oxidant, The experiments were done and the products were analyzed by the

procedures given in section 2.6.2 of Chapter 2. The reactions were carried out at

different reaction temperatures with various cyclohexanol to hydrogen peroxide

volume ratios and in a variety of solvents in order to optimize the reaction

conditions. Furthermore, the reaction was performed by varying the

concentration of hydrogen peroxide and solvent and the duration of reaction

run. The only product identified by GC analysis was cyclohexanone for all the

systems. Therefore the selectivity obtained was 100% in all the cases. The

catalytic activity is expressed as the percentage conversion of cyclohexanol.

The observations of the present investigation and the possible

explanation of the results are presented under two categories; I) Process

optimization 11) Performance of different catalyst systems. A plausible

mechanism for the reaction is also proposed at the end of this section.

6.2.1 Process Optimization

Cyclohexanol oxidation carried out in liquid-phase under atmospheric

pressure is found to be extremely sensitive to the variation in reaction

conditions. Thus various experiments have been made to study the effect of

operating parameters such as reaction temperature, time, cyclohexanol to

hydrogen peroxide volume ratio, nature and concentration of solvent etc. for

V20S-Sn02 and V20S-Zr02 systems separately. The results of the observations

are presented in the following part.

I. Effect of Solvent

It has been reported in several articles that the liquid-phase oxidation of

alcohols are sensitive to the nature of the solvent used20
-
22

• Therefore we

employed different solvents such as water, methanol, isopropanol, acetonitrile

and dioxane for the reaction. The influence of the solvent on the cyclohcxanol

conversion over T6 and Z6 systems is summarized in Figure 6.1. The reactions

were carried out at 80°C for 2 h with cyclohexanol to hydrogen peroxide

volume ratio 5. The volume of the solvent was fixed to be 5 mL.
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Figure 6.1
Influence of solvent on cyclohexanol oxidation reaction.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g, Temperature: 80°C, Cyclohexanol/ H202 volume ratio: 5]

Results:

The catalytic reaction over T6 shows much higher conversion when water

and methanol are used as the solvent. The conversion gradually decreases as the

solvent is changed from isopropanol to acetonotrile. When dioxane is used as

the solvent, the conversion is found to be in between that of isopropanol and

acetonitrile. Thus, among all the solvent tested, water is found to be the best

solvent for T6 system, which gives a conversion of 35% under the given reaction

conditions. For Z6 system, the situation is found to be reversed. Acetonitrile is

established to be an ideal solvent for Z6 system, with which the maximum

conversion is obtained, (22.7%) whereas the conversion is only 7.9% with water.

Discussion:

The highest activity of T6 system with water as solvent can be ascribed

to the strong adsorption of cyclohcxanol on the catalyst surface in this solvent,

which is driven by the non-ideality of water-alcohol solution". It is also

noticeable that the activity of the system varies with the polarity of the solvent.
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As the polarity of the solvent increases, the conversion is also found to

increase.". Among the different solvents studied the polarity is in the order,

water > methanol > isopropanol > dioxane > acetonotrile. The cyclohexanol

conversion also follows the same order as evident from Figure 6.1. The Z6

system shows an opposite effect with the polarity of the solvents. The

maximum conversion obtained with acetonotrile indicates that solvent effect

on different support materials will not be the same. Thus water is selected as

the solvent for reactions with V20S-Sn02 systems whereas acetonitrile for

further studies with V20S-Zr02 systems.

11. Effect of Reaction Temperature

A set of experiments was done using T6 and Z6 systems for studying the

influence of temperature. The reaction temperature was varied from 60 to

140 0 t with cyclohexanol to hydrogen peroxide volume ratio 5. The reactions

were done in 5 mL of solvent (water for T6 and acetonitrile for Z6). The

results are furnished in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2
Effect of temperature on cyclohexanol oxidation reaction.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g" Cyclohexanol/ H20 2 volume ratio: 5, Solvent: 5 mLl
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Results:

A gradual increase of conversion with reaction temperature, as usually

sensible, is not observed here. The percentage conversion of cyclohexanol

initially increases, reaches a maximum value and then declines for T6 as well as

Z6 systems. However, the temperature, which gives the highest cyclohexanol

conversion, is different for the two systems. For T6 system, the most

favourable reaction temperature is found to be 1000 e where as it is 800 e for

Z6 system. As the temperature is increased above these values, the conversion

IS significantly reduced for both the systems.

Discussion:

The results show that the conversion of cyclohexanol is suppressed at

higher reaction temperatures.. This can be explained by the fact that higher

temperature always favours the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to

molecular oxygen". As the temperature is increased, the evaporation of the

solvent along with the degree of decomposition of the hydrogen peroxid~

enhances and the net result is the decrease in cyclohcxanol conversion. The

observation of the decrease in percentage conversion of cyclohexanol with

increasing temperature also suggests that the activation energy for hydrogen

peroxide decomposition is lower than that for the selective oxidation of

cyclohexanol".

Ill. Effect of Reaction Time

An appropriate reaction time is the main assurance for a perfect reaction.

For optimizing the reaction time for the cyclohexanol oxidation, typical runs

were carried out over T6 and Z6 with previously optimized conditions of

temperature and solvent for 4 hours with cyclohexanol to hydrogen peroxide

volume ratio,S. The filtrate was collected from the reaction mixture at regular

intervals of one hour for GC analysis. Figure 6.3 illustrates the conversion of

cyclohexanol as a function of time.
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Results:

From Figure 6.3, it becomes clear that the cyclohexanol conversion

increases initially and after a particular time period, it remains almost a

constant for both the systems. The maximum conversion of 34.5% for T6

system is reached in the first 1.5 h of reaction run and no detectable change is

noticed by increasing the reaction time further. In the case of Z6 system, a

higher reaction time of 2 h is required to achieve appreciable conversion of

cyclohexanol.
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Figure 6.3
Effect of reaction time on cyclohexanol oxidation reaction.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g, Cyclohexanol/ H20 2volume ratio: 5, Solvent: 5 mL,
Temperature: 100°C (f6); 80°C (Z6)]

Discussion:

The results show that an optimum reaction time is needed to get

substantial cyclohexanol conversion. After a particular time period, the activity

of the surface sites practically stops and thereafter the conversion remains the

same with further increase in reaction time. This change in activity pattern may

be attributed to the poisoning of the surface sites by the reaction products,

which prevents the active sites from further reaction".
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IV. Effect ofCyclohexanol to Hydrogen Peroxide Volume Ratio

Figure 6.4 depicts the selective oxidation activities of T6 and Z6 as a

function of volume of hydrogen peroxide in the reaction mixture. The

reactions were carried out under previously optimized conditions. Different

volume ratios were selected keeping the amount of cyclohexanol as 5 mL and

changing the volume of hydrogen peroxide from 1 to 5 mL.
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Figure 6.4
Variation of cyclohexanol conversion with amount of H202•

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g, Time; Solvent; Temperature: 1.5 h~ 5 mLwater, ioo-c (f6)
2 h, 5~ acetonitrile, 800 e (Z6)]

Results:

From the figure, it is found that the cyclohexanol conversion is sensitive

to the variation in volume ratio of the two reactants. The cyclohexanol

conversion in presence of hydrogen peroxide, is higher when compared to that

in the absence of the oxidant. However, as the volume of hydrogen peroxide is

increased from 1 to 7 mL, the conversion is also increases gradually and

reaches a maximum value. Thereafter further addition of the oxidant

significantly reduces the conversion percentage. The trend is similar for T6 as

well as Z6 systems though different volumes of hydrogen peroxide are used up
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to attain the maximum conversion. A volume of 3 mL is found to be the

optimum for T6 system while it is 5 mL for of Z6 system.

Discussion:

From the figure, the presence of oxidant is found to be effective in the

formation of cyclohexanone. However, it is observed that a large excess of

hydrogen peroxide reduces the cyclohexanol conversion and thereby the product

yield significantly. The probable reason for the lower conversion is that a large

excess of hydrogen peroxide enhances its self-decomposition rather than the direct

participation in selective oxidation of cyclohexanol", The decreased conversion

with higher amounts of hydrogen peroxide can also be explained as the negative

influence of large amount of water accompanying the hydrogen peroxide sarnple'",

Of course, this will be a trivial reason for the decrease in the conversion.

Optimized conditions:

The above observations and discussion of the results clearly reveal that

in the liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohexanol using hydrogen peroxide over

supported vanadia systems, the reaction conditions play a decisive role in

determining the cyclohexanol conversion and product yield. The optirnizcd

reaction conditions obtained with T6 and Z6 as representative samples is

summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1
Optimized conditions for cyclohexanol oxidation.

Reaction conditions
System

Solvent
Temperature

Time (h)
Amount of

(OC) H202 (mL)

T6 Water 100 1".5 3

Z6 Acetonitrile 80 2 5

6.2.2. Performance of Different Catalyst Systems

With the optimized reaction conditions presented in the rust part,

investigation of the oxidation activity of the vanadia-based systems was done.
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We attempted to ascertain how the incorporation of various amounts of V20S

into the support oxides and its surface modification by sulfate groups alter the

structural properties as well as the oxidation activity, and examined whether or

not the catalytic behaviour can be explained by the structure of the surface

vanadium oxide species. The observations are given under two headings:

(I) V20S-Sn02 systems and (I1) V20S-Zr02 systems.

I. V20S-Sn02 Systems

Table 6.2 presents the results of standard reactions carried out over

V20S-Sn02 systems. The results include the activity profiles of the supported,

sulfated and pure oxide systems. Under the optimized reaction conditions the

cyclohexanol oxidation was done over all the prepared systems.

Table 6.2
Activity ofV20s-Sn02 systems in cyclohexanol oxidation.

Systems
Conversion

Systems
Conversion

(\vt%) (\vt%)

TO 3.1 STO 5.7

T3 19.8 ST3 22.5

T6 34.8 ST6 36.6

T9 18.1 ST9 21.6

T12 7.2 ST12 13.7

T15 5.4 ST15 11.8·

V 4.9 SV 5.9

[Amount of catalyst: 0.1 g, Time: 1.5 h, Solvent: 5 mL (water), Temperature: 100ae]

Results:

The results of the cyclohcxanol oxidation over the V20~-Sn02 systems

indicate that the single oxides and their sulfated analogues show poor activity.

As vanadia is incorporated into the support oxide, the activity enhances to a

greater extent. Maximum cyclohcxanol conversion is observed for system with

6 wtO/o vanadium oxide content. The trend is the same in the case of sulfated

series also. The highest conversion is found to be 34.8% and 36.6%
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respectively for T6 and ST6. The conversion then reduces significantly with

further increase in vanadium oxide content. The sulfate-modified systems

show comparatively higher activity when compared to the unmodified samples.

Discussion:

From the results, it is clear that the catalytic oxidation of cyclohexanol to

cyclohexanone can be accelerated by the addition of vanadium oxide to single

oxide supports. According to Sachtler et al 27
;28, the activity and selectivity in

oxidation reactions are determined by two factors namely the intrinsic activity

of lattice oxygen and their availability. If only a limited number of lattice

oxygen is available, the oxidation stops at a particular level to result partial

oxidation products. In the supported systems, there is no large reservoir of

bulk oxygen that is free to abstract many hydrogens. Thus the locally limited

amount of reactive lattice oxygen may be the explanation for selective

oxidation activity of the vanadia-based systems in the present study.

Since there are ample reports relating the acidity-basicity of supported

vanadia catalysts with oxidation activii:y29-33 , we attempted to correlate the

cyclohexanol oxidation activity with the acid-base properties of the systems,

but failed to get any correlation between the two.

The different spectroscopic characterization like FfIR, DR UV-VIS and

SIV NMR of the prepared samples suggest the presence of appreciable amount

of surface vanadium oxide, which exist as tetrahedral VS
+ species in the low

loaded samples. As the percentage loading of vanadia increases the fraction of

tetrahedral species decreases and at higher vanadium oxide concentration Vs+

is found to be present in an octahedral environment as in the case of crystalline

V20S• The presence of crystalline V20S was also detected at higher vanadia

concentration.

The results reported by Trfiro et al 34 on methanol oxidation claimed that

V=O bond in the isolated tetrahedral vanadium oxide species is the active site

whose labilization (reducibility) plays a crucial role in controlling the activity
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and selectivity in oxidation reactions. According to them, the activity of the

catalyst is directly connected with the metal-oxygen double bond which opens

with the addition of hydrogen atom from the alcohol, which in turn leaves a

free valence on the metal used for bonding with the dehydrogenated molecule.

Miyata et aL 19 also reported that the weakening of v=o bond will be reflecting

in the reactivity of surface V~O group in alcohol oxidation. According to the

results on ethanol oxidation, they concluded that the V=O bond in a

tetrahedral surface species will be more easily reduced than that an octahedral

unit or crystalline V 20 S. A similar perception can be applied in the case of

cyclohexanol oxidation reaction with supported vanadia systems.

Thus a very good correlation can be obtained between the enhanced

activity and the fraction of tetrahedral surface vanadium oxide species. In

regions of low vanadium oxide content up to 6 \vt% as described above, the

activity of V-Sn oxides for selective oxidation of cyclohexanol will increase

with increase in vanadium content. Above 6 \vt% loading the octahedral

surface species fraction increases, where a considerable amount of vanadium

oxide consists of crystalline vanadia, Accordingly, a further increase in

vanadium oxide content is expected to cause an increase in fraction of

crystalline V20S which will result in a decrease in activity. Thus with increasing

vanadia loading the activity will rise from a small value of pure Sn02, passes

through a maximum and then decreases. A similar trend observed in the

sulfated analogues also, the slight higher activity of the suifated series may be

attributed to the higher surface area and induced oxidation activity by the

surface sulfate groups.

The catalytic activity of different V -Zr oxides and its sulfated

counterparts have been screened for liquid-phase cyclohexanol oxidation under

optimized reaction conditions and the results are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3
Activity Of\'20S-Zr02 systems in cyclohexanol oxidation.

Systems
Conversion

Systems
Conversion

(\vrO/o) (\vrO/o)

ZO 4.5 SZO 7.3

Z3 17.8 ·SZ3 30.5

Z6 13.9 SZ6 18.3

Z9 12.8 SZ9 15.4

Z12 10.3 SZ12 12.8

Z15 9.4 SZ15 10.2

\1 4.9 SV 5.9

[Amount of catalyst 0.1 g, Time: 2 h, Solvent: 5 mL (acetonotrile), Temperature: 800 q

Results:

The results show that pure oxides and are with very low activity produce

only small amount of cyclohexanone. As vanadium oxide is deposited on the

support, a noticeable change in activity is observed. The cyclohexanol

conversion increases from 4.5% to 17.8% when the vanadia weight percentage

is changed from 0 to 3 as evident from Table 6.3. Further increase in vanadia

loading has a negative effect on the catalytic activity. Thus, the maximum

conversion is obtained for catalyst with 3 \vt% vanadia and thereafter the

conversion declines. Similar trend is observed with the sulfate modified series

with comparatively higher conversion.

Discussion:

As in the case of \':!0s-Sn02 systems the strength of the terminal V=O

bond in the active surface vanadia species has been proposed to be the main

factor controlling the reactivity of V20S-Zr02 systems also. The validity of the

proposal is supported by the results of spectroscopic investigation of the

prepared systems. Examination of the data (fable 6.3) reveals that the low

vanadia loaded samples, which possess higher fraction of isolated tetrahedral
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surface vanadia species have higher cyclohexanol conversion rate. The activity

changes dramatically at higher vanadium oxide content indicating that the

surface structure has changed which affects the reaction. At higher

concentration of vanadia, the fraction of inactive crystalline vanadia increases

reducing the cyclohexanol conversion. Here also the enhanced activity of the

sulfate-doped systems can be explained by the additional oxidizing property of

the sulfate groups present on the catalyst surface.

Mechanism of the Reaction

The common feature of all vanadia-based catalysts is the presence of

VOx groups. Vanadium ions in these units can be present in tetrahedral,

octahedral and square pyramidal environment. The separation of VOx units

can effectuated by dispersion of vanadia phase on oxide supports when

vanadium loading is low. It is' generally accepted that a very low loadings the

surface vanadium oxide species is present as tetrahedral isolated species,

whereas with increase in the loading, octahedral vas species forming chains of

\T_O-V appear", The formal valence state of vanadium in V04 tetrahedra, V06

octahedra and V20S is +5. The surface of the vanadia-based systems exhibits

cationic center (Vs) linked in different manners to the anionic oxide centers.

The V-O groups are present in V-O-V or V-O-M"·units and in \7=0 terminal

vanadyl groups sticking out of the surface. In many oxidation reactions, surface

oxide ions have been proposed as the sites capable of abstracting H atom in

the form of a proton", Hence the activity is dependent on the nucleophilicity

of the catalyst oxygen36t37. Therefore the nucleophilicity will be higher for

o~l"gen bound to Vs
+ ion in V04 tetrahedra when compared to \'205 or V06

octahedral units. The active species bound to the catalyst .surface after the

abstraction of hydrogen atom can desorb or undergo further reaction forming

the oxygenated product. The plausible mechanism of cyclohexanol oxidation

over tetrahedral surface vanadium oxide species is depicted in Figure 6.5.
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Plausible reaction mechanism for cyclohexanol oxidation.

6.3 CONCLUSIONS

The summary of the results of the various studies is presented below:

~ The vanadia supported on 5n02 and Zr02 and their sulfate-modified

analogues are found to catalyze the liquid-phase oxydationn of

cyclohexanol with considerable activity for cyclohexanone formation. The

reaction gives 100% selectivity to cyclohexanone over all the systems.

~ The results on the influence of reaction variables such as temperature,

solvent, reaction time, and amount of oxidant show that these factors play

an imperative role in deciding the catalytic efficiency and each parameter

has an OptilTIUlTI value in order to acquire conversion maximum.

~ The agreement between the catalytic activity and the surface

concentration of vanadium oxide suggests that the difference in catalytic
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behaviour of the supported vanadia systems can be related to the

structural difference of surface active species of vanadium.

~ No correlation is found between the acid-base character and the catalytic

performance of the oxide systems.

~ Structural characterization results of the presently developed systems

confirm the active sites to be V5
+ ions in tetrahedral environment, the

reducibility of which is the main factor in the reaction mechanism of

cyclohexanol oxidation. The maximum activity in T6, ST6, Z3 and SZ3

appear to be explicable on the concept of maximum dispersion of the

active species over the support at these vanadia loadings,

SECTION 2

OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION OF ETHYLBENZENE

6.4 INTRODUCTION

Styrene is one of the fundamental materials for the industrial production

of many synthetic rubbers and numerous thermoplastics. This monomer is

commercially manufactured by the catalytic- dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene'f,

The process for dehydrogenation, although selective for styrene, has some

inherent limitations. The reaction which is endothermic and energy intensive

usually gives very low conversion and requires high temperatures (> 600°C)

which bring about several cracking reactions', Moreover, several problems, such

as coke formation, thermodynamic constraints and release of large amount of

wasted energy in the form of steam also remain", Energy saving dehydrogenation

processes that are more economical arc therefore highly desirable. Thus

oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene has attracted much attention, which

is a potential alternative for the manufacture of sryrcnc at low temperature,

without thermodynamic restrictions on the yield. Various catalysts have been

reported as efficient for the oxidative dehydrogenation of lower alkanes"!",

cyclohexane" and ethylbenzene'6-IRreaction. Moreover, it was shown that several

metal oxide systems display improved catalytic performances in oxidative
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dehydrogenation reactions19
-
25

• Here, the process is favoured at low temperatures

and the presence of o~J1gen inhibits the carbon deposition prevalent in non

oxidative routes.

Recent reviews outline the importance of supported vanadium oxide

catalysts in several oxidative dehydrogenation reactions". In addition to the

role of the support, the vanadium oxide 10ad.4Ig on a specific oxide suppon is

also found to be crucial in determining the activity and selectivity in such

reactions", Hence we examined the catalytic performance of vanadia promoted

5n02 and Zr02 as well as their sulfated analogues for the oxidative

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene in presence of air. Addition of vanadium

oxide to these suppons as well as the surface sulfate modification gave an

enhanced rate for the reaction. A detailed study of the nature and structure of

the active surface vanadium species seems important to obtain correlation

between the optimum catalytic activity and content of vanadium in the bulk

frame of the oxide and also in understanding the role of vanadium in the

enhancement of catalytic activity. A detailed representation of process

optimization by studying the effect of reaction temperature, flow rate and time

on stream is also included in this section.

6.5 OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION OF ETHYLBENZENE

The oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene ov.er the vanadia

catalysts was performed in vapour-phase and the general experimental and

analytical procedure is given in section 2.6.2 of Chapter 2. A blank run (with

no catalyst in the reactor) was carried out at 450°C with no catalyst in the

reactor, which indicated negligible thermal reaction. The influence of

temperature, feed rate and the time on stream was also investigated in detail

in order to optimize the reaction conditions. All the catalytic reactions were

done in presence of air. GC analysis showed styrene as the major product

along with minor quantities of toluene and benzene. The oxidative

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene produced a considerable amount of carbon
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oxides also, which are formed by the complete oxidation of the organics. The

conversion of ethylbenzene and selectivities of the products were calculated

in the following manner:

Ethylbenzene (EB) conversion (%)

Selectivity to a product (%)

Selectivity to carbon oxides (%)

(mols of EB converted/mols of EB

fed) X 100

(mols of product fonned/mols of

EB converted) X 100

(M:ass balance) X 100

The goals of the investigations were two-fold; optimizing the reaction

conditions and screening of catalytic activity of different catalysts, which is

correlated with the properties of the systems. The results and discussion are

given under two headings; 1) Process optimization 11) Catalyst comparison

6.5.1 Process Optimization

The reactions were performed under atmospheric pressure and the

reaction conditions found to play an imperative role in deciding the catalytic

activity and product distribution. So before carrying out the reaction over all

the catalyst systems, it becomes highly essential to fIX the optimum parameters

for the reaction. Hence the effect of operating parameters such as reaction

temperature, feed rate, and time on stream has been the subject of preliminary

investigation.

I. Effect ofTemperature

In order to study the temperarure influence on the oxidative

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene, a set of reactions were performed over T6

system in the temperature range from 300 to 550°(. The air flow rate and flow

rate of ethylbenzene were maintained at 25 mL rnin" and 6 mL h·1 respectively.

The activity and selectivity pattern obtained is presented in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4
Effect of reaction temperature on conversion and product selectivity in

.dati d h d . f h lboxi atrve e lyl rogenanon 0 et ly enzene.
Temperature Conversion Selectivity (%)

(OC) (,\vt%) Styrene Toluene Benzene C-oxides

300 4.9 57.5 - 26.6 15.9

·350 14.1 96.3 - 1.5 2.2

400 16.8 88.1 - 1.6 10.3

450 31.7 89.5 - 3.7 6.8

500 54.0 64.5 15.6 16.2 3.7

550 85.0 47.7 23.8 26.3 2.2

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g (f6), Air flow rate: 25 mL mirrt, Flow rate: 6 mL h-1]

Results:

The results of dehydrogenation over T6, as a function of temperature

show an increasing trend for ethylbcnzene conversion. However, the styrene

selectivity increases first in the temperature range 300-350°C and thereafter it

decreases. At higher temperatures, considerable amount of side products

(benzene and toluene) is formed. The selectivities for these minor products is

maximum at 550°C. The selectivity to styrene is maximum at 350°C (96.3%),

but the ethylbenzene conversion at this temperature is only 14.1%. A

comparatively high selectivity of ethylbenzene (89.5%) with minimum amounts

of side products is observed at 450°C. As the temperature is raised in steps

from 450 to 550°C, the styrene selectivity falls from '89% to 47%, and the

amount of benzene and toluene formed shows an enhancement with the

increase in temperature. The selectivity to carbon oxides is found to decrease

with rise in reaction temperature.

Discussion:

From the data it is clear that the conversion of ethylbenzene increases

with reaction temperature, while the selectivity exhibits a considerable

variation. The reaction of ethylbenzcne to styrcne is endothermic with
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~H =124.9 K]/moI21
• Hence an increase in temperature will always favour the

reaction. However, the decrease in selectivity of styrene observed at higher

temperatures may be due to the higher rate of disproportionation reaction,

which is again supported by the higher amount of benzene and toluene formed

at these ternperatures'", From the results, 450°C is fixed as the optimum

temperature of the reaction for further investigations. Several researchers3
,4,22,29-31

have investigated the effect of reaction temperature on ethylbenzene

dehydrogenation and the current observations arc similar to the earlier reports.

11. Influence of Flow Rate

Flow rate is another important parameter that has an influence on the

reactivity, in the case of gas-phase reactions. For studying the effect of flow rate

on ethylbenzene conversion and product selectivity, five flow rates (4, 5, 6, 7 and

8 mL h-l ) were selected. The reactions were done over T6 system at 450°C,

maintaining the air flow rate at 25 mL min'. The typical run was performed for a

reaction time of 2 h. The results obtained arc depicted in Figure 6.6.

100

80

~ 60

40

20

4 567

Flow rate (mL h-')
8

[] EthylbcnzeneConversion (wt%) ElStyrene Selectivity

[J Benzene Selectivity 11] Toluene Selectivity

QCarbon oxides

Figure 6.6
Effect of feed rate on conversion and product selectivity in

oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzenc.
[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g (To),Air Ilow rate: 25 mL min', Temperature: 450°C]
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Results:

Figure 6.6 shows that the conversion is maximum at lower flow rates and

it is adversely affected by the increase in flow rate. As the flow rate is increased

from 4 to 8 mL h-1
, the ethylbenzene conversion drastically decreases from

36.5 to 19.5%. However, the selectivity for styrene remains more or less

constant with increase in the feed rate. The maximum styrene selectivity of

90.4% is observed to be at 8 mL h~t. The' formation of carbon oxides is

observed only at the initial runs of the reaction. The benzene and toluene

selectivities are also found to be decreasing as the flow rate increases.

Discussion:

From the figure, it is clear that higher feed rate decreases the

ethylbenzene conversion to a great extent. This luay be due to the fact that

with the increase in flow rate, the contact time of the reactants with the catalyst

surface is decreased. At higher feed rates, reactants will not get enough time to

get adsorbcd on the catalyst surface and this will result in a reduced percentage

conversion of ethylbenzene. Thus higher the residence time, higher is the

probability of reactive adsorption leading to a higher conversion of

ethylbenzene. However, high selectivity for styrene at high feed rates may be

due to the prevention of re-adsorption of styrene on 'catalyst surface, there by

preventing its conversion to unwanted products. The possibility of product re

adsorption and production of more oxygenated products are feasible at lower

flow rates, which leads to poor selectivityJ,4,31 ..So an intermediate flow rate of

6 mL h-' is selected for further activity measurements.

Ill. Influence of Time On Stream

Another set of experiments was carried out to evaluate the stability of

the systems with reaction time. In order to test the deactivation of the prepared

systems, we carried out the reaction continuously for 6 hours at 450°C and the

reaction mixture was analyzed at intervals of one hour. The feed rate and air

flow· rate were maintained at 6 mL h-' and 25 mL min' respectively. Typical
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activity profiles for T6 and Z6 systems as a function of time on stream are

shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.

2 3 4 5 6
Time on stream (h)

11Conversion (wt%) IllJStyrene selectivity(%) DC-oxides (%)

Figure 6.7
Effect of time on stream in oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene over T6.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g ([6), Air flow rate: 25 mL mirr ',
Temperature: 450°C, Feed rate: 6mL h-t]
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Figure 6.8
Effect of time on stream in oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene over Z6.

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g (Z6), Air flow rate: 25 mL mine',
Temperature: 450°C, Feed rate: 6mL h']
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Results:

The results show (Figures 6.7 and 6.8) that the reactivity of the catalyst

systems decreases to some extent in the first three hours and thereafter it

remains more or less constant. The selectivity towards styrene and carbon

oxides shows little change even after 6 h of reaction run. The maximum

styrene selectivity obtained is 86.5% in the case of T6 system while it is 79.9%

for 2:6 system. The catalyst systems turned dark grey after 6 h continuously on

stream. The original colour of the systems can be regained by regenerating the

catalysts at 550°C for 5 hours.

Discussion:

The results clearly indicate that the vanadia-supported systems possess

reasonable selectivity in oxidative dehydrogenation reaction during the 6 h

reaction run. The deactivation observed may be due to the reduction of the

metal ions present on the catalyst surface; the higher valence state of vanadium

ions is not maintained during the prolonged reaction time", The metal ions

reduced during the reaction are reoxidized by the external supply of oxygen

providing a long-term catalytic selectivity to the systems. The dark colour of

the systems after continuous use may be due to the carbon deposited which

can be burned off by treating the catalysts at higher temperatures':",

6.5.2 Catalyst Comparison

In order to compare catalytic performance of different systems for the

oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzcne we carried out the reaction under

optimized conditions over all the prepared systems. The results of the

observations are separately given for V20S-Sn02 and V20S-Zr02 systems.

I. VzOs-SnOz Systems

The results obtained for oxidative dehydrogenation over V20S-Sn02

series are presented in Table 6.5. Pure metal oxides (Sn02 and V20S) are also
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screened for catalytic activity. The variation of conversion and selectivity to the

products with vanadium oxide loading is presented in Figure 6.9.

Table 6.5
Oxidative dehydrogenation activity of V205-Sn02 systems.

Catalyst
Conversion Selectivity (°/0)

(wt%) Styrene Toluene Benzene C-oxides

TO 22.84 78.98 8.84 6.05 6.13

T3 25.48 80.02 3.81 7.03 9.14

T6 36.53 86.21 2.05 2.53 8.76

T9 32.65 74.93 5.3 12.57 7.14

T12 26.40 84.81 4.40 3.63 7.15

T15 24.05 83.63 5.65 3.24 6;15

V 31.45 5.88 11.8 21.02 67.19

STD 33.47 72.27 17.54 3.47 5.38

ST3 35.63 86.50 5.08 4.29 4.13

ST6 36.59 85.49 4.95 4.18 4.02

ST9 35.53 72.46 8.41 17.7 3.98

ST12 30.45 85.25 4.24 4.59 7.70

ST15 25.53 78.96 6.19 4.97 9.87

SV 35.8 4.56 5.18 3.00 58.5

[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g, AIr flow rate: 25 mL mirrt, Temperature: 450°C,

Feed rate: 6 mL h']

Results:

From Table 6.5, it is noticeable that all the systems show remarkable

activity and selectivity in oxidative dehydrogenation reaction. Styrene is the

selective product along with small amounts of toluene, benzene and carbon

oxides as non-selective products. Among the vanadia supported systems, as the

percentage loading of vanadium oxide increases, the catalytic activity along

with styrene selectivity increases, reaches a maximum at 6% loading and

thereafter decreases. The variation of activity follows the same trend in simple
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as well as sulfate modified systems (Figure 6.9). Though pure vanadia gives a

comparatively high conversion, the styrene selectivity of vanadia is found to be

very low, which is evident from the higher percentage of carbon oxides

formed. The sulfate modification has a positive influence on the catalytic

activity of supported systems towards the reaction. Here also the maximum

catalytic activity and selectivity for styrene is shown by ST6 system.

40

35
,.....
't!-
~ 30c
0

'Vi...
u
> 25c
0
u

20
o 3 6 9 12

V-Content (V 205 wt%)
15

-0- Simple systems --+- Suifated systems

Figure 6.9
Variation of ethylbcnzene conversion as a function

of vanadium oxide content.

Discussion:

From the data and figure, it is obvious that the activity of V20S-Sn02

systems in selective oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene is greatly

influenced by the presence of vanadium oxide as well as sulfate ions on the

surface. The selective oxidation activity of pure vanadia is too low indicating

that it catalyzes the complete oxidation of ethylbenzene leading to more

oxygenated products as evident from the higher percentage of carbon oxides

formed. Addition of vanadia to tin oxide induces remarkable oxidation activity

while selectivity of styrene is also enhanced. This indicates that the presence of
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a metal oxide support is indispensable for vanadia in the selective oxidative

dehydrogenation reaction.

Tagawa et al'. have showed that both acidic and basic sites are required

for the oxidative dehydrogenation reactions. The oxidative dehydrogenation

activity in correlation with surface acidity and basicity was also reported by

Brozyana cl al 32 and Kania cl al 20 Acidity determination using different

independent methods of our systems showed that due to the vanadium oxide

addition, the acidity of the catalyst systems is enhanced and the sulfate

modification again increased the acidity. No correlation could be obtained

between the acid-base properties and oxidation activity of the systems.

Campelo et aL33 proposed that acid-base sites on AIP04 -supp~rted nickel

catalysts do not exhibit catalytic activity in the oxidative dehydrogenation of

alkylbcnzcns. So an attempt was made to correlate the structure of vanadium

oxide species dispersed on the catalyst surface and the catalytic activity.

The supported vanadia catalysts have been characterized by various

techniques like FfIR, DR UV-VIS and solid-state NMR and the results are

given in different sections of Chapter 3. Characterization studies of V20S-Sn02

systems have shown that the surface vanadium oxide species exist as isolated

tetrahedral at low vanadium loaded samples. With increasing vanadium oxide

content above 6 wt%, the tetrahedral species aggregates forming chains or

bidimensional arrays. At higher surface coverages, the V5
+ progressively

becomes six coordinated (octahedral geometry) in an environment similar to

metavanadates or decavanadatcs. The appearance of V 20 S crystallites is also

observed at high vanadium oxide coverages. In fact, several studies carried out

with Raman34
-
38 and SIV NMR38

-
41 spectroscopies indicate that in vanadia

supported on both alurnina and titania catalysts, the V-environment goes from

tetrahedral at low coverages to octahedral at high coverages.

There are many reports on vanadia-based systems where the isolated

tetrahedral V5
+ species arc proven to be the active and selective sites for

oxidative dehydrogenation reactionsS
,9,10,42,43. From the reports it is accepted
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that surface vanadium oxide in tetrahedral coordination is the one, which

catalyzes the reaction. Further evidence is provided from the studies of

Corma et al 44 who reported comparatively high oxidative dehydrogenation

activity and selectivity for orthovanadates, in which vanadium is in tetrahedral

environment. In oxidation reactions, surface oxygen is proposed as the site

capable of abstracting H atom as H ion to form an OH group4S. The activity

therefore depends on the nucleophilicity of the oxygen of the active site. The

oxygen attached to a v" ion in tetrahedral geometry is found to be highly

nuclcophilic'", which favours the selective oxidation of the reactants. Bulk

vanadium oxide is known to possess a vast reservoir of oxygen, which

becomes highly mobile when the oxide is in partially reduced state. Normally,

this mobile lattice oxygen is capable to achieve selective oxidation, but at the

very high temperature used for the reaction it can cause overoxidatiorr".

Comparison of the results of the present investigation and the earlier

reports concludes tile importance of coordination number and structure of the

surface vanadium species in the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene. In

the V20S-Sn02systems the feature that permits to obtain moderate selectivities

to styrene at relatively high ethylbenzene conversion is mainly the isolated

tetrahedral vanadium oxide units. At low vanadium oxide loadings, up to 6

wt%, isolated tetrahedral species predominates leading to high activity and

selectivity. However, on catalysts with vanadium loading above 6 wt% in which

octahedral V5
+ species with V=O bonds as in V20Sis mainly observed which

show poor selectivity and activity. The highly active isolated tetrahedral units

may be dispersed on the surface of the catalyst, the monolayer coverage of

which may be completed at 6 wt'' vanadia loading. As the percentage of

vanadium oxide still increases, crystallites of V20S may be formed which

reduces the selective oxidation property and produces mainly carbon oxides'",

II.V20s-Zr02 Systems

The catalyst efficiencies of V20S-Zr02 systems as well as their sulfate

modified series in oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene are given in
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Table 6.6. The ethylbenzene conversion obtained as a function of surface

concentration of vanadium oxide is presented in Figure 6.10.

Results:

From Table 6.6, it is perceptible that the selectivity-conversion trend in

the oxidative dehydrogenation over V20S-Zr02systems is quite similar to that

of V20S-5n02 systems. The activity and styrene selectivity increases until the

surface concentration of vanadium oxide is 3 wt? and thereafter decreases for

both the simple and sulfated systems. The addition of vanadia to Zr02
increases the activity and selectivity significantly. The selectivity of the

supported systems for dehydrogenation is also much higher than that of pure

V20S. The sulfated systems show slightly higher activity when compared to the

unmodified samples.

Table 6.6

Oxidative dehydrogenation activity of V20S-Zr02 systems.

Catalyst
Conversion Selectivity (°/0)

(wtO/o) Styrene Toluene Benzene C-oxides

ZO 11.16 83.42 3.16 2.77 7.10

Z3 28.25 85.23 7.90 4.39 2.48

Z6 19.36 . 79.92 7.31 5.05 7.72

Z9 16.42 80.69 5.79 9.38 4.14

Z12 16.1 80.37 5.22 6.83 7.58

Z15 14.13 82.25 5.82 6.53 5.35

V 31.45 5.88 11.8 21.02 67.19

SZO 26.88 79.56 8.54 7.04 4.86

5Z3 30.27 86.85 4.13 3.11 5.91

SZ6 29.08 68.60 16.44 9.42 5.54

5Z9 26.31 85.54 5.68 4.91 3.84

5Z12 19.2 82.29 4.58 4.43 8;69

5Z15 19.15 80.52 7.21 5.64 6.99

SV 35.8 4.56 5.18 3.00 58.5
[Amount of catalyst: 0.5 g, Air flow rate: 25 mL min-I, Temperature: 450°(,

Feed rate: 6 ml, h-I ]
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Figure 6.19
Variation of ethylbenzene conversion as a function

of vanadium oxide content.

Discussion:

The activity and selectivity patterns of \'20S-Zr02 systems show that the

results are comparable to those of V20S-Sn02 systems. No correlation can be

found in support of any of the previous proposals that the activity is strongly

influenced by the acid-base character of the catalysts. Efforts aimed at relating

the structure of the dispersed vanadia to its activity suggest that the local

environment and the surface concentration of vanadium oxide have a vital role

in deciding the activity and selective oxidation capacity. Analysis of catalytic

and spectroscopic data suggests that isolated tetrahedral units highly dispersed

on the Zr02 surface are the active and selective sites in ethylbenzene oxidative

dehydrogenation. The styrene selectivity is maximum at 3 \vt% vanadia loading

for which there is maximum dispersion of the tetrahedral units. At higher

vanadium oxide loadings, the activity and selectivity decrease monotonically,

which may be due to the presence of higher fraction of octahedral surface

species. On Zr02 support, there may be rapid formation of multiplayer

structure of vanadia as a consequence of the weak interaction of the support

and the dispersed vanadium oxide46
•
47

• Therefore, at vanadia loading above
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3 wt%, octahedral or crystalline V20S may be formed as the concentration of

vanadia exceeds the theoretical monolayer.

Mechanism of the Reaction

Comparison of the most effective supported vanadium oxide catalysts in

oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene from literature with the present

systems suggests that a higher activity and selectivity can be obtained at

vanadium oxide loading below the theoretical monolayer of active species. In

addition, for most of these catalysts, tetrahedral V5
+ units on the surface are

proposed to be the active sites in the oxidative dehydrogenation reaction as

they are the main species present at submonolayer coverage as evident from

the spectroscopic characterization. The appearance of octahedral ,J5+ species,

on the other hand, favours the non-selective oxidation products",
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Figure 6.11
Possible reaction mechanism for oxidative dehydrogenation

on isolated V04 units.
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Figure 6.11 shows the possible mechanism proposed for ethylbenzene

activation and dehyrogenation on isolated tetrahedral V04 units49
•
50

• According

to this scheme, the first H abstraction occurs from a secondary carbon atom

which gives rise to different possible intermediates. The second H-abstraction

from these intermediates can give styrene, Oxygen containing partial oxidation

products or carbon oxides. In this mechanism, both the v=o double bond

character and strength of V-0-M oxygen bond are essential factors in the final

product distribution.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of the investigation can be summarized as:

~ Supported vanadia catalysts undertaken for the present study afford high

activity and selectivity in oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to

give styrene in presence of air.

~ The catalytic behaviour is influenced by the reaction parameters like

temperature, feed rate and time on' stream significantly. Catalyst

deactivation with reaction time IS ascribed to coke deposition and

reduction of the active metal ions.

~ For ethylbenzenelstyrene reaction a clear correlation exists among the

activity, selectivity and vanadium oxide content of the systems. The

addition of vanadia to the support metal oxide promotes the selective

oxidation activity. The rate of the reaction is increased with vanadia

loading. After a particular concentration vanadium oxide, the activity and

selectivity attenuate. The sulfate modification of the supported surface

gives additional enhancement of catalytic efficiency.

~ The catalytic data indicate that the surface species present in the reaction

are essentially the same for V20S-Sn02 and V20S-Zr02 systems. The

spectral characterization with FTIR, DR UY-VIS and Sly NMR

techniques gives the implication that VS
+ ions in tetrahedral coordination

is the active sites for oxidativc dehydrogenation reaction. The bulk V20S
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present at high vanadia loading is not likely to take part in the reaction,

which on the other hand, reduces the selectivity to the desired product.

The sulfate modification increases the surface area of the samples, thereby

resulting in a high dispersion of the surface active species.
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Chapter 7

Summary

and

Concluding Remarks

ABSTRACT

Three main research objectives form the basis of the work presented in this

thesis; i) preparation of highly active and selective vanadia supported metal oxide

catalysts and its sulfated analogues for the acid catalyzed as well as selective oxidation

reactions; ii) characterization of the supported vanadia catalysts and determination of

the surface acidity; ill) determination of the catalytic activity of the catalysts towards

industrially important reactions like Friedel-Crafts alkylation, Beckmann

rearrangement and oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene and cyclohexanol

oxidation. This final chapter deals with a sun11nary of the results described in the

preceding chapters of this thesis. Suggestions for further research in this field are also

proposed.

7.1 SUMMARY

Supported vanadium oxide catalysts .have found wide commercial

application in a variety of industrial chemical processes. Vanadium oxides

catalysts in combination with various promoters are widely used for several

reactions including oxidation, ammoxidation and selective catalytic reductions.

Further more, these catalysts are active in the oxidative dehydrogenation

reactions. Some metal oxides, when sulfated, develop the ability to catalyze

reactions characteristic of very strong acid catalysts at low temperature.

Therefore sulfated oxides are considered as potential alternatives to

222
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environmentally harmful mineral acids such as Hl ', Alel:h 1-12S04 etc. used for

acid catalyzed reactions. Studies carried out on promoters such as oxides and

sulfates showed that they improve catalytic activity and selectivity to a great

extent. However, notwithstanding this long periods of commercial applications,

the currently used supported vanadia catalysts have several drawbacks such as

poor reproduction of the synthesis, high production costs, a long and difficult

activation procedure and deactivation under reaction conditions.

Our idea was to develop supported vanadia systems using metal oxide

promoters like Sn02 and Zr02 in order to overcome the drawbacks of the

currently used systems. The sulfate modification of the samples was also done

to enhance the surface acidity so that they can replace the environmental

unfriendly catalysts in acid catalyzed reactions. These systems were expected to

show superior characteristic over the bulk vanadia catalysts or the individual

support metal oxides in 'selective oxidation capacity. Therefore tile

employment of the presently developed supported systems in acid catalyzed as

well as selective oxidation reactions is promising, The well-dispersed vanadia

phase on a support material would open new opportunities for a detailed

characterization of the surface species. Besides promoting a variety of acid

catalyzed reactions, sulfation is also observed to affect the physical properties

of the catalyst surface, which is always an important consideration in

heterogeneously catalyzed processes, where the reactions occur on the

surfaces. Thus, the prime intention of the present project was the synthesis and

systematic investigation of the physico-chemical properties ,of some vanadium

oxide promoted tin oxide and zirconia systems along with it sulfated series.

Though different methods of preparing the catalysts are available in literature,

the widely employed wet impregnation method was used for preparing the

present systems. The supported metal oxides and sulfate-rnodified

compositions have also been evaluated in several reactions with industrial

relevance. The characterization and catalytic activity results were compared

with that of pure metal oxides and simple sulfatcd metal oxide systems, The

chapters of this thesis are dedicated to the several aspects of supported vanadia
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on Sn02 and Zr02 and its sulfatcd analogues givIng emphasis to its

preparation, comparison of characterization results and screening of the

catalytic performance obtained. The chapter-wise organization of the thesis is

as follows.

Chapter 1 covers a brief literature review on vanadia supported and sulfated

metal oxide systems. The effect of vanadia promotion and sulfate doping on

the physico-chemical characteristics and catalytic properties is included in this

chapter. The mechanism of acidity generation and nature of acidity in sulfated

metal oxide systems is discussed in detail. The effect of incorporation of a

second metallic species is also reviewed. This chapter also includes literature

survey on heterogeneous Friedel-Crafts alkyaltion, Beckmann rearrangement

and oxidative dehydrogenation reactions. Determination of surface acidity by

different techniques, including surface electron-accepting properties by

electron donors and cumene test reaction are the additional features of the

chapter.

Chapter 2 is devoted to a complete description of the materials used in the

present work and the experimental techniques employed for the catalyst

characterization. The preparation methods adopted are described in detail. The

experimental details for the evaluation of catalytic activity are also incorporated

in this chapter.

Chapter 3 describes the physico-chemical characteristics of the catalyst

systems. The catalyst systems were characterized by surface area and pore

volume measurements, XRD analysis, thermal studies and IR spectroscopy.

The elemental composition was revealed by EDX analysis. Selected samples

were also analyzed by SIV NMR, Diffuse Reflectance UV-VIS spectroscopies

and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Surface acidic properties of the

prepared samples were examined by three independent techniques namely

ammonia 1"1)0, perylenc adsorption and Cumcne conversion reaction.
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Chapter 4 focuses on the application of the catalytic systems for Friedel

Crafts benzylation reaction. Benzylation of aromatics (benzene, toluene and 0

xylene) was achieved using benzyl chloride as the alkylating reagent. The

influence of different reaction parameters on the catalytic activity and

selectivity was subjected to investigation. The reusability of the catalytic

systems was also checked. Attempt has been made to correlate the catalytic

activity with the surface acidic properties of the catalyst systems and plausible

mechanisms have been drawn out based on the experimental observations.

Chapter 5 illuminates the application of supported vanadia systems and its

sulfated analogues as efficient catalysts for the vapour-phase Beckmann

rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime, an industrially important reaction for

the production of s-caprolactam, Here also, the variation in the catalytic

activity and product selectivity with experimental parameters has been taken

care of.

Chapter 6 narrates the catalytic test results of selective oxidation reactions

such as liquid-phase oxidation of cyclohcxanol to cyclohexanone and vapour

phase oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzenc. The catalytic activity and

selectivity of all the systems were screened after optimizing the reaction

conditions. There was also an attempt to correlate the results obtained with the

nature of surface vanadium oxide active species presented by the

characterization results.

The key points emerging from the investigations are given at the end of

each chapter as conclusions.

Chapter 7 presents the summary and important general conclusions of the

present work,

7.2 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions that can be drawn from the present investigation are the

following.
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~ Vanadia incorporation and sulfate modification improve the physico

chemical characteristics and surface properties of pure tin and zirconium

oxides. The major outcome includes enhancement of surface area and

stabilization of the catalytically active tetragonal phase. The surface area

increases with vanadia loading, reaches a maximum and then decreases.

tP Vanadia incorporation and sulfate modification decrease the particle size

significantly and is clear from the SEM analysis. While the non-sulfated

samples are thermally stable at very high temperatures, the sulfated

systems are found to be stable only up to 700°C due to the decomposition

of the sulfate groups.

tP Different characterization techniques like FTIR, SIV NMR and DR UV

VIS identify the surface vanadia as mon<?-oxo species, which is found to

be existing as isolated tetrahedra in the low loaded samples. The presence

of octahedral vanadium oxide species along with crystalline vanadia is

prominent in high vanadia containing samples.

(? The surface acidic properties of the supports considerably improve upon

vauadia addition and also due to the surface modification by sulfate

anions. Good correlation is observed among the surface acidities

measured by the three independent techniques such as ammonia TPD,

perylene adsorption and vapour-phase cumene cracking reaction.

tP Friedcl-Crafts alkylation reaction of arenes using benzyl chloride as the

alkylating agent, is taking place very efficiently over the prepared systems.

A very high selectivity to the monoalkylated product is obtained in all the

cases. Thorough analysis of the acidity values' obtained by different

techniques and the bcnzylation reaction data indicates the involvement of

the Lewis acid sites in the reaction.

~ Supported vanadia systems and its sulfatcd analogues prove to be efficient

catalysts for vapour phase Beckrnann rearrangement of cyclohexanone

oxime leading to the formation of s-caprolactam. In this case conversion
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of cyclohexanone oxime is observed to be a function of the acidity of the

system.

~ Cyclohexanol oxidation proceeds efficiently over all the systems. All

systems exhibit 100% selectivity to cyclohexanone, which is indicative of

the selective oxidation capacity of the developed catalysts.

~ Vapour-phase oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzcne over the

catalytic systems results in the formation of styrene with high selectivity.

Parameters like reaction temperature, molar ratio, feed rate, etc.

profoundly influence the catalytic activity and product selectivity.

Future Outlook

An overview of catalysis by transition metal oxides in general and

supported vanadia catalysts in particular reveals that \Ve have been able to

prepare and design catalysts for achieving proposed targets by adopting

ingenious and innovative scientific approach. In the tl1fec years of this Ph.D.

research work, we have learned a lot about the nature of supported vanadia

catalysts' using S002 and Zr02 metal oxide supports. The results of the present

investigations reveal that there can be ample scope for planning strategic

research for the preparation and development of supported vanadia with other

support materials and its application for the production of olefins by oxidative

dehydrogenation of alkancs, methanol and formaldehyde by partial oxidation

of methane and industrially important nitriles by ammoxidation of alkyl

aromatics/ hctcroarornatic hydrocarbons and also for selective catalytic

reduction (SCR) of NOx with ammonia. Since the present systems are found to

be very effective for Friedel-Crafts and Bcckmann rearrangement reactions,

which are acid-catalyzed, work can be extended to study various industrially

important acid-catalyzcd alkylations and rearrangctnents of other aromatic

molecules. Beckmann rearrangement with these SystCIUS can be designed to get

hydrocarbostyril derivatives of indanoncs, which arc the key intermediate for

developing neuotransrnittcrs.
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